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Summary
This work considers numerical modelling of non-Newtonian fluid flow. The mo­
tivation for this is the need for simulating industrial processes that involve non- 
Newtonian fluids.
The non-Newtonian fluids that are included belong to the group of generalised 
Newtonian fluids. Generalised Newtonian fluids have a non-linear dependence be­
tween the shear stain rate and the shear stress, implying a non constant viscosity. 
Depending on the type of non-linearity generalised Newtonian fluids can be divided 
into three groups: shear-thinning, shear-thickening and visco-plastic fluids In this 
work all three groups are considered.
The numerical modelling is performed by using a semi-discrete finite element 
method. The spatial domain is discretized with finite elements while the time do­
main is discretized with a discrete time stepping scheme. The finite element method 
that is used belongs to the group of stabilised finite element methods. Two types 
of stabilisation are employed. The first is the streamline upwind Petrov-Galerkin 
method (SUPG) stabilisation that is used to prevent the occurrence of spurious node- 
to-node oscillations that appear in the presence of dominant advective terms. The 
second type of stabilisation is pressure stabilisation This stabilisation is necessary 
to remove pressure oscillations and allow for greater flexibility when choosing in­
terpolation functions. Thus the main unknown variables, velocity and pressure are 
discretized by linear equal order interpolation functions which offers substantial im­
plementation advantages. The time stepping scheme is a single step method with 
a generalised midpoint rule. The scheme includes a parameter that can be used to 
obtain a variety of time stepping schemes from backward Euler to trapezoidal rule. 
The highly non linear system of equations obtained after discretization is solved via 
the Newton-Raphson solution procedure.
After the finite element formulation was discretized, consistently linearised 
and implemented into a finite element program, several tests were performed to 
verify the implementation, to determine the accuracy and to prove suitability of 
this type numerical modelling for industrial applications. Several large scale prob­
lems from industrial practice have finally been solved to illustrate capabilities of the 
methodology.
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Chapter 1 
Introduction
This work considers the simulation of incompressible non-Newtonian fluid flow. 
Non-Newtonian fluids are all fluids that have a non-linear relationship between the 
rate of deformation tensor and the stress tensor. Within this thesis the so-called 
generalised Newtonian fluids are considered. The source of non-linearity for this 
type of fluid is related to a shear strain rate dependent viscosity.
The numerical modelling is based on solving the associated initial boundary 
value problem (IBVP) that describes the fluid flow via the finite element method 
(FEM). The IBVP consists of a domain of interest, boundary conditions, initial 
conditions and partial differential equations (PDE) that define the problem. The 
domain of interest represents space over which the solution is sought. The domain 
is fixed in space which means an Eulerian coordinate system is used. The boundary 
conditions represent prescribed values on the domain boundary. The initial condi­
tions correspond to the prescribed values on the entire domain at the initial time 
step. The PDE’s that govern fluid flow are the continuity equation, momentum 
equation and the non-Newtonian constitutive equations. These equations belong to 
the group of hyperbolic-parabolic equations. The unknown variables are the ve­
locity and pressure fields. The PDE’s relate the velocity and pressure fields in a 
profound and complex way that makes analytical solution impossible for most real 
world problems and thus a numerical solution is of great interest.
A number of different non-Newtonian material models are considered. Con­
stitutive models for generalised non-Newtonian fluids can be divided into three 
groups depending on how the apparent viscosity changes with respect to the shear 
strain rate. The first group comprise fluids for which the apparent viscosity de­
creases as the shear strain rate increases and are called shear-thinning fluids. For 
this group the power law, Bird-Carreau and Cross law fluid models are considered. 
The second group, the so-called viscoplastic fluids, are characterised by the exis­
tence of a yield stress that renders the apparent1 viscosity infinite until the yield 
stress is reached. For this group the models that are considered include the Bing­
lA useful measure that is used when describing non-Newtonian fluids is the apparent viscosity. 
It represents the ratio between the shear stress and the shear strain rate.
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ham and Herschel-Bulkley models. And finally the third group are shear thickening 
fluids and comprise fluids for which the apparent viscosity increases as the shear 
strain rate increases. Such fluid models can be obtained by choosing the appropri­
ate parameters for the power law model (Chhabra, 1993).
The FEM that has been adopted to solve the above mentioned IB VP uses lin­
ear interpolation functions to approximate the unknown velocity and pressure fields. 
The IB VP is converted into a weak form that is then discretized via triangulation of 
the spatial domain. The triangulation yields a mesh comprising of nodes and ele­
ments. The unknown velocity and pressure fields are expressed in terms of values 
for nodal velocities and nodal pressures. The weak form is weighted at the nodes 
and then numerically integrated within the elements. This yields a system of or­
dinary differential equations (ODE) featuring the nodal velocities, nodal pressures 
and nodal derivatives of the velocities with respect to time (nodal accelerations). 
The system of ODE is then further converted into a system of algebraic equations 
by using a time stepping scheme. The system of algebraic equations that is obtained 
is non-linear and thus requires solution by using an iterative procedure. For this pur­
pose the Newton-Raphson iterative procedure is chosen because of its convergence 
properties. The Newton-Raphson procedure requires the analytical expression for 
the tangent stiffness matrix which may present a difficult task. This thesis shows 
how to obtain such a stiffness matrix for the proposed formulation. The derivation 
is performed in a methodical way which is useful as a template for future develop­
ments.
When the IB VP is converted into a weak form several issues had to be taken 
into account. First the presence of both velocity and pressure fields makes this a 
mixed method problem. The choice of interpolation functions for such problems 
must be approached with care. In particular the interpolation functions used to dis­
cretize the original problem must satisfy the so-called Ladyzhenskaya-Babuska- 
Brezzi (LBB) stability condition (Brezzi, 1974). It is well documented that mixed 
interpolations that do not satisfy LBB condition lead to instabilities that are man­
ifested as the so-called ’’checker board” modes. To circumvent the need for the 
LBB the so-called stabilised methods can be used. We have employed the formula­
tion developed by Hughes and co-workers (Hughes et al., 1986a) and then further 
developed by Tezduyar and co-workers (Tezduyar et al., 1992).
The second issue that requires consideration is the nature of fluid flow equa­
tions. In the case of advection dominated flows these equations belong to the group 
of hyperbolic-parabolic equations and solving them by using a standard Galerkin 
weighting in the weak form would result in spurious node-to-node oscillations, so 
called ’’wiggles”.
To overcome this problem a Petrov-Galerkin scheme has been employed. This 
scheme modifies the weighting function by adding an optimal amount of artificial 
diffusion in the direction of the flow. This is a method that was developed by 
(Brooks & Hughes, 1982) and then further extended by (Tezduyar et al., 1991). 
This method is termed the streamline upwind Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG). An altema-
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tive to using SUPG for the elimination of the node-to-node oscillations would be to 
follow the advice of (Gresho & Sani, 1998) and refine the mesh where these oscil­
lations occur. The reason that this method is not used is that the amount of elements 
that are used need to be minimal since the intention is to use this solution procedure 
for large scale industrial problems.
For the discretization in time a single step method will be employed. The time 
stepping scheme is based on evaluating the two factors that make up the convective 
term at different time instants. The two parameters can be varied to obtain a series 
of time stepping schemes including the backward Euler and trapezoidal rule (Simo 
& Armero, 1994).
A number of tests is performed to verify the accuracy and stability of the 
numerical procedure. First numerical solutions are compared to analytical solutions 
for simple flows of non-Newtonian fluids. After that further numerical simulations 
are performed of 2D and 3D problems with more complex geometries. Finally 
consideration is given to industrial problems related to single and twin extrusion of 
non-Newtonian fluids.
The motivation for this work was the need to simulate industrial processes. 
A large area of industrial interest that involve non-Newtonian fluids are extrusion 
processes. It is for instance, widely used in food processing industries. Therefore 
the last two tests that where run involve simulation of extrusion.
1.1 Presentation order
This thesis is oiganised in 7 chapters. Details of the implementation and some ad­
ditional derivation are included in appendices. The overview of thesis is as follows:
Chapter 1: Introduction
This chapter gives an overview of thesis and provides literature survey.
Chapter 2: Basics of Fluid Mechanics
This chapter gives an overview of fluid mechanics. The aim of this chapter is 
to establish the mathematical basis that governs non-Newtonian fluid flow. It 
also introduces the notation that will be used in the latter chapters.
Chapter 3: Non-Newtonian Fluids
This chapter gives an overview of the non-Newtonian fluid models and pro­
vides some background information for the behaviour of non-Newtonian flu­
ids. The second part of the chapter gives an analytical solution for the Couette 
flow for both the power law fluid and the Bingham fluid. These analytical so­
lutions are used later to verify the numerical solution.
Chapter 4: Finite Element Methods
This chapter gives an overview of the finite element method (FEM) in the con­
text of non-Newtonian fluids. It starts by introducing the standard Galerkin
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FEM and then describes in detail pressure and streamline upwind stabilisa­
tion. This chapter finishes by stating the FEM formulation.
Chapter 5: Solution Procedure
This chapter deals with solution of the FEM formulation given in the previous 
chapter. The emphasis is on the Newton-Raphson solution procedure and 
associated linearization procedure.
Chapter 6: Numerical Examples
This chapter includes all the numerical tests. The tests are used to verify 
numerical accuracy and establish robustness of the scheme.
Chapter 7: Conclusion
This chapter gives conclusions and recommendations for future work.
Appendix Appendices
The appendices describe details of algebra and implementation aspects that 
were to labourious to be included in the main matter. The appendices are as 
follows:
A Derivation of V r{uh) [Auh]
This derivation is part of the evaluation of the stiffness matrix.
B Common Identities
This chapter gives a list of common identities used throughout thesis.
C Using symbolic computation
This chapter illustrates the use of Mathematica©to produce FORTRAN 
code from the expressions that were obtained in chapter 5.
D Computer Implementation
This chapter deal with details of the implementation of the element rou­
tines into the finite element program Elfen.
Chapter 2 
Basics of Fluid Mechanics
The purpose of this chapter is to give a brief overview of fluid mechanics and to 
derive the basic equations. A number of textbooks exist that deal in great detail 
with the subject of fluid mechanics (Spurk, 1997; Currie, 1993; Chorin & Marsden, 
1992; Chung, 1978; Bird et a l , 1977,2001).
Fluid mechanics is concerned with materials that deform without limit when 
loaded by shearing forces. This means that even with a relatively small shearing 
force fluids deform infinitely. This is in contrast to solids where the deformation 
under a small shearing force is finite. In the case of fluids it is the velocity o f defor­
mation that is finite. As a consequence the velocity serves as one of the variables 
that is, in a natural way, used in description of the mechanics of fluids.
There are two approaches to derive the basic equations that describe the mo­
tion of fluids. The first approach to the problem is from a molecular point of view, 
which treats the fluid as a cluster of molecules. The governing equations for the 
motion of fluids are then derived from the molecular motion using the laws of dy­
namics and probability theory. This method gives good results for light gases, but it 
has not been developed for liquids or dense gases.
The second approach is to derive the governing equations using the contin­
uum concept. The continuum concept assumes that the fluid consists of continuous 
matter and the behaviour of individual molecules are ignored. At each point of this 
matter certain variables that reflect the macroscopic behaviour of fluids are defined. 
These variables are referred to as ’’field variables”. The field variables that are usu­
ally used to describe fluid motion are velocity, pressure, density, temperature and 
internal eneigy. These field variables are defined at any point in the continuum and 
represent an average of the action of molecules that occupy a small volume around 
this point
Although the first method is elegant and more consistent it is incomplete for 
liquids and dense gases. On the other hand the second, continuum approach is 
valid for all gases and liquids with the restriction that the mean free path is much 
smaller than the smallest physical length of the flow field that is considered. With 
liquids the mean free path is one molecule diameter. This restriction is not to severe
5
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for most common engineering problems, since for liquids a square whose side is 1 
micrometer contains about 2.5 x 1010 molecules. The only time we would expect 
the continuum theory to break down is around shock waves or in very thin gases 
encountered for instance at the edge of the atmosphere. For subsequent derivations 
the continuum approach will be used.
2.1 Preliminaries
When deriving fluid equations using the continuum approach a reference system 
has to be chosen. This reference system can be either Eulerian or Lagrangian.
Figure 2.1: Eulerian and Lagrangian reference systems
The Eulerian reference system uses a coordinate system that is fixed in space, 
with the fluid observations occurring as it passes through a control volume. The 
control volume is an arbitrary but fixed region in space of volume V  and surface S. 
With this control volume in mind we apply the conservation laws of mass, momen­
tum and energy. The independent variables are the spatial coordinates and time. 
The Eulerian reference system is also known as the spatial coordinate system.
When using the Lagrangian reference system the coordinate system moves 
with a particular mass of fluid. The conservation laws are then applied to this par­
ticular mass of fluid. The position and volume of the fluid changes with respect to 
time but there are no fluxes on the surface of the particular mass of fluid which is 
considered. The Lagrangian reference system is also known as the material coordi­
nate system.
Let x, y, z denote the coordinates of a material point in a fixed coordinate sys­
tem The so-called Lagrangian or ’’material” derivative and the Eulerian derivative 
are related by the following relationship:
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Da
~Dt
da da da da
Lagrangian Eulerian
or in vector form:
(2.1)
where a  is any field variable, u  is the velocity vector and 
derivative.
is the Lagrangian
The derivation of the fluid equations involves use of a control volume, which 
can be either of the fixed or arbitrary size. If a fixed sized control volume is used 
it is chosen to be vanishingly small and each field variable that is involved in the 
derivation is expanded in a Taylor series around the centre of the volume. With 
this arrangement in mind the basic conservation laws are applied. On the other 
hand if an arbitrary volume that changes its shape and size in time is chosen the 
conservation principles are applied as an integral over the control volume. This 
results in a integro-differential equation of the following form:
where L represents some differential operator, V  the arbitrary volume and a some 
property of the fluid. Because V  is an arbitrary volume the only way this equation 
can be satisfied is if La = 0, thus reducing it to a differential equation.
When using an arbitrary control volume and a material (Lagrangian) coordi­
nate system to derive the basic equations, material derivatives of volume integrals 
are encountered. It is necessary to transform these material derivatives into Eule­
rian derivatives. This transformation can be done by using the Reynolds’ transport 
theorem.
2.1.1 Proof of the Reynolds’ transport theorem
To prove the Reynolds’ transport theorem the flow of a specific mass of fluid is 
considered. In a material framework a fluid property a  of a specific mass of fluid 
is solely dependent on the time t. The starting point in transforming the material 
derivatives of volume integrals is to use the definition of derivatives:
jr. f  a(l)dV  =  lim ( f  a{t + 6 t)d V -  [  a(t)dV \
Jv(t) St^ ° I or [ Jv(t+5t) Jv(t) J J
where a  is a fluid property and V  is the volume. The derivative can be further split 
into two parts by subtracting and then adding a(t +  St) integrated over V (t ) as 
follows
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H \ f  a{t  +  S t ) d V -  j
I Uv(t+5t) JV
The first part of the above equation represents the integration of a{t+St) over 
the difference in volumes from time t to time t + 8t. The second part of the equation 
is a familiar Eulerian derivative with respect to time. Now the material derivative 
can be written as follows:
D_
Dt
f  a(t)dV  =  lim [  a ft + 8t)dV \  + f  ^ dV
Jv(t) l<5* lJv{t+st)-v(t) J J  Jv(t) ot
The integral over the difference in volumes can be transformed into a surface 
integral over S(t). This can be done by observing that an element of volume SV 
is equal to u  • n  SS. Here SS is the corresponding surface on V(t) and u • n is 
orthogonal distance between the two volumes V{t) and V(t 4 - St). This yields the 
following:
L f  a {t)dV=  l i m / i  f  a(t + 8 t)u -ndS  1 + f  ^ dVD t J nt) (8 t  [Js{t) JJ JV(t) dt
=  f  a(t)u  • ndS  +  f  ^ d V  (2 .2 )
JS(t) Jvi t )  Ot
The surface integral can be now transformed back into a volume integral by 
the use of Gauss’ theorem:
f  a (t)u • n dS =  f  V • (au)dV  (2.3)
Js( t) JV{t)
The final form of the Reynolds’ transport theorem is obtained by substituting 
(2.3) back into (2.2) and is as follows:
r -r  /  \-  +  v -(a u ) dV (2.4)a d V  =  
rv  JV
where a  is a scalar field variable and u is the velocity vector. If a  is a vector field 
variable then the equation can be represented as follows:
f  o td V =  f  Dt Jy  Jy
da.
+  V • (a  <8 ) u) dV (2.5)a d V  
rv JV
where a  is a vector field variable. With the above definitions and principles the 
conservation laws can be derived.
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2.2 Conservation of mass
The conservation law for mass states that mass remains unchanged unless chemical 
reactions take place. This means that an arbitrary mass of fluid can change its shape 
and size but the mass remains constant. A mathematical way to express this is 
to state that a material derivative of a mass of fluid contained within an arbitrary 
volume V  is equal to zero. This can written as follows:
°  f  p d V  = 0
J VDt Jy
The above Lagrangian form of the equation can be transformed into an Eule­
rian form using the Reynolds’ transport theorem (2.4) which gives:
dp
I
dV = 0
By using the fact that the volume is arbitrary implies that the integrand in the 
above equation has to be equal to zero, which yields the differential equation
t  + v . 0*0 = 0 
or ^  +  u  • Vp +  p(V  • u) =  0  (2.6)
This is the final form of the conservation equation of mass. This equation is 
often referred to as the continuity equation (CE).
If the fluid is incompressible or nearly incompressible the above equation 
(2.6) can be further reduced using the incompressibility condition. This condition 
can be mathematically stated as follows:
=  0  g + u . v ^ 0  (27)
When comparing the incompressibility condition (2.7) and the continuation 
equation (2.6) it is evident that first and second term in the CE are cancelled and the 
CE for incompressible fluids is reduced to:
V • u  =  0 (2.8)
2.3 Conservation of momentum
This section deals with the derivation of fluid equations that are a consequence of the 
application of the conservation of momentum to a mass of fluid. Broadly speaking 
this law states that the change of momentum of a particular fluid mass is equal to 
the forces acting on it. The momentum per unit volume is equal to pu. To get the
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total momentum of a particular fluid mass the unit volume momentum has to be 
integrated over the volume. To get the change of momentum a material derivative 
of the momentum has to be taken.
Two types of forces are considered. The first type acts on the surface of the 
fluid mass and is a consequence of the rest of the continuum acting on it. This type 
of force is manifested through the effect of stresses. To obtain the total force that 
is acting on the fluid surface, the surface traction vector t  has to be integrated over 
the surface S. The second type are external body forces that act on the fluid volume 
and have their source in field forces. They include forces like the gravitational or 
the electromagnetic forces. They are defined as forces per unit volume. To get the 
total external body force that is acting on the fluid volume the unit body forces f 
have to be integrated over the whole volume V.
The conservation o f momentum can be represented in the following mathe­
matical form:
The value of the surface traction vector t  can be further expressed in terms of 
stress tensor a  as
where n is equal to unit normal vector on surface S. After substituting the sur­
face traction vector equation (2 .1 0) and converting the surface integral, using the 
divergence theorem to a volume integral, the total surface force can be represented 
as f v V  • a  dV. The left hand side of equation (2.9) can be transformed into an 
integral that contains only the Eulerian derivatives using the Reynolds transport 
theorem. This then yields an equation that consists only of volume integrals and 
Eulerian derivatives and it can be represented as follows:
The fact that V  is an arbitrary volume can be used to imply that the inte­
grand on the left and right hand side must be equal and thus yielding the following 
differential equation:
The LHS of the equation can be further simplified by expanding the two terms 
and using the continuity conditions. If the LHS is expanded by using common
(2.9)
t  =  a n (2.10)
J y  \_UZ J J y  J y
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identities (see Appendix B) while observing pu 0  u  — u  <g) pu the following is 
obtained:
Now it can be observed that the second and fourth term on the left hand side 
represent the continuity equation multiplied by the velocity u  and are therefore 
equal to zero. The final form is then represented as follows:
This section deals with the derivation of fluid equations that are a consequence of 
the first law of thermodynamics. This law states that the change of the total energy 
of a body is equal to the sum of the total work done and any heat that has been 
transferred to the body. The total eneigy of a body is equal to the sum of the internal 
energy and the kinetic energy. The internal energy is expressed in terms of internal 
energy per unit mass e and is obtained by integrating pe throughout the volume. 
The kinetic energy is obtained in a analogous fashion by multiplying the unit mass 
kinetic energy \ n  • u  with the density p an then performing the integration. The total 
work is split into the work that is done by internal surface forces u  • t  and external 
body forces u  • p f . The heat transferred through the surface of the fluid body can 
be expressed as a product of the conductive heat flux q  and the surface unit outward 
normal n, where the heat flux is considered positive when heat is leaving the body. 
This can be expressed mathematically as follows:
As with the previous conservation laws the material derivatives can be trans­
formed into Eulerian derivatives using the Reynolds transport theorem,
p ^  +  +  (pu • V)u +  (V • pu)u =  V • cr +  p f
p-^j- +  p(u • V)u =  V • cr +  p f (2 .11)
2.4 Conservation of energy
L {
Js Jv  Js
The surface integral f s u  • t  dS can be transformed into a volume integral 
by first relating the traction force t  to stress cr and then subsequently applying the 
Gauss’ theorem
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/  u  • t  dS = /  u - cm  dS = /  V (cru)
Js Js Jv
dV
The heat transfer surface integral can be also transformed using the Gauss 
theorem yielding:
/ q n  d S =  f V q  dV
Js Jv
With all these changes applied the energy equation has the form:
v  i ^ i ( pe +  \ p U ' U)  +  V  ’ f i pe  +  3 p U ' u  I u l  ^ d V  =
/  V • (<t u) dV  +  I u p f d V -  I v-q dV
Jv Jv Jv
Using the arbitrariness of the volume V  as in the previous sections a differen­
tial equation is obtained:
° . L e  +  l p u . u ) + V pe 4 - -p u  • u  ] u =  V - ( < ru ) 4 - u - p f  — V - q
The terms on the LHS contain previously defined conservation equations that 
can be removed. To achieve this the LHS has to be expanded:
d (  1 \  de dp d ( 1  \  1 dp-  ype + -p u  - u j  =  P _  +  e -  +  p -  ^-U  . u j +  -(u  - u ) ^  (2.12)
pe +  -p u  • u  ] u - ( u - u ) p u=  V • (pue) -1- V
pu • Ve +  eV • (pu) 4 - (pu • V) ^ ( u ' u )^ +  ^(u  • u) V • (pu) (2.13)
It can be noted that the second terms in equation (2.12) and equation (2.13) 
amount to the continuity equation multiplied by the internal energy e. In a similar 
way the fourth terms in the above equations represent the continuity equation mul­
tiplied by the value of the kinetic energy |( u  • u). The third terms in the above 
equations can also be further simplified and the term V • (cr u) on the RHS can be 
expanded. With these simplifications energy equation can now be written as:
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The above equation can be further reduced by cancelling the terms that amount 
to the scalar product of the momentum equation and velocity. It has to be noted that 
<r : VTu =  <J : Vu because a  is symmetrical. The final form of the eneigy 
equation now becomes:
dcp ^ -  +  pu • Ve =  : V u  -  V  • q  (2.14)
at
When analysing the physical meaning of (2.14) it can be observed that the rate 
of change of the internal eneigy on the LHS is equal to the sum of the transformed 
mechanical energy and the amount of heat that is added by conduction from outside 
the body.
2.5 Constitutive equations
To be able to solve the fluid mechanics equations it is necessary to specify two 
constitutive equations. The first needs to relate the stress tensor a  and the defor­
mation rate tensor e and the second needs to relate the heat-flux gradient q  and the 
temperature gradients.
2.5.1 Stress - strain rate constitutive equation
The stress that is developed within a moving fluid body is due to deformation. This 
stress is dependent exclusively on the material properties. To be able to describe 
material laws the kinematics of a deforming body will first be elaborated.
Kinematics
Kinematics deals with motion and deformation of bodies. To be able to analyse a 
deformed body it is necessary to define a measure of deformation in the neighbour­
hood of a point At a point x  (see Figure 2.2) the velocity is denoted as u(x, t) where 
t is the current time. A neighbouring point x  +  dx has the velocity u(x +  dx, t). 
These two velocities can be related by using the Taylor expansion:
u(x +  dx, t) = u(x, t) +  dx • Vu
The velocity gradient Vu can be expanded to the symmetric and the antisym­
metric part in the following way:
V u =  i ( V u  +  V Tu) +  i ( V u  -  V Tu)
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The symmetric part is denoted as k and is called the rate o f deformation ten­
sor,
The diagonal terms in the rate o f deformation tensor represent stretching and 
the non diagonal terms represent shearing deformations respectively. The antisym­
metric part is denoted as Cj and is called the spin tensor,
The value for the velocity in a neighbouring point can now be represented in 
the following manner:
u(x +  dx, t ) =  u(x, t) +  Cj dx +  e dx.
where the terms on the RHS in turn represent the translation, rotation and deforma­
tion in the neighbourhood of x. This can be observed in Figure (2.2).
Figure 2.2: Physical significance of the various deformation components
As with all symmetric tensors the rate o f deformation tensor can be diago- 
nalized. This diagonalization would transform the tensor into a different coordinate
du 1 ( du i dv \  1 / du | dw
2 ^dy d x '  2 '  dz dx '
dv I ( dv I d w \
dy 2 '  dz d y '
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system that has no shearing. This coordinate system is called the principal coor­
dinate system. To obtain the principal coordinate system the following eigenvalue 
problem needs to be solved:
(e — el)w  — 0
The non trivial solution of the above equation yields three eigenvalues £i} i =
1,2,3 and three eigenvectors i = 1,2 ,3. The eigenvalues are obtained by solv­
ing:
det(e — el) =  0
The above condition represents a cubic equation of the following form:
—6  ^+  — I2£ +  I3 =  0
where the parameters Ii, I2 and I3 are known as the first, second and third invariants 
of the rate of deformation tensor and are given by the formulae:
Ii =  tr [e]; I2 =  |  {(tr [e] ) 2 -  tr [e2]} ; I3 =  det(e)
Since the rate of deformation tensor is symmetric the eigenvalues will be real. 
Once the eigenvalues are determined the eigenvectors can be calculated. The eigen­
vectors are orthogonal and represent the principal coordinate system. The eigenval­
ues represent the deformation along the principal coordinate system. The invariants 
are unique at a given point. The first parameter represents the volumetric strain. 
In the case of incompressible fluids it is equal to zero. Also in the case of incom­
pressible fluids the second parameter can be used as a measure of shear strain and 
is reduced to —1 tr [e2]. A generalised shear rate 7  can now be defined as follows:
7  =  y j—4I2 = \J2 tT [e2] = \ j 2 e \ e  (2.15)
In the case of a simple shearing flow 7  is obviously equal to the actual shear
rate.
Newtonian Fluids
An important group of fluids are the Newtonian fluids. Newtonian fluids are the 
most abundant fluids on earth, including water and air. For Newtonian fluids the 
constitutive equation has a simple form in which the stress is related to the rate of 
deformation tensor in a linear fashion. The relationship has the following form:
cr = —pi +  A(V • u)I +  2fie (2.16)
where p is the dynamic viscosity and A is the second viscosity coefficient. Some­
times instead of using the dynamic viscosity the kinematic viscosity v =  fi/p is
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used. The second viscosity coefficient is a material parameter that is a consequence 
of the difference between thermodynamic pressure and the mechanical pressure that 
occurs in polyatomic gases and liquids. This difference is proportional to the diver­
gence of the velocity field V • u. The constant of proportionality is called the bulk 
viscosity K  =  A +  |//. In the case of incompressible fluids the value for A is not 
important because the second term is equal to zero due to the continuity equation 
V • u =  0.
Non-Newtonian Fluids
All fluids that do not have a linear relationship between the rate of deformation 
tensor and stress fall in the category of non-Newtonian fluids. Non-Newtonian fluids 
can be further divided into several groups depending on the form of non-linearity. 
One of the simplest form of non-linear constitutive relation is when the viscosity is 
not constant and depends on the generalised shear rate. The constitutive equation 
can then be represented in the following way:
cr = —pi  +  2/ie (2.17a)
p = (2.17b)
where 7  represents the generalised shear rate. This group of fluids will be discussed 
in more detail in chapter 3. As with Newtonian fluids for certain compressible fluids 
the bulk viscosity term needs to be added.
2.5.2 Heat flux - temperature gradient 
constitutive equation
The flux term in the eneigy equation is a consequence of heat transfer due to con­
duction. Heat conduction is normally governed by the Fourier’s law. Fourier law
states that heat conduction is directly proportional to the negative temperature gra­
dient. This law can be mathematically stated as follows:
q  =  —k VT
where k is thermal conductivity and represents the proportionality factor.
2.6 Navier - Stokes Equations
The Navier - Stokes equations are obtained by inserting the stress - strain rate con­
stitutive relation for Newtonian fluids (2.16) into the momentum equation (2.11),
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After rearranging the above equation the following is obtained:
p +  u  • V u j =  —V p 4 - V • (A(V • u)) +  V • (2 p,e)) +  p i
This represents the compressible Navier - Stokes equations. For the case of 
incompressible fluids the following form of the Navier - Stokes equations is used
d u  _  x _  —2p ( —  + u  • Vu ) =  — Vp + V u +  p f
In the case of negligible viscous effects the second term on the RHS can be 
dropped and the so-called Euler equation are obtained:
P + u  • V u ) =  - V p  + p i
2.7 Initial Boundary Value Problem (IBVP) 
for incompressible non-Newtonian fluids
The first step in numerical modelling of non-Newtonian fluid flows involves spec­
ifying the initial boundary value problem (IBVP) that describes the problem. An 
IBVP in general consists of a set of differential equations, a specification of the 
domain of interest, boundary conditions (BCs) and initial condition (ICs). The dif­
ferential equations that describe the flow of incompressible non-Newtonian fluids 
are the momentum equations (2 .1 1 ) and continuity equation (2 .8) coupled with the 
non-Newtonian constitutive equations (2.17).
The specified domain of interest is an open subset D of [Rn where n = 2,3. 
The boundary of Q is marked by T. The boundary T consists of two parts the so 
called Dirichlet boundary conditions where the prime unknowns are prescribed and 
the Neumann boundary conditions where the derivatives of the prime unknowns are 
defined. The Dirichlet boundary is denoted by Tg and the Neumann boundary is 
denoted by Th- The initial condition represents the value of the unknown function 
all over the domain at some starting time to- The domain is shown in Figure 2.3. 
The IBVP is summarised in the box below.
2.8 Conclusion
In this chapter the basic equations of fluid mechanics have been derived, by follow­
ing an arbitrary volume of fluid in a material (Lagrangian) coordinate system and 
applying in turn the basic conservation laws for mass, momentum and energy. Dur­
ing the derivation material derivatives of volume integrals have been transformed
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Figure 2.3: Domain and boundary conditions
PDEs  : +  p(u • V)u =  V • er +  p f
cr =  —pi +  2pe 
p =  //(t); 7  =  V2 £ : e
£ = |V su =  |(V u  +  VTu) 
V - u  =  0
BCs : u — g =  0  on Tg
• n — h = 0 on Th
ICs  : u (t0) =  uq p(t0) =  po
Box 2.1
into Eulerian derivatives by using the Reynolds’ transport theorem. Since the con­
servation laws are not sufficient to accurately describe the behaviour of fluid flow 
additional constitutive laws need to be introduced. Constitutive laws describe the 
stress - strain rate relationship for Newtonian fluids and the heat flux - temperature 
gradient relationship. The constitutive laws for non-Newtonian fluids will be dis­
cussed in detail in the following chapter. By using the stress - strain rate constitutive 
law for Newtonian fluids and the momentum equation, the Navier-Stokes equation 
were derived. Finally an initial boundary value problem for non-Newtonian flu­
ids has been stated which will be the starting point for deriving a stabilised finite 
element method for non-Newtonian fluids.
Chapter 3 
Non-Newtonian fluids
3.1 Introduction to Non-Newtonian Fluids
The most common assumption used in description of fluid behaviour is based on the 
so-called Newtonian postulate. The Newtonian postulate states that there is a linear 
relationship between the shear stress (t) and the shear rate (7 ),
T  =  f l j
where the constant of proportionality fi is called the Newtonian viscosity. This 
linear relationship is valid for gases, low molecular weight liquids and their so­
lutions but is inadequate to model many real fluids. All those fluids that can not 
be modelled by using the Newtonian postulate are termed non-Newtonian fluids. 
Non-Newtonian fluids are encountered in a wide range of industrial and everyday 
situations such as multi phase mixtures (slurries, emulsions, and gas-liquid disper­
sions); polymer melts and solutions; soap solutions; cosmetics and toiletries; food 
products (jams, jellies, cheese, butter, mayonnaise, meat extract, soups yogurt, etc.); 
biological fluids (blood); natural products (gum, protein solutions, extracts, etc.) 
and agricultural and diary wastes. This has prompted the need to further develop 
constitutive models for fluids to accommodate for all these non linearities.
An important class of non-Newtonian fluids are the so-called macro molecu­
lar fluids i.e. fluids that consist of large molecules. The molecular weight of macro 
molecules is in the range 104^  — 109^ .  This molecular weight is very high when 
compared to small molecular fluids for instance water where the molecular weight 
is equal to ~  1 8 ^ .  The main group of macro molecular fluids are polymers. Poly­
mers consist of large molecules that are composed of many small chemical units, 
generally called structural units. Polymers can be made out of a chain of structural 
units or they can be branched. It is important to distinguish between natural (biolog­
ical) macromolecules which contain a large number of different structural units on 
one hand and synthetic macromolecules or polymers on the other where the number 
of different structural units is small. Some polymers have only one structural unit
19
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and they are called homo polymers. Apart from the molecular weight the behaviour 
of polymers is influenced by their molecular weight distribution. We rarely deal 
with polymers in which all the molecules have exactly the same weight. In con­
centrated solutions another source of nonlinearity, is a consequence of temporary 
entanglement networks. These networks depend on the type of flow and can change 
with time.
There are various experiments that can be used to show non linearities and 
show how dramatic the differences between Newtonian and non-Newtonian fluids 
can be. Typically, the non-Newtonian fluids show shear thinning and shear thicken­
ing effects.
Newtonian 
Shear thickening 
Shear thinning
Figure 3.1: Experiment with tube flow
These effects can be demonstrated using a tube flow. A schematic diagram 
that illustrates an experiment with tube flow can be found in Figure 3.1. Three 
tubes are filled with a Newtonian fluid, a shear thinning fluid and a shear thickening 
fluid with the same apparent viscosity. The same apparent viscosity is tested by 
dropping an identical ball in all fluids and insuring that the velocities are the same. 
This part of the experiment involves low shear rates. Now once the viscosities have 
been checked the bottoms of the tubes are removed and the time that the fluids need 
to drain are recorded. With shear thinning fluids it can be observed that they drain 
much more quickly than there Newtonian counterpart With shear thickening the 
opposite can be observed. A still different behaviour can be observed with vis­
coplastic fluids. These fluids will not drain at all if the critical stress is not reached. 
Depending on the diameter of the tube the viscoplastic fluid will not run at all or 
if the diameter is big enough it will run but in a plug like flow leaving part of the 
fluid where the critical stress is not reached inside the tube. This experiment is a 
consequence of a strain rate dependent viscosity.
Apart from strain rate dependent viscosity, there are other sources of non- 
linearities such as time dependence and partial elastic recovery. These effects can 
be demonstrated in experiments such as rod-climbing (Weissenberg effect), axial 
annular flow, hole pressure error, extrudate swell, secondary flows in the disk and 
cylinder system, convex surface in a tilted trough, recoil, the tube-less syphon, the 
Uebler effect (flow through a sudden contraction), drag reduction in turbulent flow 
and vortex inhibition (Barnes et al, 1989).
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Non-Newtonian fluids as demonstrated above have different types of non- 
linearities. Depending on the type of nonlinearity non-Newtonian fluids can be 
classified into the following three categories:
(a) Substances for which the viscosity is only dependent on the value of the shear 
rate. These substances are time independent. They are also known as gener­
alised Newtonian fluids.
(b) In a more complicated category are substances for which the viscosity, apart 
from depending on the value of the shear rate, depends also on the duration 
of shearing. These substances are termed time dependent.
(c) An even more complicated category of substances that apart from exhibiting 
fluid properties, also exhibit properties that are characteristic for solids, like 
partial elastic recovery. These substances are known as viscoelastic fluids.
In the following sections the first category will be discussed in detail, whereas 
the other two categories will only be briefly mentioned.
3.2 Generalised Newtonian Fluids
Generalised Newtonian fluids are time independent fluids where the only source 
non-linearity is the viscosity. The viscosity for these types of fluids can be repre­
sented in the following form:
n = p a )
where (i is the viscosity and 7  represents the generalised shear rate and is equal to 
7  =  v2D TD . This group of fluids can be further sub-divided into the following 
three distinct groups:
• Shear thinning or Pseudo-plastic fluids
• Visco plastic fluids
• Shear-thickening or dilatant fluids
The differences between these various types can be best viewed on a shear 
rate against shear stress graph given in Figure 3.2.
3.2.1 Shear-thinning or Pseudo-plastic Fluids
Pseudo-plastic behaviour is characterised by a vaiying apparent viscosity that de­
creases with increasing shear strain rates. Recall that the apparent viscosity can be 
defined as the shear stress divided by the shear strain rate. The decrease in viscosity 
often follows a power law dependency. Most non-Newtonian fluids exhibit some
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Shear strain rate
Figure 3.2: Qualitative flow curves
sort of pseudo-plastic behaviour. On the other hand some pseudo-plastic fluids also 
exhibit regions of constant viscosity. These regions might appear both at very low 
and at very high shear strain rates. For macro molecular fluids a link exists between 
the molecular weight distribution and the way in which the viscosity changes from 
a constant value for low values of strain rate to a power law dependency. Narrow 
molecular weight distributions give a sharp transition from the constant value region 
to the power law region. The opposite is true for macro molecular fluids that have 
broader weight distributions. There is a large number of mathematical models that 
have been developed for modelling this type of non-Newtonian fluids. The Power 
Law, Bird-Carreau and Cross Law models represent well known examples.
Power Law Fluid Model The power law is one of most widely and best 
known fluid models used to describe the behaviour of non-Newtonian fluids. It is 
based on the fact that most non-Newtonian fluids exhibit a region of linear relation­
ship between stress and strain rate when viewed on a log-log plot This kind of 
relationship can be represented in the following way:
r  = m ( j)n or 1 (3.1)
where m  and n are material parameters and represent the fluid consistency index and 
the power law index respectively. For shear-thinning fluids n < 1. Some typical 
values for m  and n and their corresponding range of validity are given in Table 3.1. 
The range of validity is given in terms of shear strain rate.
Although the power law model is widely used it has a serious limitation since 
it only models a specific region of interest. Outside that region the model is not 
valid. This limitation does not have to be important if the range of interest falls 
within the range of validity. The areas that are not described with the power law 
model are those near 7  =  0  and when 7  —► 0 0 . This limitation becomes a problem
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Liquid Temp.
(K)
n
(-)
m
(Pa • sn)
Shear 
rate range 
(s -1)
0.77% Aqueous carboxymethyl cel­
lulose solution
294 0.95 0.044 44-560
0.10% Aqueous Sepran© MG-500 
solution
294 0.55 0.205 0.56-883
32.0% Aqueous kaolin suspension 303 0.103 19.5 1-50
Table 3.1: Typical values of m and n (Chhabra, 1993)
Liquid Vo
(Pas)
rjoo
(Pas)
A
0 0
n
(-)
2% PIB in Primol 355 923.0 0.15 191.00 0.36
7% Aluminium soap in decalin/m- 
cresol
8 6 .6 0 .0 1 1.41 0 .2 0
High density polyethylene 8920.0 0 .0 0 1.58 0.50
Table 3.2: Typical values for rj0, 77^ , A and n (Chhabra, 1993)
when this model is used for numerical simulation as a wide range of values for 
shear strain rate are used. To solve this problem various modification to the original 
function need to be used and additional stress-strain relationships need to be used 
outside the range of validity.
Bird-Carreau Fluid Model This model represents an a extension of the 
power law model to a four parameter fluid model. Its form is similar to the power 
law model but it takes into account the values for zero and infinite viscosities. Un­
like the power law the Bird-Carreau fluid model is valid for a wider range of shear 
strain rate 7 . The value for viscosity has the following form:
M t) = Voo + (Vo ~ rjoo) [1 +  (A7 )2] V
where 770 and rjoo are the zero and infinite viscosities respectively, A is a time con­
stant (1 /A is equal to the value of shear rate where the flow curve departs from the 
constant viscosity region) and n is the power law index. The power law index n 
has the same meaning as for the power law model. Some typical values for the 
parameters can be found in Table 3.2.
Cross Law Fluid Model Another fluid model for shear-thinning fluids is 
the Cross law fluid model. This model is very similar to the Bird-Carreau fluid
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model. It is used when the value of rjoo is very small and is negligible. The viscosity 
formula for this model has the following form:
n(sy) =  ------52------
1 4- (A7 )™
The parameters have the same meaning as for the Bird-Carreau fluid model, 
where m  =  y y .
3.2.2 Visco plastic Fluids
Visco plastic behaviour is characterised by the existence of a yield stress. If the 
yield stress is not exceeded the value for the viscosity is infinite. The yield stress 
is somewhat of a contentious issue; on one hand we have the fact that fluids do 
flow below the yield stress in a creep like manner (Barnes, 1999; Barnes & Walters, 
1985) so that the yield stress does not really exist, and on the other hand, in practical 
situations, the concept of yield stress has proved to be very useful. The yield stress 
can be measured using a variety of tests such as the slump test (Pashias et ah, 1996). 
A diagram that illustrates the slump test can be found in Figure 3.3.
t  =  0  t = T  t  =  6 0  sec
100 mm |
Final SlumpStart Partial Slump
Figure 3.3: Slump test
Once the fluid starts to flow the shear stress - shear strain rate relationship 
can either be linear in which case we have a Bingham fluid, or nonlinear. The 
nonlinear part can be modelled with any of the models that are used for pseudo­
plastic behaviour. If the power law model is used, then the Herschel-Bulkley model 
is obtained.
Bingham Fluid Model The Bingham fluid model is one of the best known 
viscoplastic fluid models. It was developed at the beginning of the century by E.C. 
Bingham while he was working on clay suspensions. The fluid model has a very 
simple form that includes parameters,
cr =  ay +  K  7  cr > ay
M t) - > 0 0  a < Gy
where ay  is the yield stress and K  is the plastic viscosity.
(3.2)
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When using the Bingham model to simulate non-Newtonian fluid flow the 
discontinuity at 7 = 0 can create numerical difficulties. To overcome this, instead 
of using the original formula it has proved convenient to use the Papanastasiou’s 
modification (Papanastasiou, 1987). This modification includes a exponential term 
that smoothes the flow curve,
where m  is the stress growth exponent. The effect of the stress growth exponent on 
the flow curve can be observed in Figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: A Bingham fluid flow curve using the Papanastasiou’s modification for 
various values of the stress growth exponent m.
The Bingham fluid model has proved very useful in describing the behaviour 
of suspensions. The parameters can be related empirically (Thomas, 1961) to the 
viscosity of the liquid fis, the diameter of the particles Dp and the concentration (f>. 
This empirical relationship has the following form:
Parameters for the Bingham fluid model can also be obtained experimentally. 
An example of an experimental flow curve with the determined parameters is shown 
in Figure 3.5.
Herschel-Bulkley Fluid Model When combining the Bingham fluid model 
and the power law model, the so-called Herschel-Bulkley fluid model is obtained 
(Chhabra, 1993). This model can be described in the following way:
M i) =  j  [1 -  e -”7  +  Ho
Shear Strain rate (7)
p
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Figure 3.5: Experimental data for a meat extract (T=350K) that has a Bingham 
plastic behaviour (Reproduced from (Chhabra, 1993)).
cr = ay  +  K  7 71 cr > ay
A4 (7) ~ 5- 0 0  a < ay
where the parameters ay, K  and n have the same meaning as for the Bingham and 
power law model.
As with the Bingham model the Herschel-Bulkley model needs to be regu­
larised for low values of strain rate. This can be done by using the Papanastasiou’s 
idea, which yields the following:
M7) =  y [ l - e - i u r ‘
3.2.3 Shear thickening Fluids
Shear thickening or dilatant fluids as they are also known, are very similar to shear 
thinning fluids with the difference that the apparent viscosity increases with an in­
crease in shear strain rate. This kind of behaviour is not encountered as often as 
shear thinning. It is mostly associated with concentrated suspensions where the liq­
uid phase is just sufficient to fill the voids between the suspended particles. The 
increase in the apparent viscosity for concentrated suspensions at higher shear rates 
is caused by the increase in solid-solid friction that is a consequence of the lack of 
liquid to lubricate the moving particles. The lack of liquid is caused by an increase 
in voids as the fluid expands or dilates to accommodate for higher strain rates. Not
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all shear thickening fluids have an increase in the apparent viscosity as a conse­
quence of the dilatant mechanism, never the less they are also called dilatant fluids. 
This increase of the apparent viscosity can be described by using a power law model 
where the power law index is taken as n > 1 .
3.3 Time Dependent Fluids
Time dependent fluids change their apparent viscosity with time. This type of be­
haviour can be found in polymeric fluids. They consist of molecules with very 
high molecular weight. The molecules that make up polymeric fluids can assume 
a large number of configurations. During flow the configurations are altered by the 
stretching, alignment and entanglement of molecules. The various configurations 
are possible because parts of the molecules can rotate around chemical bonds. This 
behaviour is governed by Brownian motion forces, intermolecular forces and hy­
drodynamic forces. As a result their apparent viscosity changes over time. If the 
apparent viscosities decreases over time these fluids are said to exhibit Thixotropy. 
Rheopexy is used to term the opposite behaviour. More details about polymeric 
fluids can be found in Bird et al. (1977).
Thixotropy With these materials the apparent viscosity decreases with time 
and is a consequence of the breakdown of internal structural links and alignment of 
molecules. These links are a consequence of intermolecular forces. As the number 
of broken structural links increases the number of links that are available to reform 
increases. This process eventually reaches a dynamic equilibrium and the rate of 
change of viscosity with respect to time goes to zero.
Rheopexy There are a few fluids that exhibit Rheopexy. This kind of be­
haviour is a consequence of a gradual build up of the internal structure. The struc­
ture is the result of molecules creating temporary entanglement networks.
3.4 Viscoelastic Fluids
Fluids that show partial elastic recovery are called viscoelastic fluids. Elastic be­
haviour implies that the normal stresses are not equal in general. When analysing 
viscoelastic flows it is useful to define the axis as follows: the first axis is in the flow 
direction, the second is in the direction of the flow gradient and the third is orthog­
onal to the first two. With these axis in mind the primary normal stress difference is 
defined as the difference of the normal stresses of the first two axis. The secondary 
normal stress difference is calculated by using the normal stresses along the second 
two axis. These stress differences can be used to differentiate between viscoelastic
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fluids and non-viscoelastic fluids. For viscoelastic fluids the primaiy and secondary 
normal stress differences are not equal to zero.
More details about time dependent fluids and viscoelastic fluids can be found 
in Bird et al. (1977); Tanner (1992); Harris (1977); Barnes et al. (1989).
3.5 Remarks on computational modelling of 
non-Newtonian fluids
When developing computational models it is desirable that constitutive relation­
ships have a degree of continuity and that they cover the entire spectrum of possible 
values for parameters and independent variables. Most of the models that have been 
developed to model non-Newtonian fluids have been developed to fit a narrow set 
of experimental data. This comes from the fact that they have been developed for 
certain engineering and industrial purposes. An additional source of problem is that 
during the solution procedure values for the independent variables that do not occur 
in nature may be encountered. All these issues often require that the models need to 
be modified and extended. The Papanastasiou’s modification to the Bingham equa­
tion is an example of such a modification which enforces C 1 continuity for 7  =  0 . 
Another example of a constitutive model that needs to be modified is the power law 
model. The problem with this model is exhibited when the shear strain rate is close 
to zero or in limit case equal to zero, the apparent viscosity approaches infinity. The 
problem may be solved by defining two forms of the relationship between shear 
strain rate and stress. One for use below a critical value of the shear strain rate and 
the other is the standard form of the power law model for use above the critical shear 
strain rate. The alternative form is a linear function that is determined by imposing 
C° and C1 continuity at the critical shear strain rate.
The regions of shear strain rate 7  that need to be considered when modelling 
non-Newtonian fluids are 7  =  0, 7  —► 0 and 7  —> 0 0 . Further details of how these 
problems can be solved will be elaborated in chapter 5.
3.6 Analytical verification for a simple Couette flow
When making numerical simulations it is necessary to be able to verify the results. 
One way of doing this is to compare numerical results with analytical solutions. To 
obtain analytical solutions the basic set of differential equations that were derived in 
chapter 2  have to be coupled to a constitutive material model, applied to a problem 
and then solved. This process is lengthy and tedious as will be illustrated in the 
following section. Because of the nature of the problem analytical solutions are 
only available for relatively simple problems. As an illustration of the analytical 
solution procedure a Couette flow is solved in the following.
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3.6.1 Differential equation for a Couette flow
0
Figure 3.6: Couette flow.
A Couette flow is a flow between two parallel plates where one plate is fixed 
and the other is moving at a constant speed. A pressure gradient along the flow di­
rection is also present. The solution described in the following is based on Flumer- 
felt et al (1969). It is extended for Bingham fluids and is adapted for use within a 
computer program.
To derive an analytical solution for a Couette flow, the basic equations for 
fluid mechanics from chapter 2 have to be applied in a 2D context. The equations 
that are needed are the momentum equation (2 .11) and a constitutive model for 
generalised non-Newtonian fluids (2.17). These two equations can be written in a 
2D context for a particular Couette flow conditions in the following way:
1 - Momentum equation
p ( ^ + u V u ) ' v ' C T = 0
where the various terms have the following meaning:
• p is the density and a  is the stress tensor
• u  is the velocity vector
u  =
• Velocity gradient 
Vu =
u O F . u
V 0
■ du du ‘ ' 0 dudx dy C.F. dy
dv  
. dx
dv 
dy . 0 0
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• The convective term
v = 0 u V u u
0
o p  1d y  
0  0 0
^  =  0  d t
• Transient term 
since we are dealing with a steady-state problem
2 - Constitutive model for generalised non-Newtonian fluids 
cr = - p i  +  2fi(j)e 
where
• p is pressure, I identity tensor and (i(j) is the shear rate dependent vis­
cosity
• Strain rate tensor
du  "
e = I ( V u  +  V Tu) =  i
The stress tensor in 2D has the following form:
cr = - p  1
- p
The diffusion term V • cr from the momentum equation has the following form
V-<r =
_ d p  , d_ ( U ( ^ \ d u \  
dx ^  dy l )  dy )
JL
d x y P ' D d y J  dy
C.F. dx + £  (rt7 )g )
By back substituting the diffusion term back into the momentum equation the 
following second order differential equation that governs a Couette flow is obtained:
dp d /  du
dx dy \~dy, = (3.3)
Equation (3.3) can be further simplified to a first order differential equation 
irrespective of the value of the viscosity function p(j)  by integrating in the X and 
Y directions (see Figure 3.6). The integration constants are eliminated by applying 
the relevant boundary conditions (BC).
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Integration in the X direction
d (  , . . d u \  dp
dy V 7  d y j dx
dp
j T y { ^ ) ' i x  =  J f X dX +  Cl
T y ( ^ ) X =  P +  Cl
BC in the X direction
p0 x  =  0  => Ci =  - p 0BC: p =
P l  x  = L
Integration in the Y direction
^ { ^ ) l = P l ~ P0 
J  ^ { y ^ ^ ) L d y  =  J P L ~ p o d y + C 2
^ ( 7 ) ^ )  L =  (p0 -  pL)y +  C2
• BC in the Y direction
ui y = B
BC: u =
0  y = 0
By substituting y =  By  where 77 =  [0,1] and C2 =  A, a new unknown 
A is obtained. This is a common starting point for an analytical solution for all 
generalised non-Newtonian fluids:
O o  -  P l ) B
& - v ) (3.4)
The next step in obtaining an analytical solution for a Couette flow is to sub­
stitute a value for the viscosity function fi{7 ) in equation (3.4) and then perform 
integration. The viscosity function depends on the value of the strain rate. For a 
Couette flow the strain rate has the following form:
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From the possible models that have been described in section 3.2 the Bingham 
fluid model and the power law fluid model have been chosen to further illustrate the 
analytical procedure. First a detailed overview for obtaining an analytical solution 
for a Bingham fluid model is shown. After that the results for the power law fluid 
are shown.
3.6.2 Analytical solution for a Bingham fluid
A graph of the problem with a velocity profile for a Bingham fluid can be observed 
in Figure 3.7.
Region 7<0
Region 7=0P,o
Region 7>0
L
Figure 3.7: Velocity Profile for a Bingham fluid
When the Bingham fluid constitutive model (3.2) is substituted into equation 
(3.4) the following is obtained:
+ K ] d u  =  (p0 - P L ) B  
dy L (3.5)
Because of the term 
following three cases:
du
dy , the solution of this differential equation has the
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CASE I, gj| > 0 This is valid from point A to point B
, d u  (p o - P l ) B „  ^
UY + K d^ =  L {X- V)
du ( p o - p L)B2 oyB
&T KL {X~ n ) ~ —
( p o - p L) B 2 (  T]2 \  C y B
u =  KL { Xr> - Y ) - - r n+C3
CASE II, ^  =  0 This is valid from point B to point C
CASE III, ^  < 0 This is valid from point C to point D
du (po~ P l)B2 aYB
- =  K L  ( A - „ )  +  —
(po — P l ) B 2 f T}2  ^t O y B  
U =  KL  ^ n ~ ~2 } ~K~V
(3.6)
U  — U m ax, T~xy cry, 7  =  0 (3.7)
(3.8)
Determining boundary conditions
The boundary conditions are derived from the following conditions:
• Prescribed velocities at the wall points A and D
• C° and C1 continuity at points B and C
• Equilibrium condition between the external forces acting on the region of 
constant velocity part of the flow (B-C) and shear forces at point B and C
Point D: 7/ 2 ( 1 )  — 'u>waii2
. ( p o - P l ) B 2 m , <ty B  ,
Uwall2 ~  U 2 ( l )  —  "kJ j   '  _  ' ------------  3 ( 3 - 9 )
Point C: u2{rj2) = umax *§* =  0
Umax = U2{p2) = ( A 2 7?2 ~ +  C% ( 3 . 1 0 )KL V 2 )  K
d u 2 n ( p o - p L) B 2/a /011S_  =  0 =  K L  (A2 - J?2) +  _  (3.11)
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PolDt Bl — U m a x  <Jtj — ^
( P o ~ P l ) B 2 ( x _ r i \  <ty B _ | n  10N
Umax t- ( 1^^ ?1 o ) 3 (3-12)
XL V 2  /  ^
du2 n (po -  Pl)B2 , ,  , cryL—  =  0 =  . . ( A , - , , ) - —  (3.13)
Point A: iq (0) =  0
° =  ^  ~KL ~  ( Al° ~  t )  ~  I T 0  +  => =  0  (3' 14>
Equilibrium condition in the constant velocity region u — Umax
2 oy , Po—Pl /a ic\V2~m  =  where PGi? =  — ;---- (3.15)BpGR L
From the above boundary conditions (3.9)-(3.15) the following unknowns can 
be determined: 771, 772, Ai, A2, C§ and umax using the known values of uwau2, B, 
cry, Po, P l , X and L.
Determining unknown constants
One of the procedures for determining unknown constants from the above system 
of equations looks like this:
1 - From (3.9) eliminate C§
saC _  (P o - P l ) B 2 _nM_£V£O3 — uwaii2 XL b.5) (3.1o)
2 - From (3.12) eliminate umax
_  (p0 - p L)B 2 ^ 77^  ^
Umax XL V 1 2  / X  ^  (3.17)
3 - From (3.13) & (3.1 1) get expressions for Ai and A2
B cty B oy
Al =  ^  +  s b l  = (3-18>
K L  K L
4 - From (3.15) relationship between 771 and 772
V2 =  771 +  2  UyL (3.19)
B(po - P l)
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5 - From (3.12) and (3.10) eliminate C j
(po — Pl)B 2 ncr2, Bay(Ait?i -  0 .5 ^ )  -  =K L
(P o ~ P l ) B 2 / a  n c  ^  ( B a y _ t ^ c
■{\2T)2 — O-S^) “I 77~^2 +  C/3XL X
(3.20)
6  - Using (3.16) for C f the following is obtained:
k l  'B  A^i7?1 _  X2V2 +  ° '5^ ~~ ^  ~ ^W~^Vl +  ^
= uwaU2- ^ - rPrL)B\ x2 - M ) - B(TYK L X (3*21)
7 - Further more 771 can be found by substituting (3.18) for Ai, A2 and (3.19) for 
772 in the above equation
'U'wall2 k—  B ° y  _  o  v y L  \  1 ( p o - p l ) B 2 ( n  r  _  t r y L  aTf V1 B ( p o - P l ) '  K L  Vu - °  B(-nn - n r \ )(po—pL)
( P Q - P l ) B 2 _  p g f fy
/tl ^ /r
(3.22)
Once 771 is determined 772 can be calculated from (3.19), Ai, A2 can be calcu­
lated from (3.18), umax from (3.17) and C% from (3.16). When these constants have 
been determined, a function for the velocity distribution can be written as follows
in -  0 V )  -spn,  0 < r, < tn
u(rj) = { umax, 771 < 77 <  772
^ S l ( X 2V -  0  V )  + S& n  + C°, V 2< V < 1
(3.23)
3.6.3 Analytical solution for a Power Law Fluid
To obtain an analytical solution for the power law fluid the power law fluid model 
(3.1) needs to be inserted into equation (3.4). Once this done the following is ob­
tained:
m dttdy
n — 1
d u  =  (po — P l ) B
dy L
(A- 77) (3.24)
After a similar procedure as for the Bingham fluid model a solution for the 
velocity profile can be found. Details to the solution to this problem can be found 
in Flumerfelt et al. (1969). The solution has the following procedure:
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For a given value of the channel width B , length of the channel L, power 
law index n, fluid consistency index m, pressure at the beginning of the channel p0, 
pressure at the end p l  and velocity at the moving wall uwaii2 calculate:
A (Po- P l ) B {  B
TflL y 'U'wall2 /
s =  l / n
Using A and s a value for A needs to be obtained. Depending on the value of 
A there are two possible equations for determining A:
CASE I, |A| < (s + I)*1/*)
= ( a ,,+1 — (A — l)s+1)  A =  0  
CASE II, |A| > (s +  l)*1/8)
! ~  ( a s+1 -  (1 -  A)s+1)  “  A =  0
To determine the value for A from the above equations a Newton-Raphson 
procedure needs to be employed. In CASE I the initial value needs to be A initial = 
50.0 and in CASE II the initial value needs to be Ainitia/ =  50.0. The derivatives 
that are needed for the Newton-Raphson procedure have the following form:
m  a) =  - ( » +
[A- + 1 — (A — 1 )s+1]°
rn( a) = - ( , +
[As+1 -  (1 -  A)s+1] ^ “
Once A is determined velocity u can be calculated by using the following 
formula:
A«+i _  u  _  77|s+l 
u(rj) =  UwaU2 _  u  _  xu+1 where v e  [°> (3.25)
3.6.4 Remarks on analytical solutions
In sections 3.6.1, 3.6.2 and 3.6.3 the analytical solutions for a Couette flow have 
been presented. These solutions have been presented in a way that makes them easy 
to implement in a program, and convenient for comparison to numerical values.
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This will be done in chapter 6  as part of the verification of the numerical implemen­
tation. As it has been illustrated in the previous sections solving non-Newtonian 
fluid flow is a complex, lengthy process even for simple flows. For more compli­
cated fluid flow analytical solutions are either very complicated or impossible to 
obtain. This emphasises the need for obtaining robust numerical methods to solve 
complex real world problems. A robust numerical strategy based on the finite ele­
ment method, that can be used to solve real world problems will be elaborated in 
following chapters.
Chapter 4 
Finite Element Methods
The previous chapters describe the basic equations that govern non-Newtonian fluid 
flow. This chapter will elaborate on the ways of solving these equations. Solving 
these equations analytically is not a practical option as has been illustrated in Sec­
tion 3.6. Thus the only option is to solve them numerically. This chapter describes 
solution of the governing equations for non-Newtonian fluid flow via the finite el­
ement method. The overview of the chapter is as follows: First an overview of the 
finite element method in context of fluid flow will be presented. Next the Petrov- 
Galerkin method will be introduced. Finally details of the finite element formulation 
will be elaborated. This formulation will then be used in the following chapter to 
illustrate a solution procedure for obtaining numerical solutions.
4.1 Introduction to modelling fluid flow 
using the finite element method
Fluid flow is governed by an initial boundary value problems (IB VP), which means 
that the problem is described in both spatial and time domain. Traditionally the 
finite element method is used to discretize the spatial domain and this approach is 
taken in this work. The time dependent part of the IB VP is modelled by discrete 
integration in time, making this approach a semi-discrete method. We note that 
techniques which use finite element discretization in both space and time domain 
have gained popularity in recent years. This approach has not been pursued here, 
however. The IB VP that governs fluid flow was derived in chapter 2 and the material 
models for various non-Newtonian fluids were described in chapter 3.
The governing equations describing flows of non-Newtonian fluids can be 
summarised as follows:
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Vu J  -  V-cr(u,p) =  f, in fi, Vt €]0,T[, (4.1)
V -u  =  0, in Q, Vi €]0 ,T[, (4.2)
u — g — 0 , on Tg, Vi G]0, T[, (4.3)
cr • n  — h =  0 , on I \ ,  Vi G]0,T[, (4.4)
ct- O II s O II o in f2, (4.5)
where the stress tensor cr is defined in the following way:
^ ( ^ p )  =  - p i  +  2 /x(7 )e(u), (4.6)
e =  Vs (u) =  ~ (Vu +  (Vu)T) , 
li = n(7 ) is given by the material model,
7 = (2e : e)1/2, 
f — body force
The domain Q is such that Q C lRndim where ndim denotes the number of 
spatial dimensions. The boundary of the domain 0, is T, such that T5 U =  T and
r ^ n r ^  0.
The governing equations (4. l)-(4.6) can be classified as second order mixed 
hyperbolic-parabolic type partial differential equations. The equations behaves in a 
more parabolic way if the diffusion term V • cr(u,p) is dominant compared to the 
advection term u - V u .  If the opposite is true then the equation behaves in a more 
hyperbolic way.
As a starting point for the finite element discretization the problem (4. l)-(4.6) 
is written in the variational (weak) form as follows:
J W  ^  U ~~ ^  o'iP’P) “ I dQ +  J  q • [V • u] dFl =  0  (4.7)
where w and q are weighting or test functions. Equation (4.7) is then transformed 
by applying the divergence theorem to the diffusion term w • [V • a\ as follows
/  w • [V • cr] dQ, = — I Vw : cr dTl +  I w • crn dT
Jn Jn J r
Since the stress tensor cr is symmetric Vw : cr =  V5w : cr — e(w) : a. 
Since w = 0 on Tg and crn =  h on Th it follows
j  w • [V • o] d£l = j e(w) : a  d t t -  I  w • h  dT (4.8)
Jn Jn Jrh
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After substituting (4.8) into (4.7), the weak form of the problem (4.1)-(4.6) 
reads:
Find u  £ (V)nsd and p £ S  such that
/  w p  ( w +u Vu) - : d ^ +
j g [ V u ]  d Q -  [  w h d T =  f  w f d f t  Vw € (W)n,d,'iq G Q (4.9)
«/f2 JT/t
where (V)nsd, S  and (W)nsd, Q are usually referred to as spaces of trial and test 
functions, respectively, and nSd represents the number of spatial dimensions.
One of the advantages of transforming the original boundary value problem 
into a weak variational form is to increase the space in which the solution is sought. 
This enables solutions to be found for problems that do not have classical solutions, 
since the weak form requires less regularity conditions on the solution. Another 
advantage is that boundary conditions can be taken into account in a more natural 
way. For example, the boundary condition (4.4) becomes part of the weak form.
It is also important to note that when the original IB VP has classical solutions, 
these are also solutions of the weak form. The opposite holds if the solution of the 
weak form belongs to the space of functions in which the IB VP is defined.
4.1.1 The finite element method
The starting point for the finite element method (FEM) is the weak form of an IB VP 
given in (4.9). The finite method generates an approximate solution by using a gen­
eral and systematic technique, which consists of using finite-dimensional subspaces 
for the trial and test spaces. The subspaces are obtained by partitioning the problem 
domain, creating a mesh of non-overlapping elements. Typically these elements 
are chosen as triangles or quadrilaterals in 2D, or tetrahedral and hexahedral ele­
ments in 3D. An example of a 2D mesh composed of triangular elements is shown 
in Figure 4.1.
The mesh consists of triangles Kj, j  — 1,..., neiements and nodes B, B  = 
1 ,..., nnodes- Thus the trial space (V)n3d is approximated with (Vh)n3d and the test 
space (W)nsd is approximated with (W h)nsd. The subspace V h has the dimension 
M  and an associated basis {N\, 7V2 , A m } .  This means that any function u £ V h 
or p £ S h can be represented in a unique way as
M  M
u (x ) =  L ,  u b ^ s ( x )> p(x ) =  pb n b ^)< (4.io)
B= 1 B = 1
where U b and Pb are coefficients. The basis functions Nb also known as the shape 
functions, are created in such a way that:
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Figure 4.1: A 2D triangular mesh
Nb (x a ) = Sab —
where Sab is the Kronecker delta function. A graphical representation of the basis 
function can be found in Figure 4.2.
Figure 4.2: Shape function
Because of the way in which the basis functions are defined the values of the 
coefficients U b and Pb are equal to the values of the functions at x#, i.e.
U# =  u(xb) and PB =  p(x#).
Throughout this work a triangular element was chosen for 2D simulations and 
a tetrahedral element was chosen for 3D The chosen shape functions for velocity 
and pressure are linear. The elements that are used are shown in Figure 4.3.
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•  Velocity nodes 
O Pressure nodes
Figure 4.3: Velocity-pressure elements used
The chosen elements (Figure 4.3) are convenient for implementation into a 
standard finite element code because the unknown variables are associated with 
nodes. This is not true for some other elements used in this context such as the 
Raviart -  Thomas finite elements (Girault & Raviart, 1979), for which the unknowns 
are not associated with the nodes.
The problem (4.9) can now be posed in the following way:
Find uh £ ( y h}nsd and ph £ S h such that
where subscript h indicates that the relevant variables belong to a finite dimensional 
space. By substituting the trial functions with their finite basis representation the 
problem of determining the unknown functions u and P  is transformed into one 
of determining values for the constants U b and Pb - The weak form (4.11) for a 
given value of test functions yields an ordinary differential equation with unknown 
constants U# and XJB, B  = l , . . . ,mu and Pb , B  = 1 To be able to
uniquely determine the unknown constants m = m u  +  mp  different equations 
are required. This is done by choosing m  linearly independent values for the test 
functions. After choosing test functions and q\ the weak form is represented in 
the following way:
wh -p • +  u'* • Vu* ) -  [e(wft) : a(uh,ph)\
j <7*“• [V • u*] t i n -  f w'*-h<ff= f w fdfi Vwft € (W h)n‘i ,'iqh 6  Qh
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4.1.2 Time integration
The time dependent part of the weak form (4.12) is discretized by using a time 
stepping scheme. The time stepping scheme that has been adopted belongs to the 
family of ’’one time step methods”, which includes also the backward Euler as a 
special case (Simo & Armero, 1994). As a starting point for the time discretization 
scheme we introduce the following notation:
U n+Q =  a U n+1 +  (1 -  a )U n r ,
1 where a  E 0,1 (4.13)
P"+a =  a P n+1 +  (1 -  a)P n 1 '
where the superscripts n, n 4 - 1  and n-\-a represent the values of the unknown vari­
ables at corresponding time instants t n , t n+ 1 and t n+a, respectively. In the proposed 
discretization scheme the velocity gradient in the convection term is approximated 
by using a new parameter /?, i.e.
U-+/3 =  p V o+i +  (j _  where p  G [0>!]
By introducing the time discretization the weak form (4.12) results in
/J n /  m u  T-rn+ 1  ___ t  ™  m u  m u  \-P E  B At  * N b + E  U*+“^  • £  ® VATS ) -n  ' b =  1 ^  B =  1 B =  1
tjijj mp
e { w hA ) : - t ( ^ U " +“ / V 2 , ^ P 2 + q ^ ) I  d Q +
\ B =  1 i= B  /  J
p mU n fl
/  qhA - V u £ +“ -viV£ d ,n -  I ■ hn+Qdr  =  /  w^ r*+Qdn
v n ^g_i t/r^ «/ n
Table 4.1 gives a summary of various time stepping schemes that are obtained 
for different values of a  and (3.
a P Name Order of accuracy
1 .0 1 .0 Backward Euler first
0.5 0.5 Crank-Nicholson second
1 .0 0 .0 first
Table 4.1: Typical values for a  and (3
Since and are arbitrary the standard argument (Hughes et al., 1987) 
gives a non-linear incremental algebraic problem which can be expressed in the 
following way:
K a (, V nB+l, Pg+1, ...) =  where A = 1 , m
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For many problems involving non-Newtonian fluid flow the time dependent 
part can be neglected and a steady - state solution is sought. A flow chart that 
represents the various stages in the FEM is represented in Figure 4.4.
Time
discretization
Space
discretization
Ordinary Differential 
Equation (ODE)IB VP
Weak Form
System of nonlinear 
incremental 
algebraic equations
Figure 4.4: FEM
We note that the test functions can be chosen in a variety of ways. The most 
obvious choice is to make them identical to the trial functions. In this case the 
Galerkin finite element method (GFEM) is obtained. The Galerkin method has 
proved to be very effective for elliptic problems, such as those arising in elasticity. 
The equations that govern non-Newtonian fluid flow are of a hyperbolic-parabolic 
type, which makes the Galerkin method inappropriate (see (Johnson, 1995)). One 
of the ways to overcome the problems that occur with application of the Galerkin 
method for fluid flow problems is to use additional terms in the test functions. In 
this way the so-called Petrov-Galerkin finite element approach is obtained which is 
described in the next section.
4.2 The Petrov-Galerkin method
The Petrov-Galerkin method uses test functions that are not equal to the trail func­
tions as a device for enhancing stability of the standard Galerkin method without 
upsetting consistency (Franca, 2001; Hughes et al.y 1986a). The original finite ele­
ment formulation has two sources of instability. The first is related to occurrence of 
spurious node-to-node oscillations and stems from the hyperbolic-parabolic nature 
of the fluid equations. The second is related to the problem of pressure stabilisa­
tion and is related to the choice of interpolation functions for velocity and pressure. 
Both of these issues will be addressed in the Petrov-Galerkin manner by adding 
additional terms to the standard Galerkin weighting functions.
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4.2.1 Streamline upwind stabilisation
It has been observed (Brooks & Hughes, 1982) that when the equations are solved 
by using a standard Galerkin method spurious node-to-node oscillations occur that 
have no physical meaning. The source of these oscillations can be identified by a 
reverse procedure. The procedure consists of taking a Galerkin discretization and 
transforming it back into a partial differential equation (Donea, 1983). If this partial 
differential equation is compared to the original partial differential equation, the 
conclusion that can be drawn is that the Galerkin method leads to a system that has 
less diffusion, thus this difference in the diffusion can be identified as the source of 
node-to-node oscillations. These oscillations are often referred to as wiggles. An 
example of how wiggles can render the solution useless can be seen in Figure 4.5.
Numerical
Analytical
Figure 4.5: Numerical and analytical solution for an one dimensional advection- 
diffusion problem (Brooks & Hughes, 1982)
Wiggles are much more apparent with problems that are dominated by con­
vection. When analysing convection diffusion type problems it is usual to define a 
coefficient between convection terms on one hand and diffusion terms on the other. 
This coefficient for fluids is called the Reynolds number Re. A high Reynolds num­
ber indicates a convection dominated problem. Unlike with Newtonian fluids, it is 
not in general possible to define a unique Reynolds number for the whole problem 
when considering non-Newtonian fluids. Wiggles occur most often when a bound­
ary condition forces a rapid change of the solution, i.e. the solution is not smooth. 
One way of solving the problem of wiggles is to refine the mesh in areas where they 
occur (Gresho & Sani, 1998). This is not always desirable since the amount of ele­
ments should be kept to a minimum. The other way is to find ways of suppressing 
the wiggles, i.e. stabilising the solution.
Wiggles also appear in finite difference schemes since they approximate dif­
ferential operators in the similar way. This means that various parallels can be 
drawn. The traditional way of solving this kind of problem in finite difference 
schemes is to add artificial diffusion. The reason for doing this is that diffusion
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suppresses wiggles. The downside may be a loss of accuracy and the occurrence of 
the so called cross wind diffusion (Brooks & Hughes, 1982).
In order to remove the wiggles the so-called upwind difference scheme can 
be employed (Zienkiewicz & Taylor, 2000; Hughes, 1979). The problem with up­
wind differencing is that it is only first order accurate and it sometimes does not 
give a satisfactory solution. In terms of diffusion the upwind scheme is over diffu­
sive whereas the central difference scheme can be categorised as an under diffusive 
scheme. With respect to the amount of diffusion the optimal scheme would seem 
to be one that lies between the central difference scheme and the purely upwind 
scheme. This amounts to adding the correct amount of diffusion in the direction of 
flow (Brooks & Hughes, 1982). If too much diffusion is added the wiggles are sup­
pressed but the solution that is obtained may be wrong and does not truly represent 
the problem. If too little diffusion is added wiggles occur.
The amount of artificial diffusion that needs to be added can be determined 
in various ways. Either via a Galerkin least square approximation or via a balanc­
ing method (Zienkiewicz & Taylor, 2000; Hughes, 1979). The amount of artificial 
diffusion can also be determined by analysing the numerical error at nodal points. 
Once the amount is determined, diffusion can be applied in a variety of ways among 
which are modifying the quadrature rule to take into account the extra diffusion or 
modifying the weighting function. The second method has been chosen in this the­
sis thus making this a Petrov-Galerkin method (Brooks & Hughes, 1982).
The modification of the weighting function is performed by using the standard 
weighting function and adding to it a term that weights the upwind element more 
strongly than the downwind element. The weighting function has the following 
form:
w =  w +  8
Galerkin Upwind
weighting weighting
where the upwind weighting 8 is constructed in such away that it emphasises upwind 
elements.
4.2.2 Pressure stabilisation
Pressure stabilisation is necessary to suppress large oscillations that occur in the 
solutions for the pressure field. These oscillations can be identified by the ’’checker- 
board” effect they create, and are a result of the ill-posedness of the discrete problem 
obtained from the use of equal order interpolation function for velocity and pressure 
in discretization of the mixed formulation (4.12).
The term mixed methods is used in general to describe finite element meth­
ods that involve the approximation of two or more vector or scalar fields that are 
different in nature and defined on the same physical domain. In this case consider­
ations of approximability of the exact solution by the finite element subspaces and
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especially of the stability of the resulting discretization, in general, call for special 
observations on the choice of the interpolating spaces.
With this regard in mind an overview of the basic results on the existence, 
uniqueness and stability of the solution of some classical variational formulations 
will be given. This will also help to clarify the motivation behind the stabilised 
methods (Brezzi & Fortin, 1991).
Let V  be a Hilbert space, a(u,v) a bilinear form defined on V  x V  and /  
a linear continuous functional on V. We can consider the following variational 
problem:
Find u £ V
a(u,v) = f(v)  Vv G V  (4.14)
A sufficient condition for this problem to have solution and to be unique is given 
by the Lax-Milgram theorem. This theorem states that problem (4.14) has solution 
and is unique if the bilinear form is continuous and coercive (or V-elliptic). The 
coercive property of the bilinear form reads as follows:
3a > 0 : a(v,v) > a\\v\\2 \fv G V  (4.15)
Also, theorem gives the following stability result:
M l  <  - l l / l l  ( 4 -1 6 )a
which follows from:
vev INI IMI IMI
The conforming finite element approximation of problem (4.14) can be re­
alised by using any finite dimensional subspace Vh of V. Then the approximation 
problem will read as follows:
Find uh e V h :
a(uh,vh) = f ( v h) Vvh e Vh (4.17)
If a(uy v) is continuous and coercive on V  x V, these properties carry over on 
VhXVh, that is, the bilinear form a(u, v) is continuous and coercive also on Vh x Vh 
with the same constant a. As a result, the Lax-Milgram theorem applies and the 
independence of a  on h plays an important role in the proof of the convergence of 
the finite element approximation (Ciarlet, 1978).
In studying a generalisation of problem (4.14) with a bilinear form defined 
over the Cartesian product of two in general different Hilbert spaces, Babuska in
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(Babuska, 1973) replaces the coerciveness condition with the so-called inf-sup con­
dition. The variational problem reads now as follows:
Given a(u,v) defined on U x V
f(v)  linear continuous functional on V
Find u £ U  :
a(u,v) = f(v)  Vu £ V. (4.18)
A sufficient condition that guarantees existence and uniqueness of the solution 
is given by the continuity of the bilinear form a(u, v) and the inf-sup condition, that 
is,
3a > 0 : s u p > a||u|| Vu £ U (4.19)
v € V  IMI
which is important for the stability of the solution.
Example Given the bilinear form a(u, v) defined over V  x V, if a(u, v) 
is coercive, then the bilinear form satisfies inf-sup condition. This is obtained as 
follows:
V u G V
a(u,v) (®) a(u,v) ^ aiu.u) (J) allull2 „ „
sup II II ^ ii n ^ ii ii ^ "in r =  a  w||u|| IMI IMI Ml
The implication (a) follows from the definition of supremum whereas the implica­
tion (b) from the coerciveness of the bilinear form ■
A finite element approximation of problem (4.18) reads as follows
Given Uh C U and Vh C V  
Find uh £ Uh:
a(uh,vh) = f ( v h) Vvh £ Vh (4.20)
Unlike problem (4.17) where the coercivity of the bilinear form was preserved 
by replacing Vh with V, the inf-sup condition in general does not carry over by 
considering finite dimensional subspaces of the original spaces, so that the discrete 
scheme (4.20) can result in an ill-posed problem In order to guarantee the solv­
ability of the approximate scheme (4.20), the spaces Uh and Vh must therefore be 
chosen so that the given bilinear form a(u, v) satisfies condition (4.19). As a by 
product of the meeting of this condition, we also obtain an optimal error estimate 
which proves the convergence of the approximate scheme.
The same inf-sup condition has been obtained by Brezzi in (Brezzi, 1974) by 
analysing the minimisation of a quadratic functional with linear constraints which
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delivers the following:
Given a(u, w) defined on W  x W  
b(w, q) defined on W  x Q 
f(w)  linear continuous functional on W  
g(q) linear continuous functional on Q
Find (u,p) e W  x Q :
a(u,w) 4- b(w,p)= f(w) Vw £ W.
&(«, q) =  g(q) Vq £ Q- (4-21)
A sufficient condition that guarantees the existence and uniqueness of the 
solution is represented by the continuity of the bilinear forms a(u,w) and b(w,q); 
the coerciveness of a(it, v) on a suitable subspace o f W x W  and the following 
stability condition
3a > 0 : sup ^  > a\\q\\Q Vq G Q (4.22)
w g w  llt l^lw
For the finite element approximation of problem (4.21) the same considera­
tions discussed in relation to the problem (4.18) apply, due to the presence of the 
inf-sup condition (4.22) (Brezzi & Fortin, 1991). The latter imposes very strict re­
strictions on the choice of the finite dimensional subspaces Wh C W  and Qh C Q. 
There are, however, examples of finite element spaces which pass the inf-sup con­
dition but they are difficult to implement (Girault & Raviart, 1979).
Another philosophy in proposing an approximation of the problem (4.18) and
(4.22) has been therefore to choose finite element spaces convenient from an im­
plementation standpoint and to modify the bilinear and linear forms so that first of 
all a certain consistency condition is met, and the resulting problem has solution, 
which is unique and stable. This is basically the underlining idea of the so-called 
stabilised method for mixed formulations. Following the work of (Tezduyar et a/., 
1992), the choice of the weighting function as
w =  w -1- 8 -I- e
Galerkin Upwind Pressure
weighting weighting stabilising
modifies indeed the original formulation so that the consistency is preserved and 
the stability condition on the given interpolating spaces is easier to realise (Hughes 
etal., 1986a).
In the next section the above weighting function will be applied to the varia­
tional formulation of the fluid flow. This formulation will then serve as a starting 
point for solving non-Newtonian fluid flow problems via the finite element method.
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4.3 Formulation
As outlined in the previous sections the process of obtaining a solution via FEM 
consists of posing the problem in a weak form and then discretizing the spaces 
for the test and trial functions. The Sobolev space will be used for approximating 
the trial and test functions. The Sobolev space is a Hilbert space. To be able to 
define a Sobolev space the square integrable functions and a multi-index notation 
for differential operators need to be defined. It is said for a function u that it is a 
square integrable function on Q if the following condition is satisfied f n u2dfl < oo. 
Let L2(Q) denote the space of all the square integrable functions on Then L2(Vt) 
can be written as:
L2(Q) =  \u € Ft, J  u2dO, < oo
A multi-index notation for differential operators is defined in the following way:
d ^ uDau =
d x ^d x ^2 • • • dx%n
where a  is an ordered n-tuple of nonnegative integers a = (ai, a 2 , • • •, otn) and 
\a\ is the sum |o:| =  a i +  « 2  +  • • • +  olu . This means that if |a| =  m  then Dau 
represents one of the rath partial derivative of u.
The Sobolev space H m(Q) of order ra can be defined as a space of all func­
tions that belong to the space L2(p) together with all their weak partial derivatives 
up to and including m, i.e.
Hm(Q,) = {u | Dau £ L2(Q) , for all a  such that |o:| < m}
More details about Sobolev spaces can be found in Temam (1977); Johnson (1995); 
Reddy (1998).
The discretized trial functions spaces and and the discretized test func­
tions spaces V£, Vp that are used in the formulation can be defined as follows:
(4.23)
(4.24)
(4.25)
(4.26)
where represents the discretized velocity, ph the discretized pressure, w h and qh 
are the weighting functions, H lh represents a finite dimensional Sobolev space of 
order 1, n3d is the number of spatial dimensions, Tg as before represents the part of 
the boundary where the velocities are defined.
nh  _ K l u h G yUl> = gl> on r9} ,
y h —u |  w /] | w* G (H lh)n,d , w h =  0 on rs},
nh  __Op K l p h G H i h ^
II {^ 1qh £ H lh } ,
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The weak form of the fluid flow problem described in Box 2.1 can now be 
stated as follows:
/  ™h' p ( i t+uA'VuA) ~ v' t7h(u h ’ph '> ~ f d n + J  qh' ■uh]d n =0
where the Petrov-Galerkin weighting function is defined as:
w* =  w* + «k +  eh (4.27)
The streamline upwind weighting function 6 and the pressure weighting 
function eh are defined as
S h =  r ( u h ■ V )w h (4.28)
eh = T-Vqh (4.29)
P
The stabilising parameter r  scales the stabilisation contribution to the element 
depending on the element Reynolds number Reu and the velocity norm ||u fc||, and 
is defined as
r = z ( f l 6 u ) ’=  •
where hien represents the characteristic element length. For 2D problems it is 
adopted to be hien = \plA  where A is equal to area of the element. The char­
acteristic element length in 3D is hien = \/V.
The element Reynolds number is defined in terms of velocity norm ||u fc||,
element length hien, density p and the viscosity p. It should be noted that unlike the
case of Newtonian fluids the viscosity is not constant for non-Newtonian fluids and 
in general is different for every element,
\\u.h\\hienp
Rc-n —
2 p ( u h)
By employing the definition of the weighting function (4.27) the following 
weak form is obtained:
J  w h ■ p +  u^ • V u ,lj  dSl — J  wA • [V • cr71] dCl+
£  /  s h ' p ( i f +uh'VuA) d9j~Tlj  ^ • [v • ^  dn+
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Following the standard FE formulation Green’s formula is applied to the terms 
involving stress divergence V • crh.
If the Green’s formula is applied to the second term w h • [V • crh] the follow­
ing is obtained:
[  w*- [V-cr*] dfi =  -  / Vw* : cr*dfi +  f  w*cr*ndr
Jn Jn J  r
=  -  [  Vw* : <r*dfi +  [  w* • h* dr
Jn J r h
By employing the fact that crh is symmetric and using the boundary conditions
(4.3) it follows
f  w'1 • [V • (Th] dn = [  e (w h) : o* dn -  [  w h hh dT
«/ n </ n «/ T/j
(4.31)
When the result of the application of Green’s formula is substituted back into 
(4.30) we get
/  w h p  ( s i r + u h ' Vu,>) d n + J  : ^ d n +
Sh -p +  u* • Vu*^ d a ~ Y ^ J  <5* • [V • cr*] dfi+
T 1 r 1 a’ (4.32)
S i  + ■Vu*) “  -  s i ■[v ■1/1 Jn+
I <£ v  • u* da =  [  w* • h* dr + [  w* • f an
Jne J r h Jn
The diffusion term can be further expanded using the constitutive equation 
(4.6). The stabilisation terms are expanded in the same way by using
V • <r* =  V • (-p*I +  2/ie*) =  -V p* +  V • 2pe*
When this is substituted back into the formulation the following expression is
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obtained
dn
(4.33)
[  ph e(w /l) : I dtl +  f  2fi e (w h) : e(uh) d£l+
v fie f2e
ne* /* /  \  Uel r Uel r
Y j  Psh • ( —  +  u f t • v u ^ J  da + Y J  sh vphd a - Y J  gh■ ( v • 2peh) +
l^ el /» / rx fi \ f^ el /» e^i /•
Y  J  Pth - { - g f  +  u '1 • Vu*J dU + Y j  eh ■ VpA d S i - Y J  €* ’ (v  ’ 2P£h) +
f qh \7 vLh d n =  [  w h -h k dT+ I wh f
«/ fie t/r^  *J fi
By substituting (4.28) and (4.29) into (4.33) the final formulation is obtained:
f  pwh - ~ < m +  [  (>wh ■ (u'“ ■ V u h) dn~
J n e J n e
f  ph e(w /l) : I dD +  [  2p e (w h) : e(uh) dD+
J  fic J  fic
nei p rx h nel p
Y  /  PT(uh ' v )wh ■ -^ ~ dQ + Y y  /  />'r (u '“ • V)w,> • (uh • Vnh) d n +
e=l JO. d t e=l
flel p p
Y  /  T(uh ■ v )wh ' Vp'* d n ~ Y  /  r (u '‘ • V ) v h ■ (V • 2peh) dSl+
e = l  e= l
nez p p. h nel p
Y  /  TV?* ■ -5 - 'itt + Y  I  rV ^  • (u,> • Vu'i) df2+e=1 J n e ° t  e=i y ne
e^i /» l^ el p
Y  /  -V ?* ■ Vph dQ -  Y  /  -W *  • (V • 2pe'“) dfi+
e = l  ^  e—1 Oe P
I qh V  uh <m= [  w h -b.h d r +  I w* fd f!
</fie t/r^  v fi
(4.34)
Once discretization is performed the above equation can be represented in a 
matrix form
M a +  M sa 4- N(u) +  N 5(u) +  K(u) -  K s(u) -  G p +  G j(u)p  = F + FS
M Ea +  N £(u) -  K e(u) +  Gt u +  G ep  =  E +  Et
(4.35)
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Here u  is the vector of unknown values of u \  vector a  represents the time 
derivative of u and p  is the vector of unknown values of ph. The matrices M, N, 
K  and G on the LHS represent the time-dependent, advective, viscous and pressure 
terms respectively and have the following form
M a = duh
~dt dQ,
nel /»
M j a = V  /  PT(ul')(uh • V)wh • dQduh
e _ i  JSle dt
/» r\ fi
M <a = E /  T(*h)Vqh ■
e — l
dQ,
N(u
N{(u
N£(u
K (u
K 4(u
K e(u
[  pwh -{u.h - V u h)dCl
J
Y ]  /  pr(uh)(uh • V)w'1 • (uh • Vu'*)
e=l
dQ
,vei p
= y Z  r(uh)Vqh • (uh • Vu'1) dQ
e = l  Jn*
= f  2p e(wh) : £{\ih) dQ 
J n.
nei r
= / T(uh)(uh • V)w'1 • [V • 2fj,e(uh)\ dQ
e = l  J n e
= E  [  ^ - ^ - V q h ■ [V • 2pe(uh)] da
e — l  ^ n e P
Gp =  f  ph e(wh) : I dQ = j  ph tr[e(wh)] dQ
v He v Qg
'*ci p
Gj(u)p =  V  /  r (u A)(uA • V)wA • Vph dQ
e=l Jn.
nef «  ..
G e(u)p =  V  I T(uh) - V q h ■ Vph dQ
e = l  ^  P
Gr u =  j  qh V - u h da
(4.36)
(4.37)
(4.38)
(4.39)
(4.40)
(4.41)
(4.42)
(4.43)
(4.44)
(4.45)
(4.46)
(4.47)
(4.48)
The terms on the RHS of (4.35) F, F$ are due to Dirichlet and Neumann type 
boundary conditions and also involve f r w h • hh dT. The terms E and E e come 
from the Dirichlet type boundary condition.
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F =  f  w h - h h d T +  [  w h f d n  
J r h Jn
F j =  I  t ( u a - V)w'*- fdn
JnE = 0
E e =  [  r - V q h ■ f  dQ,
Jn P
(4.49)
(4.50)
(4.51)
(4.52)
Chapter 5 
Solution Procedure
The space discretization by means of the finite element method described in chap­
ter 4 transforms the IB VP that governs non-Newtonian fluid flow into a system of 
ordinary differential equations. These equations are then numerically integrated 
via a time stepping scheme to finally yield a system of non-linear algebraic equa­
tions. We can distinguish two types of non linearity. The first is the non-linearity 
of the advective term. This type of non-linearity is also present for Newtonian flu­
ids and is the main source of non-linearity when solving Navier-Stokes equations. 
The second source of non linearity are the fluid material models that are specific to 
non-Newtonian fluids.
5.1 Review of time stepping schemes
The time stepping scheme that was adopted in this thesis belongs to a class of a 
single step methods. A single step method means that the transition from a time 
step n to the next time step n +  1 is performed in a single step. This is one of 
simplest time stepping schemes and with the appropriate values of the integration 
parameters (see chapter 4) the scheme is unconditionally stable. There are several 
alternatives which will be reviewed in the following paragraphs.
One way of solving the system of non linear algebraic equations is to employ 
the so-called Picard iterative procedure. The procedure consists of fixing the vis­
cosity to a previously known value and obtaining the solution. Then the velocity 
field is updated and the viscosity is recalculated and compared with the previous 
value. This process is repeated until convergence is obtained. This method was first 
proposed by Tanner et al. (1975) and further extended by O’Donovan & Tanner 
(1984). The extension was obtained by using not only the value of the viscosity 
in the previous iteration but also the value before the last This in effect enables 
a type of extrapolation to take place which helps the convergence (O’Donovan & 
Tanner, 1984). The method gives results for power law fluids but for Bingham flu­
ids it seems unsatisfactory. In both situations many iteration are needed to obtain 
convergence.
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There are other approaches that are based on the so-called operator splitting 
methods. One of these methods was used by Baloch et al. (1995) in the solution 
of expansion flows. The method has three steps and can be either explicit or semi- 
implicit. In the first step a non-divergence free velocity field is computed in two sub 
steps. The second step a Poisson’s equation is solved for pressure difference. The 
final step is used to determine a divergence free velocity field. Once these steps are 
discretized using the finite element method the solution is obtained by sequential 
advancement. Every step involves a solution of a linear set of equations. In this 
way the non-linearity of the problem is overcome.
Both above approaches are not suitable for the solution of non-Newtonian 
fluid flows. One of the reasons is that the material models are complex and have a 
profound influence on the nature of the fluid flow. This means that even if the non 
linearity of the advective terms is overcome by some of the above methods the non 
linearity of viscosity remains. Since it is not possible to avoid this non linearity a 
one step time stepping scheme has been chosen. To solve the non linear system the 
Newton-Raphson method has been chosen. The use of a Newton-Raphson proce­
dure allows us to solve directly a system of highly nonlinear algebraic equations 
in one step without any need for further splitting. This method also enjoys rapid 
convergence when the given solution is in the appropriate neighbourhood of the 
solution. First the details of the discretization will be described.
5.2 Discretization of internal forces
In the previous chapter the finite element formulation was described. Now details on 
how the problem (4.34) is solved will be shown. There are two types of simulation 
that are carried out. All the different parts that contribute to the finite element 
formulation will be described in turn. The derivation of force vectors will be given 
first for 2D and then expanded for 3D case.
5.2.1 Internal Force - Part Ma
This part represents the time dependent component of the problem and is only 
present in transient simulations,
where the time derivative of uh is defined via a simple finite difference operator
The time stepping scheme assumes that the equations are posed at tn+\. The 
velocity at time instant n + 1 (ujj+1) can be expressed in terms of uJj+Q and ujj. The
(5.1)
duh _  U%+1-  U%
dt A t
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following relationship is used for this purpose
> 4 + a  =  a u n + l  +  (1  -  < * )»4
This means that ujj+1 can be defined as follows
(5.2)
>4+1 =  ^K+q -  (! -  a)>4]
This in turn makes the time derivative equal to
duh _  u£+i -  u£ (5.3)dt A t aA t
For every element the test function v/h and the trial function u h are defined in 
the following way:
where Na and NB are the shape functions, uB is the velocity vector at node B and 
wa is also a vector and is equal to the value of the test function at node A. The 
value of NNodes is equal to the number of nodes in an element.
If values for the test and trial function are substituted back into (5.1) the value 
of M a can be expressed as
NNodes
y :  n awa (5.4)
A=1
NNodes
(5.5)
B=1
NNodes
(5.6)
B=1
NNodes
(5.7)
B=1
NNodes
(5.8)
B=1
NNodes
B=1
NNodes
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NNodes
M a = —Kt WA' E  /  NaNb d a K +“ -  u b)D 1 v f2
B_1 (5.9)
NNodes  v ;
P WA- T h  M Ab(u b+Q — u b)
a A t  B=1
where the symbol —► indicates that the global expressions of the LHS has been 
substituted for the local expressions. The value for Mab can be evaluated explicitly 
when the shape functions are linear for a triangular or tetrahedral element by using 
the following formulae (see Zienkiewicz & Taylor, 2000),
L f L ^ L p3dQ = 2Ad-.  -  2D case
J n (m + n + p  + 2)!
/  L'T Ln, J l  L\ dQ =  QV-   -rr 3D case
Jn (m + n + p  + q + 3)!
where Li are the shape functions, A  is the area of the triangle and V  is the volume
of the tetrahedral. When this formula is applied to our case Mab is equal to
( 2 A d 7S n  =  s M  A =  BMab =  < <2H$  , 2 D case
1 d (I+i+2)T =  V 2A ^  A *  B
f 6V?im< = 5v < A =  B Mab =  S ini i 3D case
A^ B
where d is equal to the thickness in the 2D case. The thickness takes different values 
depending on whether the problem is plane stress/strain case or axisymmetric case. 
The value for d has the following values for different cases
d = <
1, Plane stress/strain
27n/c, Axisymmetric about the X axis (5.11)
2nxc, Axisymmetric about the Y axis
where xc and yc are coordinates of the centre of the triangle in 2D. In the 3D case 
they represent the centre of the tetrahedra. The values for xc and yc are defined as 
follows
^ NNodes  ^ NNodes
x * = N N ^ T s  £  ** and V c = N i M k s  ^  ViI—I l=\
where NNodes represents the number of nodes.
In an attempt to further simplify and optimise the process of transforming 
equations into code it is helpful to isolate the constant part of equation (5.9). The 
constant part of the expression can be defined in the following table
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/" iM a
° A B 2D 3D
A = B pAd 6aA  t pv2 aA t
A ^ B pAd12aAt
pV
4 a A t
Table 5.1: Values for C jff 
This makes the value of the force vector at node A equal to
NNodes
F T =  E  C a b ( u b + “  -  u£) (5.12)
B=1
F will be used in the future to denote force vectors that corresponds to velocity 
variables.
5.2.2 Internal Force - Part N (u)
This is the part that represents the convective part of the problem and is present in 
both transient and steady state solutions,
N (ua) =  f  p w‘ • uAV uA dfi
Jn
In the transient case the term is evaluated as follows:
N(u*) =  f  pw *-u£+|8u£+„dfi
Jn
where u^+j3 is defined in a similar fashion as u(j+Q and can be expressed both in 
term of ujj and ujj+1, i.e.
u£+„ =  /?u£+1 +  (1 -  flu*  (5.13)
uJj-HJ =  +  (1 -  (5.14)a a
In the case of a steady state solution the N (uh) term has the following form
N (u * )=  [  p w h ■ u*+1VuJj+1 dfi
Jn
which makes it highly non-linear.
By using the definitions for and v/h from the previous section the term 
N (uh) can be evaluated in the following way by taking into account that the term is
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not constant and that it needs to be integrated in three Gauss points. The weighting 
at each point is equal to |  in 2D and in 3D it is equal to
N(u'*) -► f  p NAWA • (NBu ^ )  Vu"+“ d a  
Jn
=  wA- [  pN A(NB< +'3)Vu"+“ dfi 
Jn
. , NGauss NNodes
= wA-^p E  E  N K u^V u"^
gp=  1 B=1
To make the code more efficient as in the previous subsection, the constant 
parts can be evaluated before hand and then used without the need to recalculate it 
again. First a constant CN U^^ that is the same for all nodes and all Gauss points can 
be defined in the following way,
2D 3D
(7 N (u) pAd
3
£K
4
Table 5.2: Values for
Secondly the term NgPUg+^Vun+Q is constant for all nodes 
lated separately for every Gauss point yielding
NNodes
U G radU 9p =  ^  Nffu”+'3V un+“
B=1
The value of the force vector can be written as follows
NGauss
F n<u) =  c n (u ) N fU G radU ®
gp= 1
5.2.3 Internal Force - Part N s ( u h )
This is the part that represents streamline upwind contribution to the convective part 
of the problem,
NjCu'1) =  f  /9r(u'“)(u'“ • V)w'> • u^Vu* d a
Jn
This term is non-linear and needs to be integrated in several Gauss points as 
with the term N (u). The part that is new and needs to be elaborated in some detail
and can be calcu- 
(5.15)
(5.16)
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is the value of the stabilising parameter r (u /l). The stabilising parameter r (u /l) 
is assumed to be constant within an element The reason for this is that r  is an 
element parameter and so intuitively it makes sense to keep it constant throughout 
the element The value for r  is defined via the element Reynolds number Re, the 
element Courant number Cau the element length hien and the velocity norm ||u||. 
The element Courant number is used only for transient analysis. The values for 
the various parameters were already mentioned in the previous chapter but will be 
repeated here in more detail. They are defined as follows:
hien =  — for 2D and hien =  \/§V  for 3D
7T
IMI^/enP ^ js the density and v is the current viscosityRe =
CAt = 
z(Re , CAt) =
T  =
2v
1MIA*
7
len
l
c Z
hien
A t  is the time step
2  llul
+ 1 + 
z(Re,CAt)
_3_
Re
To calculate r  the velocity at the centre of the element is chosen. A separate 
time fraction parameter 7  is chosen similar to parameters a  and f3 to calculate the 
velocity. The additional parameter has been added so that the time stepping scheme 
can be optimised.
un+7 = un+l + (! -  7)u£ (5-17)
< 7 =  +  (1 -  I K  (5.18)01 a
From the tests that have been done in this work it has been observed that the 
best results are obtained when 7  is equal to ft. With r  defined at the centre of the 
element it is important to note that the velocity used in the stabilisation weight­
ing function 5h is also calculated at the centre and at the time instant n - 1- 7 . The 
stabilisation weighting function is defined as follows,
= ! ■ « + , ) « + ,  - V)w'“,
where c indicates that the velocity is calculated at the centre of the element. N <j(u) 
can now be evaluated in the following way
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N ,(u) -  f  p r « + 7 ) « +7 • V)NAwA - NBUg+/3Vun+Q! dQ 
Jn
= P [  r ( K ^ ) K +y ■ VNa )wa • NBUg+/3V u’l+“ dO 
Jn
=  wA • p [  r « + 7 ) « +7 • VNA)NBu ^ V u " + “ dfi 
Jn
. , NGauss NNodes
=  w A . ^ — r « +7 ) « +7 -VNA) Y  Y ,  N f u ^ V u " ^
g p =  1 B=1
From here the force vector can be written using CN U^^ and U G radU ffP as for the 
term N (u)
NGauss
F N4 =  Cn(u>t« + 7 ) « +7 ■ VNa ) Y  U G radU 9P (5.19)
g p =  1
5.2.4 Internal Force - Part N e
This is the part that represents the pressure stabilisation contribution to the convec­
tive part of the problem,
N £(u) =  [  P T ( u h ) - V g h ■ u h V u k  d Q =  I  r ( u.h ) V g h  • u l Vu» dfi
Jn P  Jn
In an analogous way to N<j(u) this term consists of a stabilisation weighting 
function, in this case eh, and the convective term N. The weighting function eh is 
defined as follows
eh =  T (u '* )-V g A 
P
The term N e(u) is evaluated in a similar fashion as with the previous terms,
i.e.
N e(u) -» [  r « +7 )V(NAqA) • NBu”+'3Vun+“ dfi 
Jn
=  qA f  t(u °+ )VNa • NBu B+^Vun+“ dfl 
Jn
a , NGauss NNodes
=  qAT r « ^ )  Y  E VNA • N fu J+ 'V u 1* -
g p —l  B=1
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It is necessary to define a new constant see Table 5.3 With this new
constant and U G radU 9P that has already been defined in (5.15) the force vector 
can be defined. It is important to note that E is used to indicate that this is a contri­
bution to the forces that correspond to the pressure variables,
2D 3D
<7N £(U) Ad
3
V
4
Table 5.3: Values for CNe^ u^
NGauss
e n ,(u) =  c N«(u)r (uc + ^ VNa • U G radU sp (5.20)
gp=  1
5.2.5 Internal Force - Part K(u)
The term K(u) is the viscous, dissipative part of the governing equation. This 
term represents the only term that is responsible for non-Newtonian behaviour. The 
non-Newtonian behaviour is exhibited through the non-linear dependence of the 
viscosity /i on the velocity gradient. The velocities are linear through the element 
which means that the velocity gradients are constant which in turn yield a constant 
viscosity for an element It is sufficient to integrate the term in one Gauss point 
since the rest of the term involves strains which are also constant. The term K(u) 
is obtained as,
K(u) =  f  2fi e(w/l) : e(uh) dfi,
Jn
where for the transient case the viscosity is calculated using un+Q as the velocity so 
that fi =  fi{un+Q). After using the expressions for uh and w h as in the previous sec­
tion and keeping in mind the expression for e(x) =  \  (Vx +  VTx) the following 
expressions can be written
» » NNodes
K(u) = 2fj, e(wh) : e(u£+Q) dtt = /  2/x e(NAwA) : e( V '  NBug+Q) dQ
w f i  V f i  g __J
P NNodes
= /  2ji V ' 0.5 (wA ® VNA + VNA ® wA) :
B=1
0.5 (u l+a ® VNb 4 -  VNb (8 > u^+Q) dD
leading to
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„ NNodes
K(u) —► /  0.5(i [wa * (u B+a ® VNb)VNa +  wA * (VNb <8 > u B+a) VNA+ 
Jn B=1
WA • « + “ ® VNb)tVNa +  w A • (VNb <S> ug+Q)r VNA] d f i
» NNodes
=  wA - /  0.5n 5 3  2 (ug+“ <g> VNb +  VNB 0 Ug+“)VNA dd 
Jn B=1
NNodes
=  w A • Ad.fi 5 3  « +“ ® VNb +  VNb ® ug+“) VNa
B=1
As in the previous sections a constant CK^  can be defined to take into ac­
count the differences between 2D and 3D expressions, as follows
2D 3D
<7 K(u) Adfi Vfi
Table 5.4: Values for CK(U)
The force vector for part K(u) finally takes the following form
NNodes
f £ (u) =  Ck(u) 53 ( u b + c" ® VNb +  VNb ® Ug+“)VNA. (5.21)
B=1
5.2.6 Internal Force - Part Gp
The stress tensor is split into two parts (4.6); the first is the deviatoric stress compo­
nent and the second is the pressure part. The term that corresponds to the pressure 
part is written as
Gp =  -  f  ph efw'*) : I dH (5.22)
Jn
The value for pressure is calculated at time n  a  and can be written in a 
similar fashion as for the velocity
NNodes
ph =  53
B=1
(5.23)
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Following the procedure described earlier for the previous terms the expres­
sion for the term Gp can be obtained. It is important to note that the only non­
constant term is the value for Nb which means that the integral can evaluated by 
using (5.10).
„ NNodes
Gp —► — /  NbPb+Q! 0-5 (wa <8 > VNa +  VNa <8 > wa) : I dQ, 
b = i
NNodes
0.5 • 2  (wA • VNa) dQ
=  wA-
/ E NbPbJn B=1
„ NNodes
/ E NbpS+“ VNa dfi 
Jn B=1
=  wA
a j  NNodes
— t  E vNAPr
B=1
Already defined constant CNe^ u  ^ can be used evaluate the force making this 
force equal to
NNodes
E®'  =  —Cn *(u) ^ 2  VNapS+“. (5.24)
B=1
5.2.7 Internal Force - Part G$
This is the streamline upwind contribution to the pressure part of the stress term in 
the governing equations,
Gj =  f  T (uh)(u h ■ V ) w h ■ (V • ph I)
Jn
The streamline upwind contribution is evaluated in the same way as with the 
term N^. The pressure is evaluated in the same way as for the term Vp. Thus
NNodes
G ,(u ,p) f  r « + 7 ) « + 7  • V)Naw a • V £  NbpS+° dH
Jn B=1
« NNodes
=  wA- /  r « + 7 ) « +7  • VNa ) E  VNbP
Jn B=1
NNodes
=  wA - d r f r « 4 7 ) ( u '+7 -VNA) ^ 2  VNBp
S+“ dn
£ +“
B=1
The constant CGs is defined to be equal to the volume of Q, which means 
that it is equal to Ad in the 2D case and V  in the 3D case. The force vector can be
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written as
NGauss
F ° i(u'p> = C GM < +7 ) ( < +7 -VNA) U G rad U ^  (5.25)
gp=  1
5.2.8 Internal Force - Part Ge
This is the part that represents the pressure stabilisation contribution to the pressure 
term,
1 dnG e =  [  T - V i f -  ( V - / I )
Jn P
Using the already established expressions the term G e(u,p) is evaluated in 
the following way,
NNodes
G e( u , p ) ^ i  /  r « +7 )V(NAqA) • V  NBp£+“ dfi 
P Jn B=1
1 „ NNodes
=  -  /  T « +7)VNAqA- n bpS+q dn
P Jn B=1
.. P NNodes
=  OA -  /  r « +T) V  VNA • NBp£+“ dfi 
PJn  B=1
Ad NNodes n+ot=  qA— r « +7) 5 3  VNa • NBpg
^  B=1
A new constant CGe is introduced and is given in Table 5.2.8
2D 3D
CGe Ad VP p
Table 5.5: Values for CGe 
The force can now be written as follows
NNodes
E ?‘ =  Cg‘t« +7) 5 3  VNa • NBpBn - f  a
B=1
(5.26)
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5.2.9 Internal Force - Part GT
This term represents the incompressibility condition,
G Tu =  f  qh V ■ u'* dQ
Jn
The term is evaluated as follows
G
-  / NNodes  \
y^qaNaV- I Y .  Nb < “ ) dfi
» NNodes
=  qA /  Na V  [VNB-uS+Q + NB(V -ug+“)]dn  (V • u£+“ =  0)
J n  iB=1 
, NNodes
=  qA^~ £  (VNb - uS+“)
B=1
The constant is the same as for N e so that
NNodes
E f r =  CN' (u> ^  (VNb • Ug+a) (5.27)
B=1
5 3  Discretization of external forces
The external forces are calculated in a similar manner as the internal forces. In 
treating the external forces we distinguish two types. The first are body forces that 
act over elements. The second are traction forces on the element boundaries.
5.3.1 External force - Part F
This external force consists of the traction force prescribed on the boundary and 
body forces. The traction force is integrated on the boundaiy where it is pre­
scribed. The domain Th is taken to be equal to the discretized domain. This type of 
approximation does introduce an error when the element boundaries do not exactly 
coincide with the original boundary, details can be found in Strang & Fix (1973). 
The body force is integrated over the domain of interest. The force vector has the 
following form
F =  [  wk • hn+a dr +  f  wfe ■ r+° dQ (5.28)
J r h Jn
where hn+a represents traction force and fn+Q! represents the body force. Both these 
values can be approximated by a linear interpolation over each element. This greatly 
facilitates the explicit calculation of forces. The linear interpolation introduces an 
0 (h 2) error (Davis, 1963).
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5.3.2 External force - Part F$
This force represents the streamline upwind contribution of the body forces,
This force represents the pressure stabilising contribution of the body forces.
Further to the time discretization the set of ordinaiy differential equations (4.35) 
of the previous chapter have been transformed into a set of non-linear algebraic 
equations, which now needs to be solved. According to the nature of the problem 
its solution may involve different procedures with corresponding different levels of 
complexity. In the simplest case the underlining problem is steady state in nature 
which implies that the equations need to be solved only once. Another case, is 
evolving steady state nature which requires some kind of evolution of the boundary 
conditions, or loadings, or both. In this case the evolution is split into discrete 
steps and within each step the problem is treated as steady state with boundary and 
loading conditions given by means of a defined value of the loading function. As a 
result we obtain a different set of equations at every step, which are often referred 
to as pseudo time-steps. Finally the most complex case involves a transient type 
problem where the governing equations need to be solved for every time step. In 
this case time dependent terms are also included.
Given the high non-linearity of the equations within every time step the equa­
tions are generally solved by means of an iterative procedure. As it has already 
been mentioned the Newton-Raphson procedure will be adopted. The noteworthy 
property of this iterative process is its quadratic convergence provided the solution 
estimate falls in an appropriate neighbourhood of the solution. This space in the 
current literature is often referred to as the ball of convergence. Before the Newton- 
Raphson solution procedure is described the concept of quadratic convergence will 
be clarified.
5.4.1 Convergence properties
(5.29)
5.3.3 External force - Part Ee
5.4 The Newton-Raphson solution method
(5.30)
The rate of convergence is used as a measure of the quality of an iterative solution 
procedure. The rate of convergence is assessed by comparing the residuals of two 
subsequent iterations. The residual is a global non negative measure which is related
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to the error associated with the current iteration. In order to accept an iteration as 
the solution its residual has to be below a specified value, which is known as the 
residual tolerance.
Within a usual solution procedure, once the solution estimate falls inside the 
ball of convergence, the residual will gradually drop until it falls below the residual 
tolerance. If the residual between two iterations drops quadratically, the solution 
procedure is said to have quadratic convergence. This can be mathematically ex­
pressed as follows
& i i f  = ^ °
where Rk+i and Rk are residuals at iterations k and k -1-1 and (5 is a constant.
5.4.2 Directional Derivative
To be able to solve a set of non-linear algebraic equations using the Newton-Raphson 
procedure the equations need to be linearised. An important concept that is used in 
the linearization of the governing equations is the directional derivative. The di­
rectional derivative is a generalisation of the classic notion of derivative of a scalar 
function of a scalar variable.
To further elaborate the directional derivative concept the general function 
that is observed will be denoted by T  whereas the set of variables will be denoted 
by x. For instance T  can represent a system of nonlinear equations, a matrix or a 
function, whereas x  can be a list of variables or functions.
The set of non-linear algebraic equations that need to be solved via the Newton- 
Raphson procedure can now be expressed as
.F(x) =  0. (5.31)
Before the Newton-Raphson procedure is applied to this set of equations an 
overview of how this procedure is used to solve a single non-linear scalar equation 
will be illustrated. This will be then expanded to deal with solving sets of non-linear 
algebraic equations.
Newton-Raphson procedure for a scalar equations
This is the classical Newton-Raphson procedure. More details can be found in Stoer 
& Bulirsch (1980); Ortega & Rheinboldt (2000). The Newton-Raphson procedure 
as most other iterative procedures tries to determine a zero £ of a scalar function / .  
The procedure starts at a point x 0, which is followed by successive approximations 
Xi,i = 1 , 2 , . . .  that are calculated via an iteration function <I> that is defined in the 
following way:
x i+i =$(xi ) ,  i = 0,1,2,.
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If these successive approximations lead to £ ($(£) — f) then £ is a fixed point 
of <h. The iteration function $  is chosen in such a way that all fixed points of are 
also zeros of / .
In order to apply the iterative procedure an iteration function has to be found. 
It can be found in a variety of ways. A systematic way for finding an iteration 
function for a scalar function /  : R —► R that is sufficiently differentiable in a 
neighbourhood j\£(£) of £ is by performing a Taylor series expansion of /  about 
Xq £ Af(Q- This yields
/(£) — 0 — f ( x 0) + (£ — x0) f ( x 0) 4- "2 |——^f ' ( x  0) H-----
^ > ( * 0  + ^ * 0 )) O < 0 < 1
If the first two terms are retained as an approximation of /  the following is 
obtained
0 =  / ( : r 0 ) +  (£  -  X o ) f ' ( x 0)
This in turn can be used to provide an approximation for £
( = Xn- f{Xo)
/'(* 0)
If the value that is obtained for £ is not satisfactory, it can be further improved 
by using the scheme from which it was derived, thus leading to the following itera­
tive scheme
Xi = $(Xi+i), $(x) = x -
Newton-Raphson procedure for a set of non-linear equations
To be able to determine the iteration function ^  for the problem (5.31) an additional 
variable £ is introduced. This parameter enables us to define a new function F  that 
depends solely on £. The new function represents the behaviour of the original 
function at a point xo in the direction u,
F(C) =  ^(xo +  Cu) (5.32)
This is now a scalar function and a Taylor series expansion similar to the 
scalar case can be obtained. The expansion is done about £ =  0, which corresponds 
to x  =  x0 and can be obtained as follows
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In terms of T  this can be written as
^ ( x o  +  < ll) =  ^ ( x o )  +  C~77dQ ^ ( xq +  Cu) +
C2 d2
C =o 2! dC
^ ( xq +  Cu) +
C=o
By truncating this Taylor’s series and by setting the variable (  = 1 the fol­
lowing linear approximation to the increment of J^(x) is obtained
dT(xo + u) -  T ( xq) «  — JF(xo +  0 *) (5.33)
C=o
where the term on the right hand side is called a directional derivative of ^ (x )  at 
xq in the direction of u  and has the following notation
2 V(xo)[u] =  ^ ^ ( xq +  Cu). (5.34)
C =o
By using the above notation equation (5.33) can be written as
^ (x 0 +  u) «  f f o )  4 - V F (xq)[u] (5.35)
By using the initial condition (5.31) and the above equation, the following 
equation is obtained
J'(xo) -1- 2 V(xo)[u] =  0
This then in turn enables us to obtain the following general Newton-Raphson 
procedure
V T (x k)[u\ =  - .F (x fc) Xfc+i =  Xfc +  u (5.36)
where T  represents the governing equations that where derived in the previous sec­
tion 5.2. More details about directional derivatives can be found in Bonet & Wood 
(1997).
5.5 Derivation of Stiffness Matrix
To be able to apply the Newton-Raphson procedure to governing equations (5.36) 
a directional derivative of the governing equations is necessary. This will be per­
formed in turn for each term of the residual vector described in Section 5.2. As 
with discretization the various terms have similarities. These similarities mean that 
procedures have to be repeated for terms in question. Such procedures will be con­
sidered in detail the first time they occur. In subsequent cases references will be 
used. The derivation will be done for the transient case. To obtain the steady state 
forms the time parameters a, (3 and 7  need to be set to 1 and the time dependent 
part of the governing equations needs to be dropped.
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5.5.1 Derivation of the Stiffness matrix - Part Ma
This is the time dependent term of the governing equations. The directional deriva­
tive is taken with respect to the unknown nodal values Ug+1 and pg+1 in the direction 
A ub and ApB. The term has the following form
M a =  / p-w ■ dQ
Jn/  dt
After substituting the values for w* and u* the following is obtained
M a J  P Nawa • Nb an
r  ii^ /i r
=  wA • I p  NaNb b A t  B d f i  =  WA • f - t J  NaNbI df2(ug+1 -  ug)
=  Wa ' A t Mab ^“ b+1 ~  Ub^
where Mab is defined in section 5.2.1. The directional derivative can now be writ­
ten as follows
DM a[AuB] =  Wa ' Ai Mab d( [ K +1+ C A uB) - u g ]
C =o
=  WA ’ A t  M a b  ^ Ub
5.5.2 Derivation of the Stiffness matrix - Part N (u)
This is the convective term and it is equal to
N(u) =  /  /)w '“-ut HsVu£
J n n+a
It is important to note that the governing equations are solved for ujj+1. This 
means that uJj+a and need to be treated as functions of u£+1. It can be easily 
shown that by using the definitions for ujj+a (5.2) and uJj+/3 (5.13) that the direc­
tional derivatives in the direction of A u h can be written as
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d
^ Un+a(Un+l)[A u1 =  ^ +  CAu/l) =
C =o
d_
d( C=o
[ « ( u n + i +  CA ^ )  +  (1  -  a ) u n] =  aA u '1
(5.37)
Un+fl(ul+1 +  CA^ )  =
C =o
_d
dC C=o
[/?(u£ +1 4- CAu'1) + (1 -  0)u£] =  p A u h
(5.38)
Unlike for the previous derivation for this term the derivation will be per­
formed first in terms of A \ih and then expanded in terms of Aug. We note that 
the increments A u h and Aub are related via the shape function Nb as follows 
A u h = NbAub- Thus
Z>N[Au'1] =  I f p w * .  u£+<3(u£+1 +  < A u * )V u k .K + j +  CAu*) dJl =
as |^ =o
=  [  p™* -771 “ itwC'&i-i +  CAu'OVui+a df2
7^ I c=o
+  /  P w '1 • u tw s -T :  V u £ + q (u £ + 1 +  CA u'*) d f t
7^ «s, c=o
=  I  Pfj wfc ■ A uhVu*+„ dfi +  I ap w* • u£+„V(Au'“) dft
After replacing the weighting (test) function wh (see (5.4)) and the trial func­
tion u h (see (5.5),(5.6 ),(5.7)) in terms of their shape functions and nodal values, the 
values for V uJ+Q and u^+/3 are evaluated and give the following
(
N N odes \
E nb< “J =
N Nodes= E (ub+“ ® VNb) = Viin+a
B=1
N Nodes
Un+P=  E  N B U S +/3 =  " n + P
B=1
The directional derivative can now be further evaluated as follows
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X>N(Aub) —► /  P N a w a • [/^NsAuBVun+a +  a u n+/3(AuB ® V N b)] dft 
Jn
= f  P Na w a • [/3NB VuJ+aAuB +  a(VNB • u J ^ )A u B] dft 
Jn
= wA • f  p Na [^NbVu^+q +  a(VNB • u hn+f3)l\ dftAuB 
Jn
To obtain the final form the above equation needs to be integrated. The inte­
gration is performed in the same way as for the internal forces (3 Gauss points with 
|  weighting at each point in 2D and 4 Gauss points with |  weighting at each point 
in 3D). The term is as
* N GaussDN(Aub) -> wA . N^ 1 [ / J N f V u ^  +  a(VNB • u f+3 )l] A uB
g p =  1
= N 1 +  N 2
Superscript gp indicates that the corresponding terms change values at Gauss 
points.
5.5.3 Derivation of the Stiffness matrix - Part N$(u)
This is the term that represents the streamline upwind contribution to the convective 
part of the problem,
e^l /»
N 4 U'1 = J2 PT(ut+-r)(ut+-1 ■ v ) w ' “ • u 5 w V u ; + 0  a ae=l Jn '-
It is evaluated in much the same way as the previous term except that it also 
involves terms that are dependent on uJj+7, i.e.
X>Nj(u£+1)[Au'*] =  I  Pt[u*+7 (u|J+1 +  (Au*)]
“S, c=o Jne
[ ^ +7« i +  CAu'>).V]w '‘-
«S+f(<4+1 +  <Auh) Vu£+a(u£ +1 +  CAua) dQ (5.39)
The derivative of uJj+7  with respect to Au^ can be obtained in a similar way 
as for u£+a and is equal to
®«n+-,(^+l)[A u'“] =  7 AU*
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It can be observed that equation (5.39) involves four terms that are dependent 
on ujj+1 and this will lead to four different parts of the stiffaess matrix after applying 
the product rule.
['Ku£+7)]K U 7 • V)wft • u£+(3V « +J
C =o
*•7 1 + 7
[u^.„ • V]w'* ■ u£+»V(uJj+a)
C = o
+ P'r(un+7)(un+7 • V)w'* • /3AuhVu^+a
+ /”‘(u£+7 )(u !tt.7 • VJw '1 ■ u£+igV (aA uh) dfi
The directional derivative of r  with respect to A u h is given in appendix A. 
The derivative is denoted by V and is a vector. The derivative of N§ can now 
expressed as
£>Nj[Au'*] =  f  p[t/ (u^+7) • Aua](u£ + 7 • V )w h ■ u ^ V u ^
J fig
+ frr(ut +1 )(7Au‘ • V)wA • u J ^ V C u ^ )  
+  ^ ( u^+7 )(un+7  • V)wft • l3AuhVu*+a 
+ P'r (ui +7 )(un+7 • V)wft • ujj+(aV (aA uft) an
When the shape functions are substituted the following is obtained
£>N5 [Aub] ~^P ( ^ ( ^ + 7 ) '  AuB)(un+ 7  • V)Nawa • (u n ^V u ^+ J
J fie
-F r(n n+7 )NB(7 AuB • V)NAwA • (i^^V iin+a)
+ r(u n+7 )(un+ 7  • V)Nawa • (PNBA u BVun+a)
+  r(u n+7 )(un + 7  • V)Nawa • [u„^ (aA uB (8) VNB)] dft
For reasons of clarity the stabilisation parameter r (u n+7) is denoted by r , and the 
same is done for r^i^-py).
OT*,[AuB] -> P [  (yB • AuB)(un+ 7  • VNA)wA • (Un+^Vlln+a)
J fJe
+  7 tN b(Aub • VNa )wa •
+ /9rNB(un + 7  ' VNa)wa • (AuBV un+Q)
4 - Q!t(u71-)_7 • VNa )wa • (Un+p • VNb)Aub dQ.
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The vector wA can be taken outside the integral leading to
X>N5[AuB] -> pWA • J  r  • AuBj  (Un+7 • VNA)(Un+/?VlIn+<*)
+  7 rN B(AuB • VNA)(un+/?Vun+Q)
+ /^tNB(u71+7 • VNA) (AuBVlln+a)
+  aT(un+1 ■ V N a ) ^ ^  • VNb)Aub dQ.
The same can be done with AuB after several manipulations
£>N6[Aub] -► pwA • j  r(un+7 • VNa )
Jne
(Un+^Vlln+a) ® — 
T
+ 7 rN B(un+iaVun+Q <g> VNA)
+ • VNa )Vun+a
+ a r(u „ +7 • VNa )(u71+/3 • VNB)I dftAuB.
The integration is performed in the same way as for N (u) giving finally
VNs [Aub] wA •
+ wA •
+  wA •
a N Gauss
^  E  r « 7 -VNA)
9P= 1 
N G auss
(Un+3Vu"+a) ® AuB
a 
P—  E  T'rNg’K 'jV lln + a ® V N a )
0P= 1g p  1 
N Gauss
4-w A •
3  9 P = 1
=  N i +  N |  +  N j  +  N j.
a J\Lr
E  ■ VNa )Vu„+,
9P= 1 
* NGauss
^  E  a r (u f +7  • VNA)(uf+ 0  • VNb)I
 
Aub 
Aub 
Aub
5.5.4 Derivation of the Stiffness matrix - Part N.
This is the term that represents the pressure stabilisation contribution to the convec­
tive part of the problem, and takes the form
N e =  I  pT(uh) -V q h ■ u^Vu* d H =  f  r(uh)Vqk ■ u',V u '1 dfi
Jn P  Jn
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As with the previous derivations the starting point is the definition for a direc­
tional derivative
d2>Ne[Au'>] =  -
c=(
/  t K + 7(u^+i +  CAu'*)] Vq'* • u£+/,(u£ +1 +  CAu'1)
=o
Vu^+Q(u^ +1 +  CAu'*) dfi 
After using the product rule the following three terms are obtained
2*N«[Au*] =  [  • Au*)Vqfc • u£+i8Vu£+a +  /3r(uJ+7 )Vq'‘ • AuftVu
J  f2e
+ a r(u£+7 )Vq'“ • u£ +(3 V( Au'*) dfi
h
n +a
=  /  Vq'* • [ ( ^ ( u ^ )  • A u h)u^+igVu£+a +  /5T(u^+7)A u AV ii
Jne L
h^-r.-h
n+a
+ “ 'I‘(un+1 )u^+13V(Au'1) 
Shape function substitution gives
P N €[Aub] -»• f  V(NAqA) ' ( ^ ( ^ + 7 ) ' AusJlln+^VUn+Q
J f2e
/?r(un+7 )NBA uBV un+Q + a r(u n+7 )(un+/3V(NBA uB))J dft+
Several manipulation are required in order rearrange the terms so that AuB can be 
moved to the right hand side, which leads to
DN, :[AuB] -V f
V
qAVNA (7 ^ • A u B)u n+/aV u n+a
-1- /?rNBAuBVun+a 4- ar\in+p(AuB <8 > VNB) dQ
£>N, :[AuB] ->  /  qAVNA • I (Un+pVlln+a) 0Jne I L
A ut
+ /?rNBAuBViin+Q 4- ar(V N B • un+/3)AuB|  dfi,
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Jne
+ /3tNbVNa • AueViin+a +  q:t (VNb • Un+z^VNA • Aub > dfi
/  \  t 'b  <g> ( V / j V l l n + a )  
«/oe f L
+  /?tNbVt uti+qVNa +  ar(V N B • iin+js)VNA > dfi • A uB
After the right form is obtained integration can be performed in a the same way as 
described earlier leading to
5.5.5 Derivation of the Stiffness matrix - Part K(u)
It has been already stated that this is the viscous part of the governing equation. It 
is highly non-linear as a consequence of the non-Newtonian character of the fluid 
considered. The successful linearization of this term is crucial in order to ensure a 
successful solution of the problems considered in this thesis. It is also important in 
accurately modelling non-Newtonian behaviour. The term under consideration can 
be written as
a  I V C r d U S S
£>Ne[AuB] -> qA~" ^ 2  r
N Gauss
g p =  1
-jf- ® ( u ^ V v J  VNa • A ub
Y  /9rN fV Tun+aVNA-A uB
g p =  1
A T  m o o
g p =  1
=  N* +  Nj + Nj
K(u) =  [  2 /i e(w*) : e(u£+J  dfi =  [  2//(u£+J  e(w '“) : e(u£+J  dfi
Starting with the definition for a directional derivative the following is ob­
tained
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2>K[Auk] =  -£ | [  2 r i < +a« i  + CAuh)) *(w*) : e { u hn+ a( u hn+1 +  CAu*)) dfi
aS> Jn
= / 2 A( i J e ( w ‘ ) :/Jn
+ / 2 Jn
M + CAu'*))
dC
dr2+
<M ui+a(uit+i+ cau '1))
C=o
df
e(wk) : e(u* )d fi
C=o
The above derivation has two parts. The first part is the derivative of the strain 
tensor which yields the following
W +£.(u n+l +  CAu'*))
dc 0 V (dC U n+ “ ^U " +1 +  <>Au )  c = o )
Vs (aAu'*) =  qV s(Au'*) =  ae(Au'*)
The second term is the derivative of the viscosity fi, which can be obtained as
< ^ K + a (U£+l +  ftAu'*))
dc C=o
d^dy de(u^+a(u^ +1 +  CAu'*))
d j de ' d( C=o
d f id ' i  h
=  a f c : e ( A u )
After applying the chain rule it can be observed that the only expressions required to 
evaluate the above equation are derivatives jjr and These will be now considered 
in turn:
j^ri This term is different for every fluid model. A general variable (i! will be used 
to denote this value. The following illustrates the values for \j!  for different 
types of the non-Newtonian fluids:
• Newtonian Fluid
fi(j) = (i = const
/ C ( i ) =  0
• Power Law Fluid
K i )  = K i n 1
/<'(7 ) =  K  ( n - l ) j H~2
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• Bird-Carreau Fluid
Kit) =  »?oo +  (rio -  rioo) [1 +  ( A i ) 2] 2 ^
M;(7) =  7  (% -  »/oo) (« -  1) [1 +  (A-y)2] ^
•  Bingham Fluid
7
M (7) =  -  —7
• Herschel-Bulkley Fluid
Mi) =  7  +  AT 7 n_1
7
m'(7 ) =  +  (n -  1) AT 7 ” “ 2
7
• Cross Law Fluid
„(7 ) = ---- I?2------
M7j 1 +  (A7 )m
,  rip
*  K1> [1 +  (A7)"*]2
• Arrhenius Law Fluid
Mi) =  v 
M O V ) =  0
• Modified Arrhenius Law Fluid
M7 ) — V e~a T^~Ta)
MOV) =  0
The above derivatives are easy to obtain but from a numerical point of view 
some of the derivatives may cause numerical difficulties as they involve sin­
gularities. These singularities can be regularised as described in chapter 3.
This term is the same for every fluid model and can be calculated by using the 
definition for 7  in the following way
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When the above results are substituted back to the original equations the fol­
lowing is obtained
DK[Au'*] =  [  2an{vihn+a) e(wh) : e(Aufc) dfi+
Jn
+ f  2 afj! 
Jn
V 2A r  : s(A u‘ ) [e(wk) : e(u*+Q)] dfi
after rearranging
2?K[Auh] =  /  2 a/<(u£+a) e(wA) : e(Au‘ ) dfi+
Jn
+  f  ^ r -  [e(u£+tt) : e(Au‘ )] [e(w*) : e(u£+j ]  dfi =  K 1 +  K 2
Jn 7
This yields two terms that yield the following after the shape functions are 
substituted
K 1 —> j 2a//e(NAWA) : £(NbAub) dfi 
Jn
= /  0.5aii [wa ® VNa +  VNa ® wa] : [AuB <8 > VNb +  VNb ® A uB] dfi 
Jn
= / ° -Jn
bafj, (wA ® VNa ) : (AuB ® VNB) 4- (wA ® VNA) : (VNB ® A uB)+
(VNa 0  wA) : (AuB <8 > VNB) +  (VNA ® wA) : (VNB ® AuB)
=  / o-J n
d f i
5 afi wA • (Aub <8> VNb)VNa +  wA • (VNB <8> AuB) VNA+
wA • (VNb ® Aub)VNa +  wA • (AuB <8> VNB)VNA dfi
1 —> J  a/i [wa • (Aub <8> VNb)VNa -I- wA • (VNB ® A ub)VNa 
= wA • J  a/i [(VNa • VNB)AuB + (VNB ® VNa)Aub 
=  wA • J  an  [(VNa • VNB)I +  (VNB ® VNa)
dfi
dfiAuB
All the values inside the integral are constant therefore the integration can be 
simply evaluated and yields
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K 1 —► wa • A a (i (VNa • VNb)I +  (VNb <8> VNA) Aut
The second term is evaluated as follows
K 2 /Jn Aafj! 7 e(u) : e(NAwA) e(u) : e(NBAuB) dfi
f  4 a / /
Jn  7
e(u) : 0.5 (wa ® V N a + V N a ® wA)
e(u) : 0.5 (A u b  ® V N b +  VNB ® A u b )
f  V
Jn  7
dfi
e(u) : (wA ® VNa ) +  e(u) : (VNA ® wA)
e(u) : (Aub ® VNb +  e(u) : (VNB 0  AuB)
Jn  7
dfi
wA • eVNA) 4- wA • £TVNa
A u b  • s V N b  +  A u b  • £ T V N b dfi
/Jn 4 a/i' 7 (wA • eVNA)(AuB • eVNB) dfi
wA- [  — (Aub ' eVNB)eVNA dfi 
•/n 7
f  (eVNA ® eVNB) dfiAuB
7
=  WA •
A simple integration rule can be applied to this term as well, leading to
4 A a /i1
K 7 -+ wa
7
(eVNa ® sVNb)Aub
5.5.6 Derivation of the Stiffness matrix - Part Gp
This term represents the pressure part of the stress tensor, and reads
f  Pn+c e(w'*) : I dfi 
Jn
G p =  —
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The equations are solved for the variables at time n + 1 which means that 
Pn+a is a function of pjj+1 The directional derivative of pjj+a in the direction Aph is 
obtained as
d
VPn+c,l&Ph] = Pt+a(pt+l) = a&Ph VPn+ai&Pb] =  aNBApB
<=0
(5.40)
The derivative of Gp can then be evaluated as follows
X>Gp[Apb] ~  q;ApbNb0.5 (w a  ® V N a  +  V N a  ® w a ) : I dO 
Jn
=  — j  q;Apb Nb 0.5 x 2  wa • VNa d!7 
Jn
Ape (VNa is constant)=  wA • a J  Nb dD VNa
By using (5.10) the above can be integrated yielding
X>Gp[ApB] =  wA • ot - vna
5.5.7 Derivation of the Stiffness matrix - Part GT
This term represents the incompressibility condition
GT = [  ^  V ' Un+QJn
dn
m
The term can be integrated by using the same methodology as earlier resulting
D G t [Aub] -> q a [  NaV • (Nb A ub) dQ
Jn
=  qA I  N aVN b • Aub d£1 
Jn
— qA /  Na dQ VNb • AuB (VNb is constant)
Jn
=  <1A f ^ V N e l  Aub
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5.5.8 Derivation of the Stiffness matrix - Part
This term represents the streamline upwind contribution to the pressure part of the 
stress in the governing equations, and is given by
G s=  [  r(uhn+y)(uhn + 7  • V)wft • (V • phn+a I) dfi
The term involves three factors that are dependent on the unknown variables. 
After applying the product rule this will lead to three parts the stiffness matrix. Thus
DG{[Aufc,Ap*] = II f  r ^ X u ^ . V K l V - p ^ I l d f i
j I C=0 Jtle
=  /  (V • A uh)(xihn+y • V)wft • (V • phn+a I)
J  fig
+ 7 r(A u h • V)wft • (V • Pn+o, I)
+ ar{u£ +7 • V)wk • (V • Aph I) dfi
As with other term further simplification will be done after introducing the 
shape functions, i.e.
PG*[Aub, Ap B] -»• f  (yB • AuB)(un+7 • V)Nawa • (V * Pn+a I)
J J7e
+ 7r(NBAuB • V)Nawa • (V • Pn+cc I)
+ cn-(un+7 • V)Nawa • (V • NbApe I) dQ,
= /  C*B • AuB)(un+7 • VNa)wa • (V • p n+a I)
+ 7rNB(AuB • VNa)wa • (V • pn+a I)
+ • VNa)wa • VNBApE dQ.
The transformation of the above form is now performed in several steps with 
the main purpose of separating the stiffness matrix from the increments A uB and 
ApB, as follows
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V G S[AuB, Ape] = Wa ■ /  (Un+7  • VNaJC^b • AuB)Vpn+Q
J fie
+ 7 tN b(Aub • VNA)Vpn+Q 
+ a r(u n+T • VNa )VNbApe dQ
= WA • / (lin+7 * VNA)(Vpn+a 0 Tfi) dftAllB
t/
+  wA • /  7 rN B(Vpn+a 0 VNa ) d^A uB 
J f ie
+ wA • /  a r(un +7  • VNa )VNb dDApB 
J Qe
_  7g
V Pn+a 0
T
d^A uB
+
WA • / r(un+7 • VNa)
J fie
wA- I  7rNB(Vpn+a 0  VNA) dQAuB
v fig
+ wA • / ar(u„+7 • VNa)VNb dftApB
“ fie
The integration of the expression is illustrated for the 2D situation and is 
performed by employing three gauss points. The variables that change their values 
at gauss points are denoted by a subscript gp. Hence
Aui
Afj NGauss  r Igp
V G 5[Aub, ApB\ = wA- T  £  r(  u ^ _ 7 • VNa ) Vpn+a 0
gp=  1 L
 ^ , NGauss
+  WA - —  X I T'rNg’(V jw . ® VNa )Aub
0P=1 
* , NGauss
+  W A - —  X  aT(Un+T ' VNA)VNBApB
9P=1
=  G j +  G j +
5.5.9 Derivation of the Stiffness matrix - Part Ge
The last part of the stiffness matrix involves the pressure stabilisation of the pressure 
term, and is given as
G e = f  T -V q h - (V -p hn+al)dQ
J fie P
The directional derivative is performed with respect to both velocity and pres­
sure variables and reads
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X>Ge[AuA,Ap'*] =  i j : [  r ( u ^ ) V q A • (V • I) dfi
P “s c=o7fie
=  -  [  (yB • A uA)Vqfc • (V • p*+Q I) +  arVq* • (V • Apft I) dfi
P Jne
The stiffness matrix has two parts the first is a result of dependency of r  on 
the velocity, while the second is a derivative of the pressure. It can be written as
£>Ge[AuB, ApB] -  [  (tb • AuB)V(NAqA) • (V • pn+a I)
P Jne
+  arV (N AqA) ■ (V • NBApB I) dft
The following expression is further rearranged in several steps with the aim 
to separate the stiffness matrix from the increments of the test parameter qA, the 
pressure Aps and velocity AuB. Hence
£>Ge[AuB, ApB] = - f  (Tb ' AuB)VNAqA • Vpn+a 
P Jne
+  arV N AqA • VNBApB df2
X>G£[AuB, Apb] =  ^  f (yB • A ub)(VNa • Vp„+Q)
P Jne
4- o:t(VNa • VNb)Aps dfI
P G £[Aub, Apb] =  ^  f (VNa • V pn+ aK  dfi • Aub
P Jne
+  ^  I ar(V N a • VNb) dfiApB
P Jne
The integration step can then be executed as follows
P G e[AuA, Apa] =  qA A rd ,  t " ”(V N . Vp) £  -J-
9 P =  1
Aub+
^ [ ^ ( V N a • VNb)t-]Apb 
P
= G] +  G*
The first term is integrated by using the Gauss integration rule which is a 
consequence of PB not being a constant. All the factors in the second part are 
constant which means it can be integrated directly.
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5.6 Implementation
In the previous sections the formulae for internal forces and stiffness matrix have 
been determined. It is now necessary to implement them into a finite element 
program The element routines where implemented in the finite element program 
’’ELFEN”. Four different elements where implemented. These include steady state 
and transient elements for both 2D and 3D non-Newtonian fluid flow. 2D elements 
are also incorporated with options for axisymmetric flows. The axisymmetric flows 
can be axisymmetric either about the x axis or the y axis, which is achieved by 
changing the thickness appropriately. Details can by found in section 5.2.1.
Different non-Newtonian fluid models are implemented in a separate routine 
that is used by all the element routines. The various terms that make up the internal 
forces and the stiffness matrix can be divided into two groups. The first group 
involves terms that have been integrated explicitly and do not require numerical 
integration. The second group involves terms that need to be integrated numerically. 
The two groups are calculated in two separate loops over nodes. The first group is 
also symmetric. This enables us to evaluate only half of the stiffness matrix for this 
group. Details of the implementation can be found in Appendix D.
There is a large number of terms that are involved in this implementation. 
This introduces additional difficulties both in terms of the volume of manual work 
that needs to be performed and the increasing possibility of an error occurring. This 
has been overcome by a script that automates this process. The scripting language 
is part of the ’’Mathematica” package. Details are provided in Appendix C.
A series of tests have been performed to verify the described strategy for 
modelling of non-Newtonian fluid flows. These tests are elaborated in the next 
chapter. They are ordered by complexity and finish with large scale problems.
Chapter 6 
Numerical Examples
To verify the finite element discretization several tests were performed. In order 
to verify the Bingham and Power law model a Couette flow test is used in which 
the numerical solutions are compared to analytical solutions. Secondly an extrusion 
problem is performed and the numerical solution is compared to the classical plastic 
flow solution. Next 2D and 3D test problems that describe flow around a cylinder 
and a sphere respectively are performed. Finally large scale 3D problems associated 
with the industrial practice are reported.
6.1 Couette flow test
A Couette flow is a channel flow that is often coupled with a shearing flow. Couette 
flow is one of the rare problems for which an analytical solution can be found in 
a closed form. This makes it ideal for testing various aspects of fluid modelling. 
The analytical solutions for a power law and Bingham fluids have been described in 
Chapter 3.6.
6.1.1 Bingham fluid
The analytical solution for the Bingham fluid is obtained by determining a number 
of constants. These constants are 771, 772, Ai, A2, umax and C\. The procedure for 
obtaining them for a given value of the pressure gradient and the wall velocity is 
outlined in section 3.6.2. Once these constants are found velocity function (3.23) 
can be used to get analytical values for the velocity distribution across the channel 
section. These values can be then compared to numerical ones.
To obtain the numerical values for Couette flow the mesh in Figure 6 .1 has 
been used. This mesh consists of 15484 elements and 8015 nodes. The mesh has 
been refined along the cross-section in the centre of mesh. The reason for this 
refinement is to provide fine resolution for the velocity values along this line. The 
horizontal size of the domain has been chosen to insure that the effect of channel
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boundaries is minimised. The fluid properties that were used can be found in Table 
6.1. Convergence for a number of pressure gradients can be found in Table 6.2.
Fluid properties
Fluid model name Bingham plastic
Plastic viscosity p[Pa • s] 1 0 .0
Yield Stress ay [Pa] 1 0 0 .0
Density plkg/m?] 1 .0
Numerical properties
Stress growth exponent1 m[—\ 300.0
see JNNFM (Blackery & Mitsoulis, 1997)
Table 6 .1: Constitutive properties for Bingham fluid
Euclidean norm
ITERATION t = 0.05s t =  0.25s t = 0.30s t = 1 .2 0 s
A p = 1 0 0 0 Pa A p = 5000Pa A p = 5000Pa A p = 5000Pa
1 0.831390E-01 0.160941E-01 0.136376E-04 0.168634E-04
2 0.346958E-04 0.103413E-03 0.554616E-10 0.151522E-09
3 0.134515E-10 0.48825 IE-08
Table 6.2: Convergence table
Figure 6.1: Finite element mesh for the Couette example
A comparison between the analytical values and numerical values for a num­
ber of different pressure gradients can be found in Figure 6.2.
6.1.2 Power law fluid
The Couette flow of a power law fluid represents the second test that was used to 
verify the numerical model. The mesh shown in Figure 6.1 is used. The fluid prop­
erties for this model can be found in Table 6.3. The comparison between analytical 
values and numerical values can be found in Figure 6.3. It can be observed that the 
numerical solution almost exactly reproduces the analytical solution.
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A nalytical
N um erical
0.8
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0.2
0.70 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6
Velocity [m/s]
Figure 6.2: Comparison between numerical and analytical values for velocity dis­
tribution of a Bingham fluid
Fluid properties
Fluid model name Power law
Fluid consistency index m[Pa • sn 0.84
Power law index n[—\ 0.5088
Density p [kg /  m 3] 1 .0
Numerical properties
Critical shear-rate 70  [s x] IE-5
Table 6.3: Constitutive properties for power law fluid
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Figure 6.3: Comparison between numerical and analytical values for velocity dis­
tribution of a power law fluid
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6.2 A 2D ram extrusion
This is the first of several numerical tests that explore the various aspects of extru­
sion. Before the details of the first test are presented an overview of extrusion as an 
industrial process will be given.
6.2.1 Extrusion
Extrusion is one of the basic shaping processes used to shape metals, ceramics and 
polymers. It is a compression process in which the material is forced through a 
die. The purpose of extrusion is to provide long continuous products whose cross- 
sectional area is constant and determined by the die orifice. The extrusion process 
is widely used for thermoplastics and elastomers to produce pipes, tubes, windows, 
door frames and coated electrical wires. For metals it is used to produce wire and 
various steel and aluminium cross sections. Production is oiganised as a continuous 
process in which the extruded product is cut to length in subsequent operations.
When the extrusion process is used to extrude polymers the extrudate is fed 
to the die by means of screw extruder. The screw extruder consists of a screw and 
barrel. The barrel of the extruder has on one end a hopper that is fed with polymer 
pellets. These pellets are then transported via a drag flow mechanism though sev­
eral stages before the polymer is converted into a polymer melt and is finally fed 
through the die. The stages that the polymer goes through are heating, metering 
and compression. The heating stage is used to melt the polymer pellets. After the 
polymer has been melted the metering stage is employed to homogenise the melt. 
This is achieved by a kneading action. Finally the compression stage provides suf­
ficient pressure for the die. Between the extruder and the die a breaker plate may be 
inserted that straightens the flow and stops hard lumps from entering the die. The 
breaker plate consists of small axial holes. Extruders can either have a single screw 
or have twin intermeshing screws. Twin screw extruders are used if greater mixing 
is required.
The extrusion of metals is somewhat different than polymer extrusion. The 
metal is formed as a billet that is then forced through the die by using a ram. The 
billet is usually of a cylindrical form. Dies used in the extrusion process differ ac­
cording to the type of metal that is extruded. In the case of aluminium extrusion the 
die is flat faced with dead metal zones near the die entry. A zone of shearing devel­
ops between the dead zones and the moving extrudate as the extrusion progresses. 
The extrusion process can be direct or indirect. In the case of direct extrusion the 
billet is forced through a stationary die where as for an indirect extrusion the die 
is immersed into the stationary billet. For the extrusion of steel alloys of titanium 
and nickel a shaped die is used. The die is shaped in a manner that insures gradual 
reduction of the cross sectional area. For this type of extrusion a lubricant has to be 
used. This is not necessary for extrusions that involve aluminium
One thing that is common for all extrusion processes is that the equipment
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used varies a lot depending on the materials used and the desired end product. This 
means that the process needs to be constantly updated and optimised with respect 
to production needs. The other characteristic is that extrusion processes exhibit 
a wide range of different physical phenomena within complex geometries. The 
range and complexity makes the simulation of extrusion processes challenging task. 
For these reason several numerical tests that involve extrusion processes were per­
formed. Further details about extrusion can be found in Groover (1996); O’Brien 
(1992); Michaeli (1992); Tucker (1989); Gunasekera (1989).
6.2.2 Ram extrusion simulation
A ram extrusion is a process in which material is forced through a die using a ram 
to produce a reduced cross-sectional area Ram extrusion is frequently used in 
manufacturing and process industries.
For the 2D geometry represented in Figure 6.4 and for a rigid plastic mate­
rial analytical solutions can be obtained (Lubliner, 1990). This analytical solution 
yields an upper bound ram pressure. It is obtained by using slip-line theory. The 
upper bound for the ram force is the appropriate value to be sought because it en­
sures steady plastic flow. This value on the other hand can be then compared to a 
value obtained by numerical simulation of a Bingham fluid. The parameters for the 
Bingham fluid law are chosen so that the plastic viscosity is very low compared to 
the yield stress, (see Table 6.5a). Having a very low value for the plastic viscosity 
in effect makes the rate dependent part of the fluid model negligible.
No Friction
Figure 6.4: Geometry for the 2D extrusion example
The 2D ram extrusion test involves a two-thirds reduction in the cross-sectional 
area Because the problem is symmetric only half of the problem is considered. The 
container walls in the extrusion problem are assumed to be frictionless. The dimen­
sions, boundary conditions and loading of the problem can be found in Figure 6.4. 
The properties of the fluid that are used in the problem are shown in Figure 6.5(a). 
The pressure applied by the ram is modelled using a traction boundary condition, 
with the time function given in Figure 6.5(b).
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aO__________________  b.)
Fluid model name Bingham plastic
Plastic viscosity p\Pa • s] 0 .0 0 0 0 0 1
Yield Stress <ry[Pa] 1 0 0 0 .0
Density p[kg/m3] 1 0 0 .0
Numerical properties
Stress growth exponent2m[—] 1 0 0 0 .0
p[Pa]
5000
t[s]
see JNNFM (Blackery & Mitsoulis, 1997)
Figure 6.5: a.) Table of fluid properties b.) Ram load function
The object of the test is to obtain a slip line field and the associated value of 
the ram pressure. The slip lines can be observed when contour plots for effective 
strain rates are plotted. The time instant when the slip line occurs is used to calculate 
the extrusion pressure. The slip line field consists of a centred fan that extends to 
the comer. A diagram of the slip line field is given in Figure 6 .6 .
Figure 6 .6 : Slip line field
The numerical value of the pressure that produces the slip lines is obtained 
by using a ramp load function. The ramp load function has the value of O.OPa at 
time 0.0s and the value of 5000.0Pa at time 1.0s, (see Table 6.5b). By observ­
ing the time instant when the slip line field occurs a value of the external pressure 
can be obtained. The value can also be read from Figure 6.13. This pressure can 
be compared to an analytical value that is computed using the classical plasticity 
theory.
The value of the extrusion pressure can be calculated by using the following 
formula (Lubliner, 1990):
4
P = 3 1 + 2Jk (6.1)
where k is the yield stress and p is the extrusion pressure.
To perform the simulation the finite element mesh shown in Figure 6.7 has 
been employed.
The finite element mesh consists of 10835 elements and 5586 nodes. The 
mesh has been refined around point ”B” because of the expected complex flow 
field around this point. To perform the simulation 29 increments were used. To be
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Figure 6.7: Mesh for the 2D extrusion example
able to evaluate the accuracy of the numerical simulation several coarser mesh were 
utilised. The coarser meshes can be seen in Figures 6 .8  -  6.12.
Figure 6 .8 : Mesh 2 for the 2D extrusion example
Figure 6.9: Mesh 3 for the 2D extrusion example
Figure 6 .10: Mesh 4 for the 2D extrusion example
The convergence for some representative time steps can be observed in Table 
6.4. As with the previous numerical test quadratic convergence can be observed at 
all stages of the test.
The occurrence of the slip line was observed at pseudo time 0.688 which in 
turn gives an extrusion pressure of pnumericai =  0.688 x 5000 =  3440A. This
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Figure 6 .11: Mesh 5 for the 2D extrusion example
%gggg
Figure 6 .12: Mesh 6  for the 2D extrusion example 
Euclidean norm
ITERATION t = 0.680s t = 0 .6 8 8 s t =  1.600s t = 2.500s
A t = 0.040s A t =  0 .0 0 1 s A t =  0.050s A t =  0.050s
1 0.150038 0.460167 0.660952 1.57078
2 0.717860E-01 0.579845 1.03258 1.19625
3 0.215295E-01 0.301548 0.371735 0.982628
4 0.187914E-02 0.988493E-01 0.247051 1.25367
5 0.115672E-04 0.827178E-01 0.171162 0.668515
6 0.327777E-09 0.271869E-01 0.986868E-01 0.874405
7 0.63823 IE-02 0.210569E-01 0.513817
8 0.809384E-03 0.151909E-02 0.413222
9 0.177206E-04 0.258966E-04 0.475986
1 0 0.916657E-08 0.472538E-08 0.406904
11 0.261484
12 0.685478E-01
13 0.246030E-02
14 0.116935E-04
15 0.678459E-09
Table 6.4: Convergence table
pressure can be compared with the analytical value, obtained using (6 .1), as
4
Panalytical — ^ 2 .
1000.0 =  34281V (6.2)
This gives an error of only 0.35%. A comparison of extrusion pressures and relevant
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errors for the various mashes can be observed in Table 6.5. It can be observed that 
the accuracy increases with mesh refinement and approaches the analytical solution.
Mesh Number of elements
Number of 
nodes
Time 
instant (s)
Extrusion 
pressure (N) Error (%)
1 10835 5586 0 .6 8 8 3440 0.35
2 7222 3778 0.702 3510 2.39
3 6166 3240 0.708 3540 3.27
4 5358 2830 0.730 3650 6.48
5 2392 1297 0.740 3700 7.93
6 880 501 0.758 3790 10.56
Table 6.5: Comparison table
The evolution of the slip line can be observed in Figure 6.14. The pictures 
show two time instances before the material starts to flow whereas the remaining 
pictures show effective strain rate contour plots after the extrusion pressure has 
been reached. The third time instant is used to calculate the extrusion pressure. The 
first two time instances indicate the beginning of slip lines development near the tip 
of the die. The other contour plots clearly exhibit behaviour that is similar to the 
expected slip lines in Figure 6 .6 . Another indicator of the difference in behaviour 
between time instances 0.687 and 0.688 can observed by the difference in the ve­
locity fields which is of the order of several magnitudes. A good insight into the 
behaviour of the material can be obtained by observing a pressure velocity graph 
given in Figure 6.13, which represents the time evolution of pressure and velocity 
at point ”A” in Figure 6.7. In effect the material does not move until the extrusion 
pressure has been reached. Once the extrusion pressure has been reached a small 
change in pressure induces a large change in velocity, hence the material has started 
to flow.
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4 0 0 0
Numerical Result = 3440 N
3 5 0 0
3 0 0 0
Analytical Value = 3428 N
2 5 0 0
2000
1500
1000
5 0 0
0
0350350 .0 5 0.1 0 .1 5
Velocity [m/s]
Figure 6.13: Pressure velocity graph at point A
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Time 0.686 Time 0.687 Time 0.688
Time 0.750 Time 0.800 Time 0.900
Figure 6.14: Evolution of the slip lines. The red regions represent all the values of 
the effective strain rate which are larger than 0.721/s and the blue regions represent 
all the values that are smaller than 0.08 1/s. All the other values are in between.
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6.3 Flow past a cylinder
The objective of this test was to simulate the flow of the Bingham fluid around 
a circular cylinder with a particular focus on the form of slip line field. For this 
purpose a Bingham fluid with a very small value for the plastic viscosity is used, 
similar to example 6.2. Apart from the slip line field the value of the extrusion 
pressure is also of interest.
This extrusion pressure will be compared against a value that is obtained by 
performing simulations that employ an elasto-plastic material. The reason for using 
this method is the lack of an analytical solution. The same analogy that was used 
for the 2D ram extrusion test will be employed.
The geometry and the boundary conditions for the elasto plastic problem are 
shown in Figure 6.15.
Applied dlsplacment is 
Increased until the  
extrusion pressure Is 
reached
4.50
1.00
9.00
Figure 6.15: Geometry and the boundary conditions for the elasto-plastic problem
The mesh that was used had 9734 elements and 9928 nodes. It can be seen 
in Figure 6.16. Linear quadrilateral elements were used to simulate the elasto- 
plastic material. To model the elasto-plastic material the Tresca yield criterion was 
used. The yield stress is the same as for the Bingham material. The Tresca material 
properties can be found in Table 6.6.
The chosen geometry is the same as in the standard test for a flow of New­
tonian fluid around the cylinder, (Simo & Armeio, 1994). This geometry is rep­
resented in Figure 6.17. The properties of the Bingham fluid are given in Table 
6.7.
A finite element mesh shown in Figure 6.18 has been employed. The mesh 
consists of 9848 elements and 5061 nodes. The mesh has been refined around the
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Figure 6.16: Mesh for the elasto-plastic problem
Elasto-plastic model name Tresca
Young modulus E[Pa/m2 1E8
Poisson’s ratio v\\ 0.49
Density plkg/m?] 10.0
Yield stress crY[Pa/m 2] 1000.0
Table 6.6: Tresca elasto-plastic properties
4 . 5
9. 09
4 . 59
4 . 5 15. 5
20.0
Figure 6.17: Geometry
cylinder because of the expected high gradients in the solution variable. The sim­
ulation is performed by employing 60 increments. One of the reasons for such a 
high number of increments is that the value of the extrusion pressure is not known 
in advance. The other reason is that adequate resolution for extrusion pressure is
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Fluid properties
Fluid model name Bingham plastic
Plastic viscosity n[Pa • s 1.0
Yield Stress cry [Pa] 1000.0
Numerical properties
Stress growth exponent3m[—] 1000000.0
see JNNFM (Blackery & Mitsoulis, 1997)
Table 6.7:
needed. An automated time integration scheme could used to reduce the number 
increments. This has not been done because of convenience.
Figure 6.18: Mesh for the cylinder example
Euclidean norm
ITERATION t = 86.0s t = 86.274s t =  101.150s t =  118.491s
A t = 1.000s A t = 0.002s A t = 0.010s At =  1.010s
1 0.229376 0.328148 0.261727E-01 0.648347E-03
2 0.204081 0.143492 0.448398E-03 0.993403E-05
3 0.159021 0.945603E-02 0.764222E-05
4 0.44001 IE-01 0.487602E-04
5 0.270798E-02 0.128232E-08
6 0.746893E-05
7 0.447552E-10
Table 6.8: Convergence table
The convergence for several time steps can be observed in Table 6.8. As with 
the previous tests quadratic convergence has been obtained. A comparison with
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Figure 6.19: Comparison with elasto-plastic solution
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Figure 6.20: Slip lines for the elasto-plastic model
the elasto plastic solution can be found in Figure 6.19. The discrepancies could 
be reduced if a finer mesh was used for the elasto-plastic model. The evolution of 
the slip lines for the Bingham fluid model is represented in Figure 6.21. The first 
three pictures show the state before extrusion pressure is reached; the rest show the
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state after the extrusion pressure has been reached. It can be observed that there is a 
gradual build up of effective strain rate at the front and back of the cylinder before 
the extrusion pressure is reached. The slip lines that are observed start by being 
symmetrical about the vertical axis but later (time=88.9784) move to the rear of the 
cylinder. Slip lines obtained for the elasto-plastic model in Figure 6.20 correspond 
well to the ones obtained for the Bingham fluid model.
Time 86.3397 Time 86.3797 Time 86.4259
Time 86.4792
Time 88.2892 Time 88.9784
Figure 6.21: Evolution of the slip lines
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6.4 Flow past a sphere
This 3D test involves a sphere in a Bingham fluid as shown in Figure 6.22(a). It 
was done in order to verify the 3D implementation. The properties of the fluid 
are given in Figure 6.23(a). The test involves a rigid sphere that is immersed in 
a cylinder of fluid. The geometry of the problem shown in Figure 6.22(b). The 
pressure is applied at one of the bases of the cylinder. This is modelled using a 
traction boundary condition. The test involves increasing the pressure on the base 
of the cylinder until the yield stress is reached and the fluid starts to flow. The value 
of pressure at which the fluid starts to flow is compared to a value that is obtained 
by modelling this problem using an elasto-plastic material. To model the elasto- 
plastic material an elasto-plastic material with the Tresca yield criterion is used. 
The properties are given in Table 6.9.
a.) Model b.) Dimensions
Figure 6.22: Geometry for the 3D sphere example
a.) Fluid properties___________  b.) Ramp load function
Fluid model name Bingham plastic
Plastic viscosity fi[Pa * s] 0.1
Yield Stress (j y [Po\ 1000.0
Density p [kg /  ra3] 10.0
Numerical properties
Stress growth exponent4ra[—] 1000.0
see JNNFM (Blackery & Mitsoulis, 1997)
p[Pa]
1600
t[s]100
Figure 6.23: a.) Table of fluid properties b.) Ram load function
A finite element mesh shown in Figure 6.24 has been employed in the sim­
ulation. This mesh consists of 43628 elements and 8088 nodes. The simulation
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Elasto-plastic model name Tresca
Young modulus E[Pa/m?] 1E8
Poisson’s ratio v\\ 0.49
Density p[kg/m?] 10.0
Yield stress <7y[Pa/m2] 1000.0
Table 6.9: Tresca elasto-plastic properties
Figure 6.24: Mesh for the sphere example
is performed by employing 80 increments. The number of increments have been 
reduced compared to the previous example by designing the time stepping scheme. 
This has been done by using the information gained from the elasto-plastic sim­
ulation. The convergence for several typical time steps can be observed in Table 
6 . 10.
Euclidean norm
ITERATION t = 10.0s t = 46.0s t =  48.5s t = 50.0s
A t = 10.0s A t = 1.0s A t = 0.1s A t = 0.1s
1 1.44691 0.286617 0.114772 0.168495
2 0.163656 0.252209E-01 0.835202E-02 0.371211E-02
3 0.188853E-02 0.373172E-03 0.360095E-04 0.210655E-05
4 0.188119E-06 0.673452E-07 0.546683E-09 0.35658 IE-09
5 0.235252E-12 0.149580E-11 0.454517E-11
Table 6.10: Convergence table
To verify the results obtained by performing the flow simulation of the Bing­
ham fluid a simulation is also performed for the limit load of a sphere in an elasto- 
plastic material. This test involved an axisymmetric sphere that is immersed in an 
elasto-plastic cylinder, using the Tresca yield criteria. The finite element mesh that
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is used is shown in Figure 6.26, and consists of 4618 elements and 14107 nodes. 
After the numerical tests were performed the values of forces acting on the spheres 
was compared. The result of this comparison can be found in Figure 6.25. This 
graph shows a good comparison between the forces obtained. The nature of the 
evolution of the force is essentially the same.
40000
35000
30000 
25000
COa>§ 20000 
15000 
10000 
5000 
0
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35£|
Velocity(Bingham fluid) or Plastic strain rate 2 x io  (Tresca-material)
Force Comparison
-------------- ! I
Bingham fluid 
Tresca material------
-----"
------------- _________ _________ _________ _________ -------------- ----
Figure 6.25: Comparison between forces obtained using 3D Bingham model and 
using a 2D axisymmetric elasto-plastic model
Figure 6.27 shows the evolution of the slip line field around the the sphere. 
The figure shows the axial cross-section. The slip lines that are obtained are similar 
in there qualitative appearance to the previous tests. The shape is similar to the ones 
that were obtained by Beris et al. (1985).
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Figure 6.26: Mesh for the 2D axisymmetric sphere
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Time 48.0 Time 48.5 Time 48.6
Time 49.0 Time 50.0 Time 51.0
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Figure 6.27: Evolution of the slip line field for a flow of the Bingham fluid around 
a sphere
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6.5 3-D flow in a single screw extruder channel
The objective of this example is to gain a better understanding of the steady-state 
non-Newtonian fluid flow over a tangential self-wiping, single screw extruder. A 
horizontal cross-section through such an extruder is shown in Figure 6.28. The 
non-Newtonian fluid is modelled using the power law model. The flow is assumed 
to be isothermal with no-slip conditions on the boundaries. The simulation also 
illustrates the use of particle tracking to track the movement of material particles 
inside the screw channel.
i*  • -  - J - ' r  ■ * *  ' f ' j i
Figure 6.28: Horizontal cross section of a single screw extruder
The flow inside the extruder is modelled by using the so-called ’’moving barrel 
formulation” approach. The ’’moving barrel formulation” is based on the screw 
channel being unwound. This modelling approach is valid if the velocity field does 
not change significantly along the channel direction (Sastrohartono & Kwon, 1990). 
Also the screw channel is assumed stationary while the barrel housing moves over 
it in the opposite direction to the screw rotation. The angle of the barrel housing in 
relationship to the channel is equal to the pitch angle 6 of the screw. The geometry 
of the unwound screw channel, the velocity components and the coordinate system 
for the flow analysis are shown in Figure 6.29.
l i  ,52mm
'h=4.775mm1=42.6mm
*=3i
Figure 6.29: Dimension of the channel 
The velocity components on the surface of the channel are fixed except the
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inflow and outflow surface. The top surface is assigned the velocity of the moving 
barrel. On the screw surface the velocity components are equal to zero. This bound­
ary condition is also applied to edge where the barrel and screw surface meet. If the 
boundary conditions on the edge were equal to barrel surface conditions leakage 
would occur. The moving barrel velocity is projected to give a velocity component 
along channel axis and a component orthogonal to it. Details can be found in Figure
As with all previous examples an unstructured mesh has been adopted with 
a default element size of 0.8 mm The mesh was refined along the top edges of 
the channel with a element size of 0.4 mm. This setup yields a mesh with 34296 
elements and 8030 points (24120 dof). An isometric view of the mesh with the 
mesh size details can be found in Figure 6.31. This numerical test is substantially 
laiger than the previous tests which makes it useful in demonstrating robustness of 
the numerical scheme.
6.30.
apart from the Inflow and 
Outflow Ends
Vx=Vcos0
Vz=Vsin0
All Surfaces with Velocity 
Constraints in X, Y and Z 
Figure 6.30: Boundary conditions
Figure 6.31: 3D Mesh and specified mesh sizes
A power law model was used to describe the material behaviour. The power 
law parameters can be found in Table 6 .11. The first three are standard power law
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Property Value Units
P 1 .0 kg/m m 6
m 0.04709 K P a  • sn
n 0.31 —
7c 0 .1  or 0 .0 0 1 s~l
Table 6 .11: Values for the fluid parameters
parameters the last parameter is a numerical one. The parameter % is used to decide 
where to switch between a power law model and linear one as % —► 0. The reason 
that this is necessary is that the power law model is not defined for 7  =  0  see Section 
3.2.1. The modified power law model has the following form
(m y " -1, 7>7c
m )  = { , . .(7 - 7c) + Me 7 < 7c
/ /  =  m(n -  l)yn~2, fic = my**1
where m  is the fluid consistency index, n is the power law index and % is the critical 
shear rate. Two different critical shear rates were chosen 0.1 and 0.001. This was 
done to evaluate how appropriate the chosen values are. The chosen value of the 
critical shear rate in general should be lower than the values of shear rate that occur 
in the numerical problem. As the critical shear rate decreases convergence is more 
difficult to archive and the time step needs to be reduced.
The two values of the critical shear rate give similar velocity fields that can be 
observed in Figures 6.34 and 6.35. This corresponds to the predictions since most 
of the domain has shear rate that are higher than the critical shear rate. The strain 
rate distribution can be observed in Figure 6.36.
The velocity field given in Figure 6.34, shows a strong circular movement to 
one side of the channel. This is in correspondence with expectation. By viewing the 
particle paths that can be found in Figures 6.37,6.38 and 6.39 the three dimensional 
nature of the velocity fields can be observed. The circular movement is reiterated in 
Figure 6.38. The other two particle path figures show how particle are transported 
through the channel of the screw. This provides useful information when choosing 
or designing an extrusion screw for a particular material.
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0.389776
0.20 0.1
Strain Rate
Figure 6.32: Plot of the material law for j c = 0.1
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9.35008
553259
0
0 0.01
Strain Rate
Figure 6.33: Plot of the material law for j c = 0.001
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Figure 6.34: Velocity field for j c = 0.1
Figure 6.35: Velocity field for 7 C =  0.001
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Figure 6.36: Strain rate distribution
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Figure 6.37: Particle paths
Figure 6.38: Particle paths - XY plane
Figure 6.39: Particle paths - YZ plane
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6.6 3-D coupled simulation of die and extrusion flows
The objective of tins simulation is to model the coupling of die and extrusion flows. 
The material is polymeric and is modelled by power law model. The flow is as­
sumed to be steady-state and isothermal with no-slip conditions on the die and 
mandrel boundaries.
The model is a die and extruder combination where the complex annular die 
is preceded by a co-rotating fully inter meshing self-wiping twin screw extruder, 
see Figure 6.40. The approach region of the die is 100 mm in length and has a 
figure 8 cross-section. The entrance expands onto a star-shaped mandrel via a 10 
mm connector plate. The star-shaped mandrel has an 11-point insert and an outer 
diameter of 61 mm. The average inner diameter is 30 mm The two 30 mm rotating 
shafts of the twin screw extruder protrude into the approach region of the die and 
act as screw inserts. Pictures that schematically illustrate this problem can be found 
in Figure 6.40.
die
Polymer melt
Rotating tips rel
jJia
Figure 6.40: Problem description
The problem is modelled by using a 3-D steady-state flow analysis which 
fully takes into account the rotation of the screw tips in the die flow. A diagram that 
shows the discretized model together with its dimensions can be found in Figure 
6.41.
As had been already mentioned the power law material model is used. The 
values for the fluid consistency index m, power law index n, density p and critical 
shear rate j c that where used to model can be found in Table 6 .12. Details about the 
power law model can be found in section 3.2.1.
Property Value Units
P 1 .0 kg/m m 6
m 0.04709 K P a  • sn
n 0.31 —
7 c 0.1 or 0.0003 s - 1
Table 6.12: Values for the fluid parameters
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mdjcrt=10
st_lcii=30
Figure 6.41: Problem dimensions
As with the previous example two different values for critical shear rate were 
chosen. It will be shown that the lower shear rate is the appropriate one to use with 
this problem and these boundary conditions. The model needs to adequately repre­
sent the extrusion process. The process involves a rotational velocity in the inflow. 
This loading condition is applied by using a cylindrical coordinate system, which is 
then transformed into the standard Cartesian coordinate system. The velocities are 
fixed on surfaces except on the connector plate and the outflow surface. Details of 
this can be found on Figure 6.42.
Alt forffect tntklecwirti 
TrtDchjcflDBtniots b
Figure 6.42: Boundary condition 
The velocities on the inflow surface have a prescribed inflow velocity of
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0.05m m /s. A  rotational velocity is prescribed to the immersed rotating shafts. 
This rotational velocity is equal to 0.09m m /s. The constant inflow velocity could 
be replaced by a velocity profile from an extrusion simulation or a traction boundary 
condition could be applied. These different boundary conditions all try to replace 
the the screw extruder. Ideally the die and extruder should be modelled together. 
In some situations this is paramount and the two can not be separated. This is es­
pecially necessary when a breaker plate is not used or the screws feeding the die 
are situated close to the entry of the die (Lawal et al., 1996). In this case only 
the immersed rotating shafts are taken into an account. The loading conditions are 
illustrated in Figure 6.43.
Surfaces of Screw laseits 
prescribed velocity o f 
V H ), V,M).09, V .^0
Origin o f cylindrical 
coordinate system 2
Origin of cylindrical 
coordinate system 1
prescribed velocity of 
Vr- 0 ,  V*HL05
Figure 6.43: Loading conditions
To discretize the above model an unstructured mesh was used. The default 
element size was set to 5 mm. The element order as with all the other problems 
is linear. With these parameters the mesh generator produced the mesh shown in 
Figure 6.44. The mesh consists of 2999 nodes and 14715 elements.
«
I *
-,'K
Figure 6.44: Mesh
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6.6.1 Results
The results obtained after running the steady state problem for the two critical shear 
rate values can be observed in Figures 6.45, 6.46, 6.47 and 6.48. It can be observed 
that there is a significant difference in the results for the two critical shear rate 
values. This means that lower value of shear rate needs to be used. Using a lower 
value of the critical shear rate than 7  — 0.0003 would make no difference but would 
introduce numerical difficulties. The reason that a lower value would not make any 
difference to the solution can be justified by observing the lowest value for the shear 
rate in Figure 6.46. The lowest value for the shear rate is 7  =  0.000360377 and this 
higher than the chosen critical shear rate % = 0.0003. The contour plots in Figures
6.45 and 6.47 represent a quantitative insight of the velocity and pressure fields. 
The velocity is highest between the two shafts. With the pressure contour plots the 
pressure gradient that drives the flow can be observed.
Max V e c to r :  0 .106619
Max V e c to r :  0 .12 21 2B
Figure 6.45: Velocity field for % = 0.1 (left) and j c = 0.0003 (right)
Figure 6.49 represents the particle path of a group of preselected particles. 
This type of post processing further improves the understanding of the flow that 
occurs in this extruder and die combination. The particle path figures illustrate the 
straightening of the fluid flow that occurs in the die approach region. The better 
understanding of fluid flow helps to improve the die design.
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0.05484200.05034690.04585180.04135670.03686160.03236650.02787130.02337620.01888110.01438600.009890890.005395780 .000900665
0.05558580.05098370.04638160.04177950.03717730.03257520.02797310.02337100.01876890.01416670.009564620.004962500.000360377
Figure 6.46: Strain rate for % =  0.1 (top) and % — 0.0003 (bottom)
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0.1006650.09234520.06402570.07570620.06738670.05906720.05074770.04242820.03410880.02578930.01746980.009150280.000830789
0.2586740.2374060.2159370.1944690.1730000.1515320.1300630.1085950.08712650.06565800.04418950.02272110.00125257
Figure 6.47: Pressure field for % = 0.1 (top) and % = 0.0003 (bottom)
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Figure 6.48: Viscosity distribution for j c = 0.1 (top) and % = 0.0003 (bottom)
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Figure 6.49: Particle paths
Chapter 7 
Conclusions
In this thesis an implicit semi discrete finite element formulation for non-Newtonian 
fluids has been successfully developed and implemented into a finite element pro­
gram. The formulation builds on the success of the stabilised finite element method 
for Newtonian fluids, that enhances numerical stability without compromising con­
sistency (Franca, 2001). In the first three chapters an introduction to non-Newtonian 
fluid mechanics has been described. Chapter 4 apart from introducing stabilised fi­
nite element methods and problem associated with numerical modelling provided a 
formulation that fully describes the behaviour of non-Newtonian fluids. The dis­
cretization was achieved by using linear equal order interpolation functions for 
velocity and pressure. The stability problems associated with using equal order 
interpolation functions with mixed methods were overcome by circumventing the 
Babuska-Brezzi condition. This makes the implementation much easier than us­
ing for instance tri-quadratic and tri-linear interpolation functions for velocity and 
pressure respectively as in Alexandrou et al. (2001). In the next chapter the numer­
ical procedure that is used to solve the resulting evolution problem has been elab­
orated. The highly non linear nature of the problem was emphasised together with 
the need for iterative solution procedure. The Newton-Raphson iterative solution 
procedure has been chosen for this purpose. The procedure has rapid convergence 
that is superior when compared to procedures that involve successive substitutions 
(Liu et al., 2002). It also eliminates the need for pressure correction as in Baloch 
et al. (1995). For the type of problem considered in this thesis the Newton-Raphson 
solution procedure is robust and efficient but requires linearization of governing 
equations that yields a consistent tangent stiffness matrix. This is usually quite dif­
ficult to achieve for complex problems such as the one considered here. Often the 
tangent stiffness matrix is calculated approximately by numerically differentiating 
the residual vector. This does not give satisfactory results. Therefore an analytical 
value for tangent stiffness matrix has been derived. Once the analytical form had 
been obtained the implementation had been automated, by using the ’’Mathematica” 
package. The use o f’’Mathematica” yielded a general framework that can be easily 
applied to new formulations. To verify the implementation several numerical tests
125
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were performed.
The tests showed that the implementation was executed correctly and suffi­
cient accuracy has been achieved. The tests used various methods to verify accu­
racy. First comparison with analytical solutions was performed. This compared 
nodal values for a 2D Couette flow. Secondly the extrusion pressure in a 2D extru­
sion test compared well to the extrusion pressure that was obtained using the slip 
line theory. Thirdly a 3D test that uses the analogy between a Bingham fluid ma­
terial with low values for the plastic viscosity and an elasto-plastic material with 
Tresca yield criterion, showed remarkably good correlation between the results. It 
confirmed that the use of Papanastasiou (1987) Bingham fluid model for numerical 
modelling gives satisfactory results (Smymaios & Tsamopoulos, 2001).
All this shows that numerical modelling of non-Newtonian fluids via the pro­
posed implicit finite element method gives very good results with very good accu­
racy. A number of the implementation strategies that were used in finite element 
formulation came from modelling of Newtonian fluids. It has been shown that con­
cepts like SUPG, PSPG and one step discrete time stepping schemes were success­
fully transferred from Newtonian fluids to non-Newtonian fluid mechanics and gave 
good results.
By employing the Newton-Raphson solution technique in the context of im­
plicit time stepping schemes a robust and fast solution procedure has been obtained. 
It proved exceptionally robust when dealing with rapid changes in the solution. 
An extreme example of such a situation can be observed in the extrusion example 
where the velocity changes several orders of magnitude in a single time step. This 
is specially prominent when the extrusion pressure is reached. All the tests showed 
quadratic convergence once the solution fell within the ’’ball of convergence”. This 
can be observed in relevant tables that feature the Euclidean norm for several char­
acteristic time steps.
It has been shown that the method can be used to model industrial processes. 
This can be observed in the last two numerical examples that model single and twin 
screw extruders.
7.1 Recommendation for future work
As a test of robustness of the proposed numerical modelling technique further simu­
lations of laige scale industrial problems could be performed. Such tests are planned 
and will be reported in the near future.
In future developments it would be useful to consider different time stepping 
schemes, such as the recently proposed generahsed-a method (Jansen et al., 2000). 
Imposing moving boundary conditions is also of interest.
It would also be useful to include more complex material models that would 
have a time dependent component and solid like properties, starting first with mate­
rials that have partial elastic recovery. It would be modelled by allowing the normal
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stress differences to be non zero. The modelling could be taken even further by al­
lowing viscosity to be time dependent. By adding this, phenomena like thixotropy 
could be modelled. The implementation of time dependent fluids would also benefit 
from a more elaborate time stepping scheme mentioned earlier. So implementing 
them together would be a useful proposition. These implementations would not 
require modifications in the overall computational strategy described in this thesis. 
Non-Newtonian fluid models that have temperature dependent viscosity could be 
implemented using thermal coupling.
Apart from adding new materials and time stepping schemes it would be use­
ful to develop an adequate error estimator. This error estimator could be then used 
to develop adaptive mesh generation. This can in turn help to further improve the 
efficiency of the method and enable even larger problems to be modelled. As a first 
step the shear strain rate can be used as an error indicator or in the case of mod­
elling a rigid sphere the minimum and maximum principle can be utilised (Beris 
et al., 1985). This is simple to implement and preliminary tests have already been 
performed which gave satisfactory results.
Appendix A 
Derivation of Dr(u^) [Auh]
This appendix deals with the details of the derivation of T>r(uh)[Auh]. The param­
eter r  represents the stabilising parameter. To calculate the derivative we start from 
the definition of r,
A
hien =  — (2D problem)
7r
hien = v^6V (3D problem)
hien 1
T  =
1 -1- 9Be2(u^ )
The values that are used are as follows, Re is the element Reynolds number, hien 
is the element length, A element area for 2D elements and V is the volume of 3D 
elements. The derivative is given as
P r (« ‘ )[Au‘ ] =  ± t ( u h +  CA u^) =  * A uh
C=o
The derivative will be denoted as t* in the rest of the text.
P r (u h)[Au'*] =  1
-  A .
~  dt
C=o
hien
2 ||llfc +  £Aufc|| /-I I 9
y  B e2(u fc+C A uh) _
hien
=^02V\ih - \ih + 2 h u h - Auft +  h2 Auh • A u h _(_ _ 9 ^
hien d
C = °  ^ 1  +
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V t { -
2 (uh • \ih)3^ 2
2 u fc-A ufc-
/ i +  9
h len
2||ufc|
2 (* +
3/ 2
2-9  \  d
Re3(u.h) J
Re2(uh)
Re(uh +  (A u h)
C =o
P r (u /l)[Au/l] = Uh • AU^
2||ufc| ^  Re^xF)
9 h d Re(uh +  CAu^)
C =o
X>r(u/l)[Au/l] =  -  T u h • Auft+
+ 9 T d
( l  +  * f o )  **(«*) C=o
9 IIu  IIh | |2
(Re2(uh) +  9) ^ ( u ^ )  
d
d (  c=o
i?e(u'1 +  CAu^) -  uh • Au^ luh M2 (A.l)
A.1 Newtonian Fluid /x(uft) = /i
_d
d( Re(uh +  (A u h) =C =o
hien P d
||ufc +  CAu^ H
C =o 2 ^
2/x
\ /u /l-u /l +  2 /iu /l- A u h +  h2 AuA • A \ih =
C=o
hien P 1
2p, 2 v u ^
•2 u fc- A uh =
. Au* =  • Au* (A.2)
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When A. 2 is substituted into A.l the following is obtained: 
9 llu^H2 Re{uh)
130
Dr(ufc)[Auh] = (Re2(uh) +  9) Re(uh) Hu^ H2
[ 9 il TU A u h[(i?e2(u^) +  9) ||u*||2
uh • A u h — u h • A u h
u-h 112
=  7y(u/l) • A u h where 7^ U  ^ =
r
A.2 Non-Newtonian Fluid
9
(fle2(u*) + 9)
-  1 uluh M2
_d
dC C=o ife(u* +  C A u * ) = ll“ * +  ^ .! I V -  =2 //(u^ +  C^u  )
hien P U H h ||u*|| hienp d 
2 fj,(uh) ||ufc|| U 2 f i ( u h) d ( + (A u h)
d_
d(
d
C = o  + (A u h) fj?(uh) d( H(uh +  (Au^) =  
^ V ( u fc) ~ [ « ( u fc) :« ( A u * ) ]
C=o
P
d_
d( C=o
Re{uh + {Au*) = „U^ „ • Au'1—
v s ’ 2/x(u'*) ||u*||
||u*||ftfenpft'(u '‘)
fi2(uh) 7 [ecu'*) : e(Auh)]
J te (u ‘ ) «* Auft _  2Re(uh)jj/(uh) :
[■uh) 7 Jlu/i 112 / i ( l
When A.3 is substituted into A.l the following is obtained:
9 K fX>r(u/l)[ A u h] =
(Re2(u.h) +  9) ^(u^)
Re(uh) h h 2 Re{\ih) n'(\ih) r . h . h.-,
w u •Au — ■ [£(u}: e(Au}] -  u h • Au* lu*112
(i?e2(uft) +  9) -  1
TU An* _ 18r/i'(u*) r , M A,.-,
u*||2 (Re2(uh) + 9) jtt(u*) 7  ^ (u ) ' e(Au )]
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or if A u h = Nb Aub
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V r(u h)[Auh] = 
9
(Re2( u) +  9)
9
(Re2( u) +  9)
-  1 
-  1
r  u
m .
Nbtu
•NbAub
18r/i'(u)
• A u r -
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Appendix B 
Common Identities
This appendix contains a list of identities that are used throughout thesis. The iden­
tities are included with their accompanying proofs. The identities are defined via an 
index notation. This means that repeated indexes imply summation. For instance:
7 \  E i-1  aJ>i 2D caseOibi =  < *3 7 op.3D case
The list of common identities:
• a  • b =  a,ibi
• (a 0  b)ij = dibj
• (a 0  b)x  =  (b • x)a
• Gi 0 ej =  I  where (ei, e2) is the orthonormal basis of R2
• V • a  =  Oiti
• Va =  dij
• (b • V)a =  bjdij
• V(aa) =  a 0 V a  +  aV a 
Proof:
V(aa)=(atdi)j
+ OLdi^ j
= a  0  V a +  aV a
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• V • (aa) =  V a • a  +  a(V  • a)
Proof:
V • (aa )={acn),i
Oi^ Qii “I-  OLQ>iti
= V a  • a  +  a(V  • a)
• V • (a 0 b) =  (b • V)a +  (V • b)a 
Proof:
V - (a ® b )=(aibj )J
Qibjj
= (b  • V)a +  (V  • b)a
•  V  • (<r u) =  (V  • <r) • u  +  <r : VTu 
Proof:
V  • (<Tu)=(<7-y«j )ii
“1“ &ij'U‘j,i
=(V  • cr) • u  +  a  : VTu
• (a <g) b) : I  =  a  • b 
Proof:
(a 0  b) : I=a,ibjlij
=a,ibi w h e r e  Ii5 =
= a  • b
1 : i = j
0 : j
Appendix C 
Using symbolic computation
The role of this appendix is to elaborate on the process of converting the values 
of internal forces and stiffness matrices that were defined in chapter 5 to the fi­
nite element code. This appendix assumes that the finite element code is written 
in FORTRAN. This is the case with general purpose code Elfen which was used 
as an implementation platform There in no special limitation for using the same 
procedure for a C/C++ finite element program. The only difference is that for a 
C/C++ finite element implementation certain steps can be dropped which are due to 
the limitations the FORTRAN programming language.
The procedure uses the Mathematica package to perform the basic algebraic 
manipulations and conversion of mathematical expressions into FORTRAN code 
(Wolfram, 1996). The conversion is based on use of the command FortranForm. 
This command takes an expression as an argument and returns the expression in 
FORTRAN form
The automation is done in several steps. The first step is to rename the factors 
that make the expression into names that are more practical. Certain factors that 
are constant and do not change within the relevant loops can also be grouped into a 
single factor. For instance:
r — ► TAU  
Ng* — ► SH P B  
(uf+7 • VNa ) — ► UGNAA
Vun+a — ► VELOGRM
The next step is to define the types that every expression belongs to. For
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instance
typeUU typeUP
typePU typePP
U typeU
P typeP
(C.1)
Once the expressions are translated using the relevant definitions they can be 
entered into the mathematica program that generates the corresponding FORTRAN 
code. A flow chart that summarises this can be found in Figure C. 1.
N Gauss
N 3s = f  £  rNffOiR, • VNA)VuB+0
gp=  1
Translation
NDEL3 -  typeUU[TAU SHPB UGNAA VELOGRM, n];
Conversion Using Mathematica
C -  — NDEL3
ESTIF(JJ +  1, II +  1) =  ESTIF(JJ +  1, II +  1) +  DVART3 * ( 
1 TAU * SHAPEG(IG, IB) * UGNA(IA) * VELOGR(l, 1)) 
ESTIF(JJ +  1, II +  2) =  ESTIF(JJ +  1, II + 2) +  DVART3 * ( 
1 TAU * SHAPEG(IG, IB) * UGNA(IA) * VELOGR(2,1))
Figure C. 1: From equations to code
The mathematica program that performs the conversion is organised in one 
notebook that calls all the relevant functions and creates the stiffness matrices and 
internal force vectors. At the beginning of the notebook the directories are set and 
the ’’ForceCalc” and ’’StiffCalc” package are read in. Then the force and stiff func­
tions are called both for 2D and 3D versions. The dimension are set by setting n 
either to 2 or 3. After every call to force or stiff a batch file ’’cp.bat” is called that 
post processes the result into a form that can be incorporated directly into the code. 
The source file for ’’MakeAll” mathematica notebook is as follows:
Remove["Global'*"];
Of f[General::spel1];
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Off[General::"spelll "];
w o r k D i r  : " K :
P r o j e c t s
C o n v e r g e n c e E r r o r  
V e r s i o n 2 " ;
f o r c e 2 D D i r  = w o r k D i r ;
f o r c e 3 D D i r  = w o r k D i r ;
s t i f f 2 D D i r  = w o r k D i r ;
s t i f f 3 D D i r  =  w o r k D i r ;
S e t D i r e c t o r y [ w o r k D i r ] ;
Get["ForceCalc'"];
Get["StiffCalc'"];
f o r c e [ 2 ,  f o r c e 2 D D i r ,  " f o r c e 2 D " ] ;
R u n [ f o r c e 2 D D i r  < >  " 
c p . b a t " ,  f o r c e 2 D ,  N P ]  ;
f o r c e [ 3 ,  f o r c e 3 D D i r ,  " f o r c e 3 D " ] ;
R u n [ f o r c e 2 D D i r  < >  " 
c p . b a t " ,  f o r c e 3 D ,  N P ]  ;
s t i f f [ 2 , s t i f f 2 D D i r ,  " s t i f f 2 D " ] ;
R u n [ s t i f f 2 D D i r  < >  " 
c p . b a t " ,  s t i f f 2 D ,  N P ]  ;
s t i f f [ 3 ,  s t i f f 3 D D i r ,  " s t i f f 3 D " ] ;
R \ i n [ s t i f f 3 D D i r  < >  " 
c p . b a t " ,  s t i f f 3 D  , N P ] ;
This is the source file for ’’ForceCalc” package:
B e g i n P a c k a g e [ " F o r c e C a l c ' " ,  " O u t p u t U t i l s ' " ]
f o r c e : : u s a g e  =
" f o r c e [ n , d i r ]  n  i s  e q u a l  t o  
2  f o r  2 D  a n d  3 f o r  3 D ,  d i r  o u t p u r  d i r e c t o r y "
B e g i n [ " O u t p u t U t i l s ' " ]
f o r c e [ n _ , d i r _ , o u t f _ ] : =  M o d u l e [
{ n l g p ,  n 3 g p } ,
S e t D i r e c t o r y [ d i r ] ;
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( *  D e f i n e  v a r i a b l e s  u s e d  l a t t e r  * )  
n l g p  = 4 ;  
n 3 g p  = 4 ;
I S T R  = { " I I + l " ,  " I I + 2 " ,  " I I + 3 " ,  " I I + 4 " } ;
N D 1 G P  = { { " K " # " D V A V I S " } ,  ( " G " , " D V A T 3 " } ,
{ " G T R " ,  " D V A T 3 " } ,  { " G E P S " ,  " D V A T R " } }  ;
N D 3 G P  = { { " N N " ,  " D V A R T 3 " } ,  { " N D E L " , " D V A R T 3 " } ,
{ " N E P S " ,  " D V A T 3 " } ,  { " G D E L " ,  " D V A T 3 " } }  ;
I D E N  = 1 . 0  * I d e n t i t y M a t r i x [ n ] ;
DNDAL = { { D N D X [ I A ] ,  D N D Y [ I A ]  } ,  { D N D X [ I A ]  , D N D Y [ I A ]  , D N D Z [ I A ] } } ;  
DNDBL = { { D N D X [ I B ] , D N D Y [ I B ] } ,  { D N D X [ I B ] ,  D N D Y [ I B ] ,  D N D Z [ I B ] } } ;  
S T R N T 2  = { ( S T R N G [ 1 ] ,  0 . 5 S T R N G [ 3 ] } ,  { 0 . 5 S T R N G [ 3 ] ,  S T R N G [ 2 ] }  } ;  
S T R N T 3  = { { S T R N G [ 1 ] ,  0 . 5 S T R N G [ 4 ] ,  0 . 5 S T R N G [ 5 ] } ,
{ 0 . 5 S T R N G [ 4 ] , S T R N G [ 2 ] ,  0 . 5 S T R N G [ 6 ] } ,
{ 0 . 5 S T R N G [ 5 ] ,  0 . 5 S T R N G [ 6 ] ,  S T R N G [ 3 ] }  } ;
S T R N T L  = { S T R N T 2 , S T R N T 3  } ;
TAUPRML = { { T A U P R M [ 1 ,  I B ] ,  T A U P R M [ 2 ,  I B ] } ,
{ T A U P R M [ 1 ,  I B ] ,  T A U P R M [ 2 ,  I B ] ,  T A U P R M [ 3 ,  I B ] } } ;
UB L = { { E L D I S P [ 1 ,  I B ] ,  E L D I S P [ 2 ,  I B ] } ,
{ E L D I S P [ 1 ,  I B ] ,  E L D I S P [ 2 ,  I B ] ,  E L D I S P [ 3 ,  I B ] } } ;
P B L  = { E L D I S P [ 3 ,  I B ] ,  E L D I S P [ 4 ,  I B ] } ;
S H P A = S H A P E G [ I G ,  I A ] ;
S H P B  = S H A P E G [ I G ,  I B ] ;
UGNAA = U G N A [ I A ] ;
UGNBB = U G N B [ I B ] ;
DNDA = D N D A L [ [ n  -  1 ] ] ;
DNDB = D N D B L [ [ n  -  1 ] ] ;
UB = U B L [ [ n  -  1 ] ] ;
P B  = P B L [ [ n  -  1 ] ] ;
TAUPRMV = T A U P R M L [ [ n  -  1 ] ] ;
U J U I J V  = A r r a y [ U J U I J ,  n ] ;
S T R N T  = S T R N T L [ [ n  -  1 ] ] ;
VELOGRM = A r r a y [ V E L O G R ,  { n ,  n } ]  ;
P R E S G R V  = A r r a y [ P R E S G R ,  n ] ;
GNAGPRV = DNDA . P R E S G R V ;
R E P L 1  = T a b l e [ 0 , { n l g p } ]  ;
R E P L 3  = T a b l e [ 0 , { n 3 g p } ] ;
( *  B e g i n n i n g  o f  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  F o r c e  v e c t o r  * )
G E P S  = t y p e P [ - T A U  P B  DNDA . D N D B ,  n ] ;
K = t y p e U [  E x p a n d A l l  [ 1 . 0  ( ( UB ®  DNDB + DNDB (8) U B )  . D N D A ) ] ,  n ]  ; 
G =  t y p e U [ - D N D A P B ,  n ] ;
G T R  = t y p e P [ - D N D B  . U B ,  n ] ;
NN = t y p e U  [ S H P A * U J U I J V ,  n ]  ;
ND E L = t y p e U  [ T A U  UGNAA U J U I J V ,  n ]  ;
N E P S  = t y p e P  [ - T A U  U J U I J V .  DNDA,  n ]  ;
GD EL  = t y p e U [ T A U  UGNAA P R E S G R V ,  n ] ;
{* E n d  o f  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  F o r c e  v e c t o r  * )
( *  R e p l a c e  n u m b e r s  w i t h  v a r i a b l e s  t h a t  a r e  u s e d  i n  
E L F E N  i . e .  0 . 5  - >  R P 5  o r  2 . 0  - >  R 2  * )
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D o [  R E P L 1 [ [ I ] ]  = r e p l v e c t o r [  S i m p l i f y f  T o E x p r e s s i o n [
N D l G P [ [ I ,  1 ] ]  ] ] ] / .  x _ ~ 2  - >  H o l d F o r m [ x  x ]  , { I ,  n l g p }  ] ;
D o [  R E P L 3 [ [ I ] ]  = r e p l v e c t o r [  S i m p l i f y [  T o E x p r e s s i o n [
N D 3 G P [ [ I ,  1 ] ]  ] ] ] / .  x _ ~ 2  - >  H o l d F o r m [ x  x ]  , { I ,  n 3 g p }  ] ;
( *  O u t p u t  v a l u e s  t o  f i l e  * )
D o [ o u t v e c t o r c o m [  " R L O A D " , I S T R ,  N D 3 G P [ [ I ,  2 ] ] ,  R E P L 3 [ [ I ] ] #
o u t  f  < >  N D 3 G P  [ [ 1 , 1 ] ]  < >  " G . F " , " C — " < >  N D 3 G P  [ [ I ,  1 ] ]  < >  
" \ n " ] ,  { I ,  n 3 g p } ] ;
D o [ o u t v e c t o r c o m [  " R L O A D " ,  I S T R ,  N D 1 G P [ [ I ,  2 ] ] ,  R E P L 1 [ [ I ] ] ,  
o u t f  < >  N D 1 G P [ [ I , 1 ] ]  < >  " S . F " ,  " C - - "  < >  N D l G P [ [ I , 1 ] ]  < >
" \ n "  ] ,  { I ,  n l g p } ] ;
E n d [  ]
E n d P a c k a g e [ ]
This is the source file for ’’StiffCalc” package:
B e g i n P a c k a g e [ " S t i f f C a l c ' " ,  " O u t p u t U t i l s ' " ]
s t i f f : : u s a g e  =
" s t i f f [ n , d i r ]  n  i s  e q u a l  t o  
2  f o r  2 D  a n d  3 f o r  3 D ,  d i r  o u t p u r  d i r e c t o r y "
B e g i n [ " O u t p u t U t i l s ' " ]
s t i f f [ n _ , d i r _ , o u t f _ ] : =  M o d u l e [
( n l g p , n 3 g p } ,
S e t D i r e c t o r y [ d i r ]  ;
( *  D e f i n e  v a r i a b l e s  u s e d  l a t t e r  * )  
n l g p  -  5  ; 
n 3 g p  =  1 3 ;
J S T R  = { " J J + l " ,  " J J + 2 " ,  " J J + 3 " ,  " J J + 4 " } ;
I S T R  =  { " I I + l " ,  " I I + 2 " ,  " I I + 3 " ,  " I I + 4 " } ;
N D l G P  = { { " K l " ,  " D V A V I S " } ,  { " K 2 " , " D V D V D S " } ,
" G " ,  " D V A T 3 " } ,  { " G T R " ,  " D V A T 3 " }  ,
" G E P S 2 " ,  " D V A T R " } }  ;
N D 3 G P  = { { " N l " ,  " D V A R T 3 " } ,  { " N 2 " , " D V A R T 3 " } ,
" N D E L l " , " D V A R T 3 " } ,  { " N D E L 2 " ,  " D V A R T 9 " } ,
" N D E L 3 " ,  " D V A R T 3 " } ,  { " N D E L 4 " ,  " D V A R T 3 " } ,
" N E P S 1 " ,  "D V A T 3 " } ,  { " N E P S 2 " ,  " D V A T 3 " } ,
" N E P S 3 " , " D V A T 3 " } ,  { " G D E L l " , " D V A T 3 " } ,
" G D E L 2 " ,  " D V A T 9 " } ,  { " G D E L 3 " ,  " D V A T 3 " } ,
" G E P S 1 " ,  " D V A T 3 R " } } ;
I D E N  = 1 . 0 * I d e n t i t y M a t r i x [ n ] ;
DNDAL = { { D N D X [ I A ] ,  D N D Y [ I A ] } ,  ( D N D X [ I A ] ,  D N D Y [ I A ] ,  D N D Z [ I A ] } }  
DNDBL = { { D N D X [ I B ] , D N D Y [ I B ] } ,  { D N D X [ I B ] ,  D N D Y [ I B ] ,  D N D Z [ I B ] } }  
S T R N T 2  = f  { S T R N G [ 1 ] , 0 . 5 S T R N G [ 3 ] }  , ( 0 . 5 S T R N G [ 3 ] ,  S T R N G [ 2 ] }  } ;
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S T R N T 3  = { { S T R N G [ 1 ] ,  0 . 5 S T R N G [ 4 ] ,  0 . 5 S T R N G [ 5 ] } ,
{ 0 . 5 S T R N G [ 4 ] , S T R N G [ 2  ] , 0 . 5 S T R N G [ 6 ] } ,
{ 0 . 5 S T R N G [ 5 ] , 0 . 5 S T R N G [ 6 ] ,  S T R N G [ 3 ] }  } ;
S T R N T L  = { S T R N T 2 ,  S T R N T 3  } ;
TAUPRML = {{TAUPRM [ 1 ,  I B ] ,  T A U P R M [ 2 ,  I B ] } ,
{ T A U P R M [ 1 ,  I B ] ,  T A U P R M [ 2 ,  I B ] ,  T A U P R M [ 3 ,  I B ] } } ;
U B L  = { { E L D I S P [ 1 ,  I B ] ,  E L D I S P [ 2 ,  I B ] } ,
{ E L D I S P [ 1 ,  I B ] ,  E L D I S P [ 2 ,  I B ] ,  E L D I S P [ 3 ,  I B ] } } ;
P B L  = { E L D I S P [ 3 ,  I B ] ,  E L D I S P [ 4 ,  I B ] } ;
S H P A  = S H A P E G [ I G ,  I A ] ;
S H P B  =  S H A P E G [ I G ,  I B ] ;
UGNAA = U G N A [ I A ] ;
UGNBB = U G N B [ I B ] ;
DNDA = DNDAL [ [ n  -  1 ] ] ;
DNDB = D N D B L [ [ n  -  1 ] ] ;
P B  = P B L  [ [ n  -  1 ]  ] ;
TAUPRMV = TAUPRML [ [ n  -  1 ]  ] ;
U J U I J V  = A r r a y  [ U J U I J ,  n ]  ;
S T R N T  = S T R N T L [ [ n  -  1 ]  ] ;
VELOGRM -  A r r a y  [ V E L O G R ,  { n ,  n } ]  ;
P R E S G R V  = A r r a y [ P R E S G R ,  n ] ;
GN AGP RV = DNDA . P R E S G R V ;
R E P L 1  = T a b l e [ 0 , { n l g p } ] ;
R E P L 3  = T a b l e  [ 0 ,  { n 3 g p } ]  ;
( *  B e g i n i n g  o f  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  S t i f f n e s s  m a t r i x  * )
K 1  = t y p e U U [  (DNDA . DN DB )  I D E N  + (DNDB ®  DNDA) , n ]  ;
K2  = t y p e U U [  ( S T R N T  . DNDA) ®  ( S T R N T  . D N D B ) ,  n ]  ;
G =  t y p e U P [ - D N D A , n ] ;
G T R  = t y p e P U [ - D N D B , n ] ;
G E P S 2  = t y p e P P [ - T A U  (DNDA . D N D B ) ,  n ] ;
N l  = t y p e U U [ S H P A * S H P B * V E L O G R M ,  n ] ;
N2  = t y p e U U [  S H P A * U G N B B * I D E N ,  n ] ;
N D E L l  = t y p e U U  [ T A U  UGNAA ( U J U I J V  ®  T A U P R M V ) ,  n ]  ;
N D E L 2  = t y p e U U  [ T A U  ( U J U I J V  ®  DNDA) , n ]  ;
N D E L 3  = t y p e U U [ T A U  S H P B  UGNAA VELOGRM,  n ] ;
N D E L 4  = t y p e U U  [ T A U  UGNAA UGNBB I D E N ,  n ]  ;
N E P S l  = t y p e P U [ - T A U  (TAUPRMV ®  U J U I J V )  . DNDA,  n ]  ;
N E P S 2  = t y p e P U [ - T A U  S H P B  T r a n s p o s e  [VELOGRM] . DNDA,  n ]  ;
N E P S 3  = t y p e P U [ - T A U  UGNBB DNDA,  n ] ;
G D E L l  = t y p e U U  [ T A U  UGNAA ( P R E S G R V  <g> T A U P R M V ) ,  n ]  ;
G D E L 2  = t y p e U U  [ T A U  ( P R E S G R V  ®  D N D A ) ,  n ]  ;
G D E L 3  = t y p e U P [ T A U  UGNAA DN DB ,  n  ] ;
G E P S 1  = t y p e P U [ - T A U  GNAGP RV T AUP RMV,  n ] ;
( *  E n d  o f  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  S t i f f n e s s  m a t r i x  * )
( *  R e p l a c e  n u m b e r s  w i t h  v a r i a b l e s  t h a t  a r e  u s e d  i n  
E L F E N  i . e .  0 . 5  - >  R P 5  o r  2 . 0  - >  R 2  * )
D o [  R E P L 1 [ [ I ] ]  = r e p l a r r a y f  S i m p l i f y [  T o E x p r e s s i o n [
N D l G P  [ [ I ,  1 ] ]  ] ] ] / .  x _ ~ 2  - >  H o l d F o r m [ x  x ]  , { I ,  n l g p }  ] ;  
D o [  R E P L 3 [ [ I ] ]  = r e p l a r r a y [  S i m p l i f y !  T o E x p r e s s i o n [
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N D 3 G P [ [ I ,  1 ] ]  ] ] ] / .  x _ ~ 2  - >  H o l d F o r m [ x  x ]  , { i ,  n 3 g p }  ] ;
( *  O u t p u t  v a l u e s  t o  f i l e  * )
D o [ o u t a r r a y c o m [ " E S T I F " , J S T R ,  I S T R ,  N D l G P [ [ I ,  2 ] ] ,
T r a n s p o s e [ R E P L 1 [ [ I ] ]  ] ,  o u t f  < >  N D l G P [ [ I ,  1 ] ]  < >
" S . F " ,  " C — " < >  N D l G P [ [ I ,  1 ] ]  < >  " \ n " ] ,  { i ,  n l g p } ] ;
D o [ o u t a r r a y c o m [ " E S T I F " ,  J S T R ,  I S T R ,  N D 3 G P [ [ I ,  2 ] ] ,
T r a n s p o s e [ R E P L 3 [ [ I ] ]  ] ,  o u t f  < >  N D 3 G P [ [ I ,  1 ] ]  < >
" G . F " , " C — " < >  N D 3 G P [ [ I ,  1 ] ]  < >  " \ n " ] ,  ( i ,  n 3 g p } ]  ;
]
E n d [  ]
E n d P a c k a g e [ ]
Apart from the ’’ForceCalc” and ’’StiffCalc” packages there is also an addi­
tional package that contains all the output functions and is called ’’OutputUtils” 
package. It is automatically called from ’’ForceCalc” and ’’StiffCalc”.
The source file for ’’OutputUtils” package is as follows:
B e g i n P a c k a g e [ " O u t p u t U t i l s ' " ]
t r : : u s a g e  =
" t r [ a _ ] "
m a k e s u b l i s t : : u s a g e  =
" m a k e s u b l i s t [ k L i s t _ ,  g r a d _ ,  i _ ,  c o r r _ ] "
m a k e P o s L i s t s : : u s a g e  =
" m a k e P o s L i s t s [ k L i s t _ ,  g r a d n i _ ,  g r a d n j _ ] "
i n n e r : : u s a g e  =
" i n n e r [ x _ ,  y _ ] "
o u t a r r a y c o m :  : u s a g e  =
" o u t a r r a y c o m [ m a t s t r _ ,  i i s t r _ ,  j j s t r _ ,
d v o l u s t r _ ,  m a t _ ,  f i l e n a m e _ ,  c o r n s t r _ ]  "
o u t v e c t o r c o m :  : u s a g e  =
" o u t v e c t o r c o m [ v e c s t r _ ,  i i s t r _ ,  d v o l u s t r _ ,  
v e c _ ,  f  i l e n a m e _ ,  c o m s t r _ ]  "
r e p l a r r a y : : u s a g e  =
" r e p l a r r a y [ m a t _ ] "
r e p l v e c t o r : : u s a g e  =
" r e p l v e c t o r [ v e c _ ] "
t y p e U U : : u s a g e  =
" t y p e U U [ m a t _ , n _ ] "
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t y p e U P : : u s a g e  =
" t y p e U P [ m a t _ , n _ ] "
t y p e P U : : u s a g e  =
" t y p e P U  [ m a t _ ,  n _ ]  "
t y p e P P : : u s a g e  =
" t y p e P P [ m a t _ , n _ ] "
t y p e U : : u s a g e  =
" t y p e U [ v e c _ , n _ ] "
t y p e P : : u s a g e  =
" t y p e P [ v e c _ , n _ ] "
C i r c l e T i m . e s : : u s a g e  =
" ( x _ )  <g> ( y _ )  "
B e g i n [ " ' P r i v a t e ' " ]
( x _ )  <g> ( y _ )  : =  O u t e r [ T i m e s ,  x ,  y ]  ;
i n n e r [ x _ ,  y _ ]  : =  t r [ T r a n s p o s e [ x ]  . y ]
t r [ a _ ]  : =  M o d u l e [ { n ,  d i a g ,  d i m s ,  i } ,
d i m s  = D i m e n s i o n s  [ a ] ; n  = d i m s  [ [ 1 ]  ] ; 
d i a g  = T a b l e [ a [ [ i , i ] ] ,  { i ,  n } ]  ; 
d i a g  = F l a t t e n [ d i a g ] ; P l u s  @@ d i a g ]
m a k e s u b l i s t [ k L i s t _ ,  g r a d _ ,  i _ ,  c o r r _ ]  : =  M o d u l e [  
{ t e m p , k } ,
t e m p  = P o s i t i o n [ k L i s t ,  g r a d [ [ i , c o r r ] ] ] ;
T a b l e [ t e m p [ [ k , 1 ] ] ,  { k ,  D i m e n s i o n s [ t e m p ]  [ [  1 ] ] } ]
m a k e P o s L i s t s [ k L i s t _ ,  g r a d n i _ ,  g r a d n j _ ]  : =  M o d u l e [
{ i ,  c o r r ,  r d i m ,  p o s a r r a y i ,  p o s a r r a y j } ,  
r d i m  = D i m e n s i o n s  [ g r a d n i ]  [ [ 1 ]  ] ;  
p o s a r r a y i  =
T a b l e [ J o i n  @@ T a b l e [ m a k e s u b l i s t [ k L i s t ,  g r a d n i ,  i ,  c o r r ] ,  
{ c o r r ,  r d i m } ] ,  { i ,  r d i m } ] ; 
p o s a r r a y j  =
T a b l e [ J o i n  @@ T a b l e [ m a k e s u b l i s t [ k L i s t , g r a d n j , i ,  c o r r ] ,  
{ c o r r ,  r d i m } ] , { i ,  r d i m } ] ;
{ p o s a r r a y i , p o s a r r a y j }
o u t a r r a y c o m [ m a t s t r _ ,  i i s t r _ ,  j j s t r _ ,
d v o l u s t r _ ,  m a t _ ,  f i l e n a m e _ ,  c o r n s t r _ ]  : =  M o d u l e  [ 
{ i ,  j ,  m ,  n ,  f i l e ,  s t r l ,  s t r 2 ,  t a b ,  t a b l } ,  
f i l e  = O p e n W r i t e [ f i l e n a m e ] ; 
m  = D i m e n s i o n s [ m a t ] [ [ ! ] ] ;
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n  = D i m e n s i o n s [ m a t ]  [ [ 2 ] ] ;  
t a b  = "
t a b l  = S t r i n g J o i n [ "  1 " ,  t a b ] ;
W r i t e S t r i n g [ f i l e , c o r n s t r ] ;
D o [ I f  [ m a t [ [ i , j ] ] = = 0 , C o n t i n u e [ ] ] ;
s t r l  = S t r i n g J o i n [ m a t s t r ,  " ( " ,  i i s t r [ [ i ] ] ,
j  j  s t r [ [ j ] ] ,  " ) " ] ;
s t r 2  = S t r i n g J o i n [ "  = " ,  s t r l ,  " + " ,  d v o l u s t r ,  " * ( \ n " ] ;  
( W r i t e S t r i n g [ f i l e ,  t a b ,  s t r l ,  s t r 2 ,  t a b l ,  
F o r t r a n F o r m [ m a t [ [ i ,  j ] ] ] , " ) \ n " ] ;  ) ,
{ i ,  1 ,  m } ,  { j ,  1 ,  n } ] ;
C l o s e [ f i l e ] ;
o u t v e c  t  o r c o m [ v e c  s  t r _ , i i s t r _ ,
d v o l u s t r _ ,  v e c _ ,  f i l e n a m e _ , c o m s t r _ ]  : =  M o d u l e [ 
{ i ,  n ,  f i l e ,  s t r l ,  s t r 2 ,  t a b ,  t a b l } ,  
f i l e  = O p e n W r i t e [ f i l e n a m e ] ; 
n  = D i m e n s i o n s [ v e c ]  [ [ 1 ] ] ;  
t a b  = "
t a b l  = S t r i n g J o i n [ "  1 " ,  t a b ] ;
W r i t e S t r i n g [ f i l e , c o r n s t r ] ;
D o [ s t r l  = S t r i n g J o i n [ v e c s t r ,  " ( " ,  i i s t r [ [ i ] ] ,  " ) " ] ;
s t r 2  = S t r i n g J o i n [ "  = " ,  s t r l ,  " + " ,  d v o l u s t r ,  " * ( \ n " ] ;  
I f [ v e c [ [ i ] ] = = 0 , C o n t i n u e [ ] ] ;
( W r i t e S t r i n g [ f i l e ,  t a b ,  s t r l ,  s t r 2 ,  t a b l ,  
F o r t r a n F o r m [ v e c [ [ i ] ] ] ,  " ) \ n " ] ;  ) ,
{ i ,  1 ,  n } ] ;
C l o s e [ f i l e ] ;
r e p l a r r a y [ m a t _ ]  : =  M o d u l e [
{ i ,  j  , m , n , o u t m a t } , 
m  = D i m e n s i o n s [ m a t ]  [ [ 1 ] ] ;  
n  = D i m e n s i o n s [ m a t ]  [ [ 2 ] ] ;  
o u t m a t  =  T a b l e [ T o E x p r e s s i o n [
T o U p p e r C a s e [
S t r i n g R e p l a c e [
T o S t r i n g [ m a t [ [ i , j ] ] ] , { " 2 . " - > " R 2 " , " 1 . " - > " " , " 0 . 5 " - > " R P 5 "  
" 0 . 2 5 " - > " R P 2 5 " , " 0  . 1 2 5 " - > " R P 1 2 5 " } ]  ] ] , { i , m } ,  { j  , n } ]  ;
o u t m a t
]
r e p l v e c t o r [ v e c _ ]  : =  M o d u l e [
{ i , n , o u t v e c } ,
n  =  D i m e n s i o n s [ v e c ]  [ [ 1 ] ] ;  
o u t v e c  = T a b l e [ T o E x p r e s s i o n [
T o U p p e r C a s e [
S t r i n g R e p l a c e [
T o S t r i n g [ v e c [ [ i ] ] ] , { " 2 . " - > " R 2 " , " 1 . " - > " " , " 0 . 5 " - > " R P 5 " ,
" 0 . 2 5 " - > " R P 2 5 " , " 0 . 1 2 5 " - > " R P 1 2 5 " } ] ] ] , { i , n } ]  ;
o u t v e c
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]
t y p e U U  [ m a t _ , n _ ]  : = M o d u l e  [
{ i , j  , o u t m a t } ,
o u t m a t = T a b l e [ 0 ,  { i , n + l } ,  { j  , n + l } ]  ;
D o  [ o u t m a t  [ [ i , j  ] ] = m a t  [ [ i , j  ] ] , { i , n } , { j  , n }  ] ; 
o u t m a t
]
t y p e U P [ v e c _ , n _ ] : =  M o d u l e [
{ i , j  , o u t m a t } ,
o u t m a t = T a b l e [ 0 ,  { i , n + l } , { j  , n + l } ]  ;
D o  [ o u t m a t  [ [ i , n + 1 ]  ] = v e c  [ [ i ]  ] , { i  , n } ]  ; 
o u t m a t
]
t y p e P U [ v e c _ , n _ ]  : =  M o d u l e [
{ i , j  , o u t m a t } ,
o u t m a t = T a b l e  [ 0 , { i , n + l } , { j  , n + l } ]  ;
D o [ o u t m a t [ [ n + l , j ] ] = v e c [ [ j  ] ] , { j  , n }  ] ; 
o u t m a t
]
t y p e P P [ s c a l _ , n _ ]  : =  M o d u l e [
{ i , j  , o u t m a t } ,
o u t m a t = T a b l e [ 0 ,  { i , n + l } ,  { j  , n + l } ]  ; 
o u t m a t [ [ n + l , n + l ] ] = s c a l ; 
o u t m a t
]
t y p e U [ v e c _ , n _ ] : =  M o d u l e [
{ i , o u t v e c } ,
o u t v e c = T a b l e  [ 0 ,  { i , n + l } ]  ;
D o  [ o u t v e c  [ [ i ]  ] = v e c  [ [ i ]  ] , { i , n } ]  ; 
o u t v e c
]
t y p e P [ s c a l _ , n _ ]  : =  M o d u l e [
{ i , o u t v e c } ,
o u t v e c = T a b l e [ 0 , { i , n + l } ]  ; 
o u t v e c [ [ n + l ] ] = s c a l ; 
o u t v e c
]
E n d [  ]
E n d P a c k a g e [ ]
This is the contents of the ’’cp.bat” batch file:
r e m  D e l e t e  o l d  v a l u e s  
del *.fix
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del %1fs.f 
del %1fg.f
rem Wrap Fortran files so they don’t exceed 72 characters
rem don’t start wrapping before line 55
for %%1 in (%1*.f) do elfenwrap %%1 55 72
rem Merge s and g files 10
copy %1*g.f.fix /b %1fg.f.keep /b 
copy %1*s.f.fix /b %1fs.f.keep lb
rem Remove temporary files 
del
del %1*.f
move %1fg.f.keep %1 fg.f 
move %1fs.f.keep %1fs.f
rem Pause if  requested 20
if %2 == P pause
The purpose of this file is to post process the FORTRAN files. It has two 
purposes. The first is to wrap the FORTRAN file so they conform to the FORTRAN 
limitation for line lengths. To do this a program ’’wrap” is used. It takes three 
parameters, the name of the file to wrap, the position of the possible breaking points 
and the maximum length of the line that is allowed. For FORTRAN files this length 
is equal to 72. For C/C++ there is no limitations so this step can be skipped.
The ’’wrap” program consists of the main file ’’wrap.c” and the file ’’util.c” 
that contains the necessary subroutines.
This is the content of the ’’wrap.c” file.
* *
* A program to wrap fortran file to conform to the *
* correct line length o f  72 characters per line *
* *
* Usage: *
* wrap <FORTRAN File> <Start Breaking> <Maximum length> *
* Initial coding: S.Slijepcevic *
4= *
#include <stdio.h> 
ftinclude <io.h>  
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <malloc.h> 
#include <string.h> 
#include " u t i l .h "
int main( int argc, char *argv[] ) 
{ 20
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FILE ‘infile, ‘outfile;
char infilename[100],outfilename[100];
int maxline, minline;
int filehandle, maxlinesize;
long filesize;
char *linestr, ‘substring, ‘outstring, tab[73]; 
int substrsize, linestrsize, tabsize, subbp;
int mintextsize, maxtextsize, textskip;
char counter, ‘orglinestr,‘orgsubstring, ‘orgoutstring; 30
if ( argc >  3 ) { 
sprintf(infilename, "%s", argv[1] ); 
sscanf(argv[2] , "%d", &minline ); 
sscanf(argv[3] , "%d", &maxline );
} else {
printf( "USAGE : e lfe n w r a p  < f ile n a m e >  m in l in e  m a x lin e \n \n "  ); 
return 1;
}; 40
sprintf( outfilename, "%s.f ix",  infilename );
if ( ( (infile=fopen(infilename,"r"))==NULL ) ) {
printf( " F i l e  %s d o es  n o t  e x i s t  \ n \ n " ,  infilename ); 
return 1;
}
if ( ( (outfile=fopen(outfilename, "w"))==NULL ) ) {
printf( "Error o p en in g  f i l e  %s \ n \ n " ,  outfilename );
return 1; 50
}
else {
filehandle=_fileno(infile); 
filesize=_filelength(filehandle); 
maxlinesize=filesize+1;
printf( "Opened f i l e :  %s s i z e :  %i max L ine :  % i\n",infilename,filesize,maxlinesize ); 
printf( "F ix ed  f i l e :  %s \ n ".outfilename ); 
rewind( infile ); 
rewind( outfile );
linestr = (char *) malloc(maxlinesize); 60
substring = (char *) malloc(maxline—minline+1); 
outstring = (char *) malloc(maxline+1); 
if( !( linestr ) 11 !( substring ) 11 !( outstring ) ) { 
printf( "Error a l l o c a t i n g  memory! ! !\n" ); 
return 1;
};
orglinestr = linestr; 
orgsubstring = substring; 
orgoutstring = outstring;
do { 70
linestr = orglinestr; 
substring = orgsubstring;
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outstring = orgoutstring; 
linestr[0] = 0; 
substring[0] = 0; 
outstring[0] = 0;
skipline2(infile, outfile, linestr .maxlinesize);
/*  printf(“% s\n”,linestr);*/
if( linestr[5]==' 1 ' && (int) strlen(linestr) >  maxline
tabsize=gettab(linestr ,tab); 
textskip=tabsize+6; 
maxtextsize=maxline—textskip; 
mintextsize=minline—textskip; 
counter=linestr[5]; 
linestr=&linestr[tabsize+6]; 
substrsize= maxline — minline;
while( (linestrsize=(int) strlen(linestr)) > maxtextsize ) { 
outstring[0]=0;
stmcpy(substring, &linestr[mintextsize],substrsize); 
substring[substrsize]=0; 
subbp=getbreakpoint(substring); 
sprintf(outstring," % c % s " .counter,tab);
stmcat(outstring, linestr, mintextsize+subbp); 
fprintf (outfile," % s  \  n " .outstring); 
linestr=&linestr[mintextsize+subbp]; 
counter++;
if(counter==' : ' )  counter= ' O ' ;  
if(counter==' P ') counter=' 1 ';
};
sprintf(outstring," % c % s % s " .counter,tab,linestr);
fprintf (outfile," %s" .outstring);
} else { 
fprintf(outfile," %s" .linestr);
};
} while ( !( feof(infile) ) );
free(orgoutstring); 
free(argsubstring); 
free(orglinestr); 
fclose(infile); 
fclose(outfile); 
return 0;
};
return —1;
}
This is the content of the ’’util.h” file.
#include <stdio.h> 
ttinclude <string.h>
void skipline(FILE *infile, char* line, int linesize);
void skipline2(F!LE *infile, FILE *outfile, char* line, int linesize);
void skipNlines(FTLE *infile, char* line, int linesize, int n);
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int gettab(char *linestr, char* tab); 
int getbreakpoint(char* string);
This is the contents of the ’’util.c” file.
* *
* Functions to manipulate strings and help read files *
* Initial coding: S.Slijepcevic *
* *
* List o f Junctions: *
* skipline - get a new line while skiping comments *
* skipline2 - get a new lines but output comments *
* skipNlines - get a new line but skip N  lines *
* gettab - get the tab at the begining o f a line *
* getbreakpoint - get a break point *
* *
#include " u t i l . h "
void skipline(FILE *infile, char* line, int linesize) 
{
int flag=1; 
while(flag) { 
fgets(line,linesize,infile); 
if( line[0]==' ' 11 feof(infile) ) flag=0;
};
void skipline2(FILE *infile, FILE *outfile, char* line, int linesize) 
{
int flag=1; 
while(flag) { 
fgets(line,linesize,infile); 
if( line[0]==' ' 11 feof(infile) ) 
flag=0; 
else {
if( line[0]==' C' 11 line[0]==' c ' ) 
fprintf(outfile," %s" .line);
}; 
};
void skipNlines(FTLE *infile, char* line, int linesize, int n) 
{
int i;
for(i=0;i<n;i++) { 
fgets(line,linesize,infile);
};
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int gettab(char *linestr, char* tab)
{
int tabstart=6, i;
tab[0]=0;
i=0;
while( linestr[i+tabstart]==' ' ) { 
tab[i]=' '; 
tab[i+1]=0; 
i++;
};
return(i);
}
int getbreakpoint(char* string)
{
int strsize, i,chamotf;
strsize=strlen(string);
i=strsize—1;
chamotf=1;
while ( i > — 1 && chamotf) { 
switch(string[i]) { 
case ' + ': 
chamotf=0; 
break; 
case '
chamotf=0; 
break; 
case ' /  ': 
chamotf=0; 
break; 
case '*  ':
if( i > 0  ) {
if( string[i—1]!='* ' ) chamotf=0; 
} else {
i— ;
};
break;
default:
i— ;
}; 
};
return(i+1);
}
Appendix D 
Computer Implementation
This appendix deals with the implementation of the non-Newtonian material mod­
els into the general purpose finite element program ’’Elfen”. An overview of the 
routines that are used can be found in Table D.l. It is important to note that the 
same material routines are used for 2D, 3D, steady state and transient routines. This 
means that if a new material is added it is immediately available to all routines.
2D 3D
Steady state Transient Steady state Transient
Internal Force pstfm.f pstfmtf pstfso.f pstfstf
Stiffness Matrix kfmb.f kfmbtf kfsotf kfsottf
Shape Functions shp2dn.f shp3dn.f
Read Mat. Property mtpfll.f
Calc. Mat. Parameters mtfpstf
Table D. 1: An overview of routines used
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